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.To 

The Secretary. 
Planning Commission, 
·New Delhi. · 

Subject :-Technical Committee for the optimum utilisation 
of the Krishna and Godavari waters 

:SIR, 

In their letter No. PC(V) 59/I/51, dated December 17, 
1951 ('Dide appendix A) addressed to the Madras Government, 
the Planning Commission appointed a Committee consisting 
-of :- . . 

Shri A. N. Khosla, I.S.E., Chairman, 
Central Water and Power Commis-. 
sion. 

Shri Moti Ram, I.S.E., Chief En
gineer, Irrigation, Uttar Pradesh 

Shri G. R. Garg, I.S.E. (retired), 
Director Irrigation, Central Water 
and Power Commission • 

• • Chairman 

Member 

·Member-Secretary 

to examine and report on the most economical manner of utilis
ing the waters of Krishna and Godavari rivers allotted to the 
Madras State (flide inter-State agreement-:-Appendix B). 

The terms of reference to the Committee were as under :-
"(a) How the waters of these rivers can be used to the 

best advantage, and recommend for inclusion in 
Part II of the Plan a project which would _bring_ 
about extension of irrigation facilities to as large an 
area as possible on the most economic basis which 
can be completed in a reasonable time. 

,'b). Whether there will be sufficient waters left for the 
· needs of the Godavari and Krishna deltas after the 

utilisation ·proposed under the Krishna-Pennar 
Project. 

I 



2 REPORT OF THE TECHNICAL COMMITTEE 

(c) Whether the Krishna-Pennar Project is technically 
sound and economically a better proposition than. 
other schemes considered, and whether, having re
gard to the urgent need for increased food supply, 
especially of rice, this project should be included in 
Part II of the Plan ; and 

(d) Whether it can be completed within 3 to 4 years if 
funds can be provided." 

2. The Committee assembled ·at Delhi on 28th January 
1952 for preliminary discussions, study of the various projects 
and preparation of their tour programme. 

The Committee left for Madras on the 17th February, 1952 
and stayed in Madras and Hyderabad States till 5th of March, 
1952. During their tour, the Committee inspected the sites 
of dams and other important works included in various projects 
prepared by the Madras and Hyderabad States for the utilisa
tion of Krishna, Godavary and Pennar waters. They also met 
the Hon'ble Ministers of the Madras Government and held dis
cussion with Madras and Hyderabad Engineers. Prominent 
people from all over the area and representatives of associa
tions interested in the various schemes were interviewed. A 
large number of written representations were received. 
During their extensive journeys by road, the Committee visited 
areas ·proposed to be served by the project already submitted 
and -also the vast 4ry tracts in the Guntur and Nellore districts 
for which no proposals for irrigation had yet been framed. 

The Committee reassembled at Delhi in the middle of 
March, 1952 to examine the vast data supplied by the State 
Governments and collected by then during their tour and to 
prepare their repon. Work on the preparation of the repon 
has since continued. 

3· The Committee have carefully examined the Krishna
Pennar Project (1951). It is intended to benefit the Kumool 
and Cuddapah districts of Rayalaseema, districts of Nellore, 
Chingleput and Chittoor and to augment the Madras City water 
supplies. 

The Committee are of the opinion that the project is 
generally technically sound but that the actual cost is likely 
to be considerably in excess of the estimated. The comments 
of the Committee on various features of the project are given in 
<?mPter :ry. Two of these main features are, the available supp· 
lies at S1ddeswaram and the designed capacity of canals. The 
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.actual supplies available at Siddeswaram dam will be I 5% less 
than those assumed in the Project to allow for the inflow between 
.Siddeswaram and Vijay!wada. 

Owing to this reduction in supplies, the area which can be 
irrigated from the project will be considerably reduced. 'This 
in rum will adversely affect the financial rerums as indicated 
in para. 4 · 20 of the Report. 

The capacities provided for the various canals are excessive 
.and can be considerably reduced without loss of efficiency. 
The Committee has suggested certain modifications which, if 
.adopted, would reduce the probable excess on the estimate 
(vide para. 4'3 to 4' 10). 

Other adverse feature of the Krishna-Pannar Project 
{I951) is the submergence of 3 lakhs acres of land of which 
1,82,000 acres are cultivated and the displacement of nearly 
1 l lakhs of people by the Krishna and Pennar dams (vide paras. 
4 · o and 4 • I). Also the benefits will largely go to areas already 
:SerVed by canals or tanks while vast tracts lying close to the 
Kiishna and having no alternative means of irrigation supplies 
will be permanently denied such supplies (vide para. 4'23)· 

4· With a view to ~liminating the above mentioned adverse 
features of the Krishna-Pennar Project, getting quick results 
in food production and providing for the ultimate needs of all 
.areas which can be physically served by the Krisna-river within 
limits of economic feasibility, the Committee have drawn up 
fresh proposals which are outlined in Chapter V of the report. 
The Committee have suggested three stages for execution of 
these proposals. 

Stage I will comprise 1 

(1) the remodelling of existing Kumool-Cuddapah canal 
to serve famine stricken areas of Rayalaseema ; 

(i1) construction of Kaveli, Kanupur and Krishna-Pennar 
East Canals of the Krishna-Pennar Project (I9SI) to 
secure quick increase in rice production ; 

(ii1) construction of a high dam on the Krishna at 
Nandikonda together with; 

(w) canals on both bankS to irrigate the dry and scarcity 
areas of Guntur and Nellore (Madras State) and 
Telengana areas of Hyderabad and extend irrigation 
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south flf Pennar to Madras ; (for areas south of 
Madras see paragraph 8 beJow) ; 

( v) also to ensure domestic water supply to Madras 
City. . 

The remodelling of Kumool-Cuddapah Canal and ·cons~ 
truction of Kaveli, Kanupur and Krishna-Pennar East ~ 
can be taken up independently of the rest of works and 
may preferably constitute the first phase of the first stage. , 
This phase can be completed quickly and can show results in 
about three years. The cost involved is about Rs. 8 · 68 crores, 
the area irrigated being 4 · 88 lakh acres and additional food pro-· 
duction · 91 lakh tons. 

Stage II will comprise : · 

(t) the constrUction of a dam (13 · 5l' lower than that 
contemplated in the Krishna-Pennar Project (1951) 
at Siddeswaram along with; 

(i1) a feeder channel leading to the Pennar (capacity of 
this canal will be only about 1 /7th of that proposed 
in the Krishna-Pennar Project 1951) ; 

(iii) the Krishna-Pennar ·west Canal; and 
(iv) some of the branches of the Nandikonda right canal 

left out in the rst stage. 

Stage Ill wiil comprise the constrUction of a dam at 
Pulichintala to provide additional irrigation for 211d crop in the 
Krishna delta. 

5. These proposals of the Committee include all the areas
which· were proposed to be benefited by the Krishna-Pennar 
Project with the exception of about 7 lakhs acres (of which 3 · 64 
lakh acres were to be irrigated) lying mostly in Chingleput dis
trict which were to be served by the proposed Pennar-South 
Canal. Out of these 3 · 64 lakh 'Beres the irrigation of about 
2 lakh acres is envisaged vide para. 8. (This area is served both 
oy the South West and North East monsoons and receives an 
average annual rainfall of 46•. There are numerous tanks for 
irrigation purposes and there is distress only when rains fail). 
The Committee's proposals provide in addition, for irrigation 
to about 37 lakhs acres of dry uplands in the Guntur and Nellore 
districts and to about 3 lakhs acres in Nandigama taluk which 
have low rainfall and lie in close proximity of the Krishna river 
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and have no alternative source of irrigation ('DidB para. ,. I). 
The possibility of further extending irrigation in Chingleput 
district is discussed in para. 8. 

6. The Krishna-Pennar Project (1951) is intended to 
irrigate 21 • 915 lakh acres in the Stage Plan and 37' 65 lakh acres 
in the Full Plan and give a return of 3'I4%and3'4S% respec
tively 10 years after completion. These figures are, however, 
not likely to be realised on account of water supplies being 
less by IS% than anticipated. The revised calculations made 
by the Committee after allowing for this error in water sup
plies show that areas and return in the Stage and Full Plans will 
be as under :-

Area Per cent 
Irrigated return 

Lakh 
acres Decreasing 

StBge Plan • :n·o6 :a· 61 
Full Plan 28•65 2•58 

The financial position will continue to get worse thereafter . 
instead of improving because of the returns being' lower than the 
interest charges (vide para. s· 14.) 

7· The Committee have prepared approximate estimates 
of the cost of their proposals on the basis of available data. 
According to these estimates the areas irrigated and the return 
on the sum-at-charge 10 years after completion in the various 
stages of the Committee's proposals will be as under :-

Estimated Area Per cent 
cost irrigated retum 
Rs. Lakh Inc:reaoing 
crores acres 

Stage I 84•82 30·36 4'29 
Stage II· 124·92 37•76 3'34 
Stage III 132'43 41•26 3'39 

In addition the approximate expenditure to be incurred 
by Hyderabad will be as•under :-

Stage I , 

Stage II • • 

Estimated cost 

. . 
Irrigation in JaldJJ 

of acres 
6•75 with dependable 

luppl_y. 
8· 6o With more than 

dtpeDd.abJs sup-
ply. 
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The Hyderabad Government attaches great importanCe 
to provision of irrigation facilities in the area. commanded by 
Nandikonda. reservoir in their territory and their participation 
may be taken as assured. 

The above fi~ are .based on rough estimates and may 
have to be suitably altered as a result of detailed investigation 
and survey which . must, be carried out. It is hoped that the 
difference will not be large (vide paras. 5"14 and s·83 and tables 
VI and yn). 

8. The Committee have considered the possibility ofdivert
ing Godavari waters into the Krishna. On the basis of present 
studies about IOO t.m.c.ft. (2 · 30 m.a.ft) can be so diverted. 
It is, however, felt that further studies in connection with the 
integrated use of Godavari and Krishna waters may disclose 
the possibility of substantially bigger diversion of supplies from 
the Godavari and establish the technical and economic feasibility 
thereof, thus enabling extension of irrigation to considerable 
areas south of Madras. These areas can otherwise be served 
by Bombay and Hyderabad not eventually using their full 
shares of Krishna waters, the unused balance thus becoming 
available for Madras, or by integrating the power systems 
on the .Godavari and the Krishna thus releasing for . purposes 
of irrigation supplies from Nandikonda and Pulichintala re
servoirs which would otherwise be used for power generation. 
In this case it should be possible to divert on the baSis of present 
studies (future studies may indicate more) another 30 t.m.c.ft. 
or about 130 t.m.c.ft. (2· 98 m.a.ft) in all from the Godavari to 
the Krishna and take the entire Krishna delta 2nd crop irriga- · 
tion pn- to the Godavari and thus release equivalent Krishna 
water for irrigation of about 2 lakhs acres south of Madras which 
is nearly half the figure of 3 · 64 lakh acres of the irrigation pro
posed in this tract ib the Krishna-Pennar Project "(1951) (vide 
para. S• 10). 

The additional supply of _30 t.m.c.ft. ( · 68 m.a.ft.) 
referred to above will be definitely available till such time as 
~ter is required ~or full dt;velopment of power. Thereafter 
1t can be made a_vailable b~ mtegrating all the powers systems 
on the· Godavart, the Krishna and their tributaries (e.g., 
Tungabhadra). In the earlier years Madras will be able to get 
waters ftom the unused shares of Bombay and Hyderabad (to 
wh!ch it must be clearly understood Madras has no claim, but 
which can be used so long as it is running to waste in the sea). 
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Thus we can presJllftC that 30 ~.m.c.ft. ( • 68 m.a.ft.) will be avail
able all the time. On this basis it is recommended that the 
Madras Canal should be constructed for a capacity of 6,000 
CliSeC$ from the very beginning. This will ensure irrigation 
to about 2 lakh acres south of Madras. The additional cost 
on this account will be about Rs. 2 crores. This has not been 
included in the estimate but if included, is not likely to appre
ciably change the financial picture. Further extension can be 
done if and when the results of further investigations mentioned 
in para. 9 below become available and are encouraging. 

. ' . 
Notwithstanding the possibility of bigger diveniions 

materialising from the Godavari, steps should be taken simul
taneously to extend irrigation facilities to areas south of Madras 
by building more tanks and tapping underground waters 
where available. It is reported that large supplies of under
ground waters exist above and below the lignite deposits in this 
region. These should be explored and if proved, tube-well 
irrigation introduced to the maximum extent possible. 

9· 'If the recommendations of the Committee meet with 
the approval of the Planning Commission and the Governments . 
of Madras and Hyderabad, it is recommended that immediate 
steps should be taken to implement the Ist stage of the Com
mittee's plan (vide para. s· 13 of the report) and the necessary 
surveys and investigations mentioned in paragraph 8 above. 

It is further recommended that Superintending Engineer 
with a full complement of Executive Engineers and Sub-Divi
sional Officers and Circle staff should be appointed forthwith to 
carry' out these investigations under the guidance and control 
of the Technical Committee. 

The Technical Committee should continue to remain in 
being till the results of these surveys and investigations are 
available and the Committee is in a position to finalise their 
views in respect of extension of irrigation· to areas not at present 
included in the Plan. 

10. In concluding, the Committee desires to thank the 
Governments of Madras and Hyderabad for their C~H~peration, 
for the excellent arrangements made for the inspection of 
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various sites and for the hospitality extended to the members 
during their tour. The Committee 8Iso thank all the officers 
and non-officials who have assisted them in their work. · 

. A. N. KHOSLA, 
. Chairman. 

MoTIRAM, 
Member. 

G. R. GARG, 
Member-Secretary. 



CHAPTER I 

THE RIVERS KRISHNA, GODAVARI AND PENNAR 

Imroductory 

I • I W1rn THE exception of the heaviest rainfall regions 
in the State of Assam, the Western Ghats in Peninsular India 
fomung a great and continuous range of hills for a thousand 
.miles and running close and almost parallel to the Arabian Sea 
on the West, receive the most abundant supply of rainfall in 
the whole of India, coming as they do under the regular 
influence of the S. W. monsoon. The regi('n has several clearly 
marked zones with rainfall ranging between so• and ~so• • 

Drainage basin 

I .z This great barrier is n"where pierced by rivers, and 
all the country eastarii ofits summit levels, has to send its surplus 
waters to the Bay of Bengal. It thus comes that the drainag!! 
frl'm 47,827 sq. miles of the Bombay State, from the whole of 
the Hyderabad and Mysore States.and from almost the whde of 
Madras State, besides that from upwards of S4•000 sq. miles 
of the Madhya Pradesh-a total area in all of about ~~8,IOO 
sq. miles-has to find its way into the sea along the eastern 
coast of Madras State. The main rivers draining this area are 
the Godavari, the Krishna, the Pennar and the Cauvery with 

·catchment areas of II~,3M sq. miles, 97,oso sq. miles, zo,ooo 
sq. miles and z~,z% sq. miles respectively. It is by the full 
development of the vast amount of water resources potentially 
contained in these IDlgnty rivers that the general welfare of the 
region and proml'til'll of national int'!fest can be advanced. 

THE KlusHNA 

I • 3· The Krishna River IS the second btggest river in 
Penmsular India having a total catchment area of 97,050 sq. 
miles during its rourse of 77S miles m the four States of Mysore, 

9 
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Bombay, Hyderabad and Madras. Tlie area drained by the 
river and its length in each of these States are as follows :-

Sq. miles Length 

(a) Mysore II,IOO 

(b) Bombay 38,000 305 

(c) Hydorabad 35.450 (I75+I80) 

(d) Madras 12,500 (zSo+ns) 

TOTAL 97,050 775 

Most of the runoff is contributed by Its tributaries like the 
Koyna, the Bhima, the Tungabhadra etc. which rise .in Mysore 
and Bombay and receive heavy rainfall from S. W. monsoon. 

The course of the rifler 

1.31. The source of the Krishna and the sources of Its 
affiuents are spread over an ar~a which covers six degrees of 
latitude and lies along the eastern slopes of the Western Ghats 
almost touching the headwaters of the Godavari in the north 
and over-lapping those of the Pennar and the Cauvery m the 
south. The traditional fountain head of the Krishna is a spout 
fashioned into the image of a cow's mouth in an ancient temple 
of Mahadeo at the foot of a steep hill near the Bcmbay Sani
torium of Mahabaleshwar, some 4,000 ft. above sea level. 
From this the Krishna runs southward m a rapid course, 
flowing through the Bombay districts of Satara and Belgaum, 
the cluster of States which till recently formed the south 
Marahatta Agency, and the district of Kaladgi. Then it turns 
east to enter into the Hyderabad State. In this reach tt receives 
many tributariES, of which the chief are the Yera!a, Warna, 
ldgenge, Ghataprabha and Malprabha. All these, like the main 
stream, are typical rivers of the Deccan Plateau. They run in 
deep channels, from which it is almost impossible to lead off 
channels for irrigation. In the rainy season they swell into 
bringing torrents, but during the remaining eight months of 
the year they shrink to mere threads of water struggling through 
a sandy waste. 
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On entering the Hyderabad State, the Krishna drops 10 

a rapid to the alluvial Doabs of Sholapur and Raichur. The 
fall is as much as 400ft. in about 3 miles. These falls are known 
as Jaldrug Falls.. The first of the Doabs mentioned above is 
formed by the confluence of the Bhims, which bnngs down the 
drainage of Ahmednagar, Poona and Sholapur; the seC<'nd by 
the confluence of the Tungabhadra, which drains the north and 
west of Mysore and the Ceded districts of Bellary and Kumool. 
After jUI'Iction with the Tungabhadra, the KriShna comes into the 
Madras State and still flowing east, forms for a considerable 
distance the boundary between Madras and Hyderabad. Its 
last important tributary is the Musi, on whose banks stands 
the city of Hyderabarl. 

At Siddeswaram a few miles east of Kurnool, the Krishna 
meetS ranges of hills and flows through hilly country and gorg.:s 
for nearly I8o miles before entering the plains of the Coromandel 
coast at Pulichintala. Scattered hill out-crops, however, 
continue on botll banks upto Vtjayawada. Beyond this point 
stretching away I'D both sides of the river lies the alluvtal 
deltaic plain formed by its silt. Through this the river con
tinues in a single channel of great width for another 40 miles, 
when it sends off to the left a branch known as the Puligadda 
whtch forms, the lsiand of Divi, and after a course of 20 miles 
enters the sea at the point of that name. The main ·stream 
continur.s for another 15 miles and then breaks up into tllree 
mouths, the Narasagunta Krtshna, Lankevanirtchi Krishna 
and Venisagara Krishna serarated from one another by two 
small islands which are covered for ti-e greater part by dense 
mangrove jungles and are more or less submerged during sprmg 
tides and high floods, but have nevertheless some 2,000 inhabi
tants and a few hundred acres of precarious cultivation. 

Characteristics of the· river 

I. 32. The drainage basin of the Krishna hes chiefly under 
the influence of the south-west monsoon and It IS therefore 
from June to October that it brings down by far the greater 
quantity of water occasionally swellmg into floods, in the highest 
of which as much as a million cusecs sweep past Vijayawada, a 
quantity more than twice as great as the maximum discharge of 
the Nile or the Cauvery. After October the water in the river 
decreases rapidly till by the end of January or the beginning 
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of February 1t does not overflow the anicut at Vijayawada if the 
head slwces of the canals are open. During the following three 
mor.ths lt dwindles to a petty stream meandering through a wide 
expense of sand, its minimum discharge falling as low as roo 
cubic ft. per second. Low dry-weather water level, narrow and 
rocky bed, great flood lift somtimes as much as roo ft. arc 
some of the more distinctivl! characteristics of the greater part 
of the river above V1jayawada anicut. 

The tributaries of Krishna 

I . 33· The fonowing statement furnishes a hst of the im
portant tributaries of the Krishna with their catchment. areas 
and the distance of their confluence with the parent river from 
Vijayawada :-

Distance of 
confluence with 

Tributary Catchment main river 
area from 

Vijayawada 

(sq. miles) (miles). 

Koyna Sao 6o4 
Yerla 1,172. 564 
Pancha Ganga 977 498 
Yerna 940 520 
Dudh Ganga 995 487 
Ghataprabha 3,628 421 
Mallaparabha 4>580 398 
Bhima • • .26,964 297 
Tungabhadra 27,259 219 
Dindi • • • 1530 132 
Pedda Vagu 780 11:9 
Halla 1,540 101 
Musi 3.330 86 
Palleru 1,310 45 
Muneru 2,610 20 
Krishna main river and other minor 

tributaries · . · • 18,536 

.T.i>TAL CATCHMI!Nl' ARBA 97,050 ••• 
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Lower Krishna brJsin 

• 
I ·34· The valley of the river between the confluence of 

Tungabhadra and the sea may be called the"' Lower Krishna 
Basin " which has a length of about 280 miles. In this basin 
sites exist at Siddeswaram, Nandikonda and Pullichintala for 

· construction of high dams for integrated and unified development 
of the country side. The bed level at Siddeswaram is +770 
and at Pulichintala a distance of I81) miles below Siddeswaram 
it is +So.o. 

• . There is thus a steep fall of 1)9(ift. in 181) miles (i.e. about 
. g • 70 ft. per mile) affording immense possibilities of develop
ment of cheap hydel power. There are w1de areas adjacent to the 
river where rainfall is precarious, erratic and flashy. It was 
recognised by the famous Indian Imgation Commission even as 
early as in I90I-og that "within this catchment lies a larger 
extent of exceptionally insecure country than i~ to be found in 
any other river basin in India ". Integrated development of the 
river for irrigation, power and other purposes should solve the 
problem of this basin. 

Estimotion of annual runoff and dependGble yield 

I. 35· The discharge of Krishna nvcr varies within a 
wide range. The ptak discharge ever recorded at Vijayawada 
was II.94 lakh cusecs on 7th October, 1903. During summer 
the· flow shrinks and often falls below 100 cusecs. For the for
mulation of nver valley projects for conservaion and utilisation of 
water resources, it IS essential to know the total yield of water 
that would be available from the catchment of the river. State
ment I gives the catchment area, the annual ramfall, runoff and 
the yield in m.a. ft. in different regions of the Krishna catch
ment for a nonnlu year ba~ed on Khos!a'.s formula for runoff. 
According to this formula, the annual nwoff in the Krishna 
catchment is estimated to be 38 m.a. ft. (r'!Sso; t.m.c.ft.) during 
a normal· year. 
38\P• C. 



STATEMENT NO. I ~ 

Kistna Catchmmt-Year of Normal Rain/all 

Catchment Normal Mean tern- l..Qss Run-off Run-off 
Serial Name of River area in rainfall parature inches inches million " No. sq. miles inches Degree F (annual) (annual) acre feet f;l 

(annual) (annual) (annual) 0 

I Krishna up to Bhima (exclusive Bhima) • 20988 36•51 76"4 23'50 13'01 14"53 
~ 
0 

2 Bhima 26335 30'67 78'9 24"27 6•41 9"00 "ii 

3 Tungabhadra up to Dam site III2.I 40'31 76·5 27•67 12•64 7;50 ·~ 
4 Tungabhadra from Dam site to its con• t;l fiuence with Krishna 15877 22'53 79'6 22'43 O.IS 0'13 

I ! Rest of Krishna :-

(a) from its confiuence with Bhima to n Siddeswaram 4142 26·66 21•62 5'04 I•II 0 

(b) from Siddeswaram to Nandikonda 4674 25•40 21·6o 3'80 0'91 I (c) from Nandikonda to Pulichintala 7563 28·69 22'75 S'94 2•36 

(d) from Pulichintala to Vijayawada 6400 30'09 23'77 7'32 2·47 

TOTAL of Krishna at Vijayawada 97050 38•01 

s;y 38•0 
Say..,_ a. ft. 
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Dependable yield 

us 

II 
I . 3'>. The annual dependable yield at Vijayawada based on 

actual supplies reaching Vijayawada ts about 1715 t.m.c. ft. 
(39. 37 m.a. ft.). This is available in 44 years out of 51. 
After allowing for the local inflow according to the last column 
.of statement I the annual dependable yields at the three dam 
:Sites viz. Siddeswaram, Nandikonda 8Ild Pulichintala are :-

I. Siddeowuam • 

2. Nandikonda .. 
3. Pulichintala 

Site Annual dependable yield in 
t.m.c. ft. m.a. ft. 

. .. 
While the annual dependable yield is taken as 1715 t.m.c. 

it. (39.37 m.a.ft.) it is interesting to note that the annual runoff 
of the Krishna catchment varies from a maximum of 3500 
t.m.c.ft. (80.35 m.a.ft.) to a minimum of 8oo t.m.c. ft. 
(18.215 m.a.ft) . 

.Allocation of Krishna waters 

1 ·37· The waters available in the Krishna basin for future· 
utilisation and development by the riparian States of Bombay, 
Mysore, Hyderabad and Madras have been allocated to these 
States as given below :-

State 

Bombay 

Hyderabad • • 
Myaorc • 
Madral 

Allocation of flows up to 1000 Allocation 
t. m. c. ft. above present of exce11 

utilizations flows 

(percentage) t.m.c. ft. m. a. ft. percentage 

24 240 S'SI 30 

28 280 6'43 30 
I IO o•23 I 

47 470 10'79 39 
' 
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The basis of apportionment of the waters of Krishna and 
Godavari basins, agreed to at the inter-State conference convened 
by the Planning Commission in July 1951, is given in the 
" Memorandum of Agreement " Appendix B. 

THl! GoDAVARI 

General description of the river 

I • 4· The Godavari-the largest river in South India and 
the second larg~st river in the Indian Union rises in the Western 
Ghats at Trimbak near Nasik about 70 miles north-east of 
Bombay and only so miles from the Arabian Sea. After 
descending the Western Ghats ~t flows generally in a south
easterly direction across the Peninsula and then falls mto the 
Bay of Bengal about 250 air miles (or about 325 miles as measured 
along the coast) north of Madras and so miles east of Rajah
mundry. The total catchment of the river is I,I9,300 sq. 
miles which is very nearly equal to the area of the Madras 
State. The dtstribution of its catchment and length in the 
ripanan States through which it flows are as under :-

State Catchment Length 

sq. miles miJes 

Bombay 6,563 So 

Madhya Pradesh • • 52,050 36 

Hyderabad 46,750 (36+425+135) 

Madras 10,937 (135+90) 

ToTAL 1,16,300 

The high flood discharge at the Dowleshwaram Anicut varies 
generally between one million and two million cusecs. The
maximum discharge so far recorded occurred on the o!lth August 
1942, and was 2I,77,o!lo!lo cusecs. The annual runoff of the
river average about 09 m. a. ft. <3450 t.m.c.ft.). 

' 
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The main tributaries of the GodafJari 

I ·4I. These are the Manjira, the Pranhita, the Indravati 
and the Sabari. · The Pranhita is in its tum formed by the 
confluence of.the Wardba, the Penganga and the Wainganga. 
The Manjira runs through Hyderabad State and bas a cachment 
area of about II,ooo sq. iniles. The Penganga starts in Berar 
and for the last 220 miles of its length forms the boundary 
between Hyderabad and Berar. The Pranbita serves as the 
boundary between Hyderabad and Madhya Pradesh. The 

catchment areas contributed by the main tributaries are as 
follows:-

(I) Godavari upto ita contluence with Pranhita 

(2) Pengaga and Wardha • 
(3) Wainganga and Pranhita • 

(4) Indravati . 
(5) Sabari 

(6) Other minor streams • • 
The Godavari river within the Madras State 

sq. mile 

44,soo 
17,300 

22,800 

IS,700 

7,5oo 
s,soo 

. I. 42· The Godavari enters Madras State at Lotipita· 
Gandi about 88 miles north-west of Bbildrachalam and forms 
the boundary between Madras and Hyderabad upto a point a 
few miles below its confluence with the Sabari beyond which it 
lies completely in Madras. 

I ·43· Shortly after the confluence of the Sabari, the 
Godavar begins to wind amongst the spurs of the Ea•tem 
Ghats, which gradually close in on it till it has to force its way 
through a picturesque gorge which for two miles is only 200 
to 300 yards in width against a width of nearly a m;le at Polava
ram, 20 miles lower down. The hills on either side of the gorge 
rise to a level of 2000 to 3000 ft. wtth steep but not precipitous 
sides which are clothed with vegetation. The depth of the 
river in the gorge during non-flood season varies from 100 to 
200 ft. Flood lift here is so ft. so that there is a torernt varying 
in depth from ISO to 2SO ft. in the monsoon. After emerging 
from the Eastern Ghats at Polavaram the width of the river 
rapidly increases and is nearly 2 miles at Rajahmundry""""'20 
miles lower down and nearly four miles at Dow!eshwaram. 
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Flow in the river 
I • 44· As the greater portion of the area drained by the 

Godavari river receives much more rain during the south-west 
monsoon Oune to September) than in the north-east monsoon, 
the river brings down most of its waters between June and 
September. The water level begins to rise at Dowleshwaram 
some ten days after the south-west monsoon sets in at Bombay, 
usually about the middle of June, and it is almost continuously 
high till the end of September. High floods during October 
are rare. The flood season ends by October, but during the 
next two months there are occasional freshes caused by the 
north-east monsoon over that part of the catchment which comes 
under its influence. After the north~t monsoon rains have 
ceased, the river grsdually goes down, falling to the crest level 
of the anicut sometime in March and going down below the 
crest by the end of May when the discharge may be as low ss 
I500 cuses. 

Of the total flow of the Godavari, nearly 40% is contributed 
by Pranhita, 20% by Indrsvati, ro% by Sabari and compars
tively little by other tributaries and the Western Ghats, that 
is, the conditions are quite the reverse of those on the Krishna 
where the main contribution is from the Western Ghats. 

Average annual TUniJjJ and the dependable yields 

I· 45· According to the actUal observations extending 
over 66 years, the average annual runoff at the site of the Dow
leshwarsm anicut in Madrss is 3433 t.m.c. ft. (78 · Sr m.a.ft.) 
and the av~ annual dependable yield is about 2500 t.m.f. ct. 
(57· 39 m.a.ft.) Deducting from this 505 t.m.c. ft. (13 · 66 m.a.ft) 
on account of existing utilization plus supplies required for 
projects under construction in various States, a balance of r 905 
or say I900 t.m.cft. (43 · 2 m.a.ft) is available and this has been 
allocated between the various States (vide Memorandum of 
Agreement : Appendix B) as under :-

Bombay 
Hyderabad , 
Madbya Pradesh 
Madras 

S7 t. m. c. ft. 
494 t. m. c. ft. 
456 t. m. c. ft. 
893 t. m. c. ft. 

(r·3r m. a. ft.) 
(rr•34m.a. ft.l 
(ro· 47 m. a. ft.) 
(20· so m. a. ft.) 

This allocation was made in the inter-State conference 
convened by the Planning Commission in July 1951. 
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THE I'ENNAR 

I· 5· The river Pennar, also called Uttars Panakini, has 
its source in the Chennakeswa Hills, north-west of Nandidurg 
in Mysore State. In its course of about 370 miles, it drains a 
total area of 20,000 sq. miles, made up of I88o sq. miles in 
Mysore and z8,zso sq. miles in Madras State. 

I 
Course of the river 

z·sz. The Pennar enters Madras State from Mysore and 
after flowing in a general south-eastely direction through the 
districts of Anantapur, Cuddappa and Nellore joins the Bay of 
Bengal. During its course in Madras State, it cuts through 
ranges of hills at Gandikota and Somasila where suitable sites 
for dams exist and have been investigated in detail. Several 
important tributaries such as the Jaimangli, the Chitravati, the 
Kunderu, the Papaghani, the Segileru, the Cheyyar and the 
Karean meet it within Madras borders. 

Drainage basin 

1· 52. The river receives its supplies from both the south
west and north~ monsOODS. The portion above Gandikota 
gorge comes within the sphere of the S. W. monsoon while in 
the lower portion the north~ current is more imponant. 
The precipitation in the catchment is generally low and ill
distributed and there is a wide variation in the annual yield 
from year to year. The average flow even in July and August 
and November and December is low with peaks of short duration. 
After December the discharge falls to a few cusecs and in the 
summer the stream is practically dry. 

There are a large number of tanlcs in its upper catchment, 
especially in Mysore State. Fairly considerable area of Ist 
crop is irrigated in the delta from channels taking off from the 
Sangam and the Neollore anicuts. There are also some spring 
channels in the Anantapur, Cuddapah and Nellore ·districts 
which irrigate small blocks of ayacuts. 
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Maximum discharge and annual dependable yield 

I • 53· 'J:'he maximum flood discharge of the river as observed 
at the Sangam anicut in 1909 was 4'47 lakhs cusecs, but the 
annual dependable yield after making allowance for established 
irrigation is less than 90 t.m.c.ft. (2 • o m.a.ft.) and a large reser
voir cannot, therefore, be constructed on the basis of Pennar 
supply alone. The dc;pendable yield at the Gandikota site is 
only u,soo m.c.ft. (o·:z6 m.a.ft.) and a reservoir of limited size 
only is possibly at this pia~ 



CHAPTER II 

PROJECTS INVESTIGATED ON KRISHNA 
AND GODAVARI 

PROJECTS ON KRISHNA RIVER 

• 2•0. Two PROJECTS have been investigated by Madras 
State on the river Krishna viz. Krishna-Pen'nar Project and 
Pulichintala 'Project and one by Hyderabad State fliz. Lower 
Krishna Project. 

Krislma-Pennar project 

2• I. The scheme comprises :-

(J) a c1am:and reservoir at Siddeswaram on the Krishna ; 

(il) a c1am:and reservoir at Someswaram on the Pennar ; 

(ii1) a link canal called Krishna-Pennar Canal from 
Siddeswaram to Someswaram ; 

(iv) a barrage or pick-up weir across the Pennar 3/4 mile 
downstream of Someswaram ; 

( o) a canal on the north of Pennar taking otf from the 
barrage; 

(m) a canal on the south of Pennar taking otf from the 
barrage; . . 

(m) two small canals Kanupur and Kaveli from the exist
ing Sangam anicut on the Pennar to irrigate areas 
adjoining the Pennar Delta ; 

(oi#) two canals called Krishna· Pennar East and Krisna 
Pennarawest canals taking otf from the Krishna 
Pennar link canal. 

21 
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130 crores and 2· n. The project is estimated to cost Rs. 
is proposed to be carried out in two stageS. 

Irrigation benefits in lakh Cost in 
acres crores 

l'Upeea --
Work item 

2nd crop Perennial 1St cropa 

STAGE 1-

Siddeswaran dam on Krisnna 
without power ins-
tallation, reservoir 
capacity 279· o t. m..c. 

•zs 19•o6 ft.(6•40 m.a.ft.) • ... 7"15 
(in delta) 

Pennar dam on the Pennar 
without power installa-
tion reservoir capacity 
z6o· o t. m.c. ft. 
(s· 97 m.a. ft.) . 1•29 •zs 23"40 

(in delta) 
Pick-up barrage below 

Pennar dam (part) • 1"22 
Krishna Pennar canal link 

u·s6 (Part) • • . 
Madras canal-a brancb of 

Soutb Pennar Canal 3·68 3·68 J2•00 
Krishna Pennar West Canal 1•90 6•03 
Kaveli and Kanupur canals. 1•88 1·88 4"33 

7•46 14•00 o·5o 77•6o 

STAGB II-

Krishna Pennar Canal Part :>•90 
Pick-up barrage !;,.art . • 0"07 
Krishna Pennar st Canal 3•00 6·o6 
Pennar Nortb Canal • 4•87 15"10 
Pennar Soutb Canal 7"32 zs·so 

GRAND TOTAL :>:>.·65 14"50 o·5o 130"30 

2· 12. Benefits-The scheme will irrigate 21·961akhs acres 
equivalent to 19"47 lakhs acres wet in the xst stage and 31"65 
lakhs acres equivalent to 32 • 94lakhs acres wet in the 2nd stage and 
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will be capable of generating I,oo,ooo k.w. continuous power 
when generators are installed. The costs given above relate to 
irrigation works only and do not include cost of generation. 
tranSmission and distribution of electricity. 

The scheme also provides for feeding of Mylawaram reser
voir of New Gandikota Project on the Penner with a discharge 
of about I8oo cusecs through the Krishna-Penner West Canal. 
This reservoir will irrigate I · 5 lakhs acres in Cuddapah district. 
Neither the cost of the Gandik'onda Project nor the revenue from 
it has been allowed for in the Krishna-Pennar scheme. A 
credit, however, of two crores of rupees has been given to the 
Krishna Pennar Project on account of the cost incurred on the 
feeder mentioned above. 

The project has been investigated in great detail and has 
been estimated to give a rerum of 3 · I4% in the Ist stage and 
3 · 45% in the final stage on the sum at charge in the IOth year 
after completion. · 

The increase in food production in terms of rice is estimated 
to be I million tons in the Ist stage and I ·6 million tons in the 
Full Plan in addition to small amounts of millets, fish and 
perennial crops, etc. 

Pulichintala project 

2.2. This project was investigated in I908-n and com
prises the following:-

(•) Construction . of a reservoir and a dam across the 
Krishna at Pulichintala Village. 

ti•) Construction of an upland canal system taking otr 
from the reservoir for the irrigation of 6, Io,ooo l!_cres 
of new area in the Guntur district. 

(ii•) Additional irrigation of 1,25,000 acres of new Ist 
crop and I,67,ooo acres of 2nd crop in the Krishna 
delta. 

The dam was to be nearly two miles long with a maximum 
height of ISO ft., the gross capacity of at F.R.L. 224'5 being 
1,63,586 m.c. ft. (3 '75 m.a. ft.) 

The estimated cost of the scheme at the rates then prevailing 
was 833 ·64 1akhs and a rerum of 5 "99% on the outlay was an
ticipated. At present (I952) rates the cost will be 25 crores. 
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/Awer Krislma project 
2.3. This scheme has been recently prepared by Hyderabad 

State and comprises :-
(I) a dam across the river Krishna at Nandikonda village; 
(2) a canal on the left bank of the river 140 miles long for 
· irrigation of I ·o million acres in Nalgonda and War

rangal districts of Hyderabad and Nandigama Taluka 
of Madras State upto Katiloru valley. 

The dam will be 6ooo ft. long and 325 ft. high above the 
lowest foundation leva! with a gross capacity of 269 t.m.c. 
ft. at f.r.l. 540. The net capacity above cill of canal head sluice 
will be 97 t.m.c. ft. (2 "23 m. acre. ft.) 

The scheme according to 1951 rates is estima.ted to cost 
Rs. 49·00 crores including 22·8o crores for the dam and 26·20 
crores for the canal. Deducting an anticipated receipt of 
II50"51 lakhs from betterment fees and debiting half the 
cost of the dam to power generation, the amount chargeable to 

·irrigation is Rs. 2609·28 lakhs. The estimated revenues at the 
end of the 15th year from the start of construction is estimated 
to be Rs. 127"75 lakhs which will give a return of 4·9% on the 
outlay ; the deficit on account of interest charges in the first 
I5 years is expected to be cleared by the end of t~e 27th year. 

The additional cost of providing 1,40,000 k.w. power in
cluding high tensioq lines and sub-stations has been roughly 
worked out to be Rs. 870 lakhs. This will increase to Rs. 1380 
lakhs if the power installation is raised to 2,45,000 k.w. These 
do not include debit of half the cost of the dam which if inclu
ded, will raise the figures to Rs. 2010 lakhs for the fitst stage and 
Rs. 2520 lakhs for the 2nd stage. The rate of energy per unit 
delivered works out to 0·34 anna in the xst stage and o·25 anna 
in the 2nd stage. · 

Projecu on the Godavari 
2.4 Two projects have been investigated by Madras State 

on this river viz. Ramapadasagar on the main river and Sabari 
Project on the Sabari-a tributary of Godavari. 

Ramapadasagar project 
2.5. This consists of: 
(a) a dam 428 ft. high at the deepest portion across 

Godavari near Polavaram 20 miles above the town 
ofRajahmundry; 
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(b) a canal I30 miles long on the left side intended to 
irrigate 4 · 66 lakhs acres of 1St crop and 3 ·I 1akhs 

· acres of 2nd cro>p. Thts canal will empty into 
Vishakapattam Port; 

(c) a canal 2I3 miles long on the right side, of which 89 
miles will he across the . Krishna river which it will 
cross by an aqueduct. This is designed to irrigate 
7 · 2 lakhs acres of 1st crop and 2 · o lakhs acres of 2nd 
crop.. Out of 7' 2 lakhs, 4 2 lakhs will be in Guntur 
district across the Krishna ; 

(d) a power station to develop, 1,5o,ooo k.w. of firm 
power. 

In addition, the project is designed to irrigate 3 · 5 lakhs 
acres of new 2nd crop in Godavari delta and 6 • 4lakhs in Krishna 
delta. It may be. added here that Krishna-Pennar Project also 
provides for 2nd crop Irrigation in Krishna delta. Hence there 
is overlapping so far as 2nd crop irrigation in ·this delta is 
concerned. 

The dam will be in two sections with the existing Mahanadi 
hill in the centre. The length of the right section will be 3400 
ft. and of the left section 3200 ft. The storage capacity between 
the diversion level of+145 and f.r.l. of+I98 will be 529·25 t.m. 
eft. (I2 ·15 m.a. ft.) and it is expected that the reservoir will 
fill up 2! times during the year. 

The project has been est1IIl3ted to cost Rs. I27 · 42 crores 
at 1948 rates and to yield a return of 2 · 8% on the sum-at-cllarge 
at the end of 10 years after completion and of3 "75% at the end 
of 17 years after completipn. The anticipated revenue of Rs. 
566 · 97 lakhs after full development includes Rs. 128 ·58 lakhs 
from power at the rate of Rs. 6o per k.w. installed. The period 
of construction is envisaged as 12 years. 

The river at the site of the dam flows through a sunken 
gorge, the lowestrock level being 2 • 30 ft. below the sandy bed. 
The river is perennial and the sand being coarse, excavation 
of the foundations, dewatering and concreting will present 
unusual difficulties. Cofferdam methods and a very large 
amount of construction m8chinery are proposed to be used. 
The work is of such a stupendous nature that the framers of 
the project propose to import foreign contractors spectally from 
the U.S.A. with experience of a construction of such huge 
dams. On account of very great depth of foundations below 
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the river bed level, no storage will be possible even for 2nd crop 
irrigation in the Godavari delta for some years after start of cons
truction. 

Sabari project 
2. 6. Sabari is one of the major tributaries of the Goda~ri 

and joins it just below the village of K:unavaram, about ~o ~es 
up the river from Dowleshwaram amcut. The Saban proJect 
provides for the following:-

(a) constructin~ a masonry dam and a reservoir across the 
Sabari about 1 mile above the village ofChintur with an 
effective capacity ofi,14,434 m.c. ft. (2·63 m.a. ft. -
atf.r.l. 236·o ; 

(b) constructing two irrigation canals one -on either side 
of reservoir to irrigate new area of 71,893 acres ; 

(c) improving the water distribution and supply in the 
Godavari delta, ensuring good zst crop_ and resulting 
in an increase of 3 lakhs acres of 2nd crop; and 

(d) constructing a hydro-electric power station at the 
dam for the development of 8500 k.w. primary power 
and 40,000 k.w. secondary power. 

The approximate cost of the scheme as estimated in 1951 
is Rs. 10·93 crores or Rs. I0'9I crores after deducting 
amount likely to be realised by the sale of Government waste 
land. 

The return on the capital outlay works out to 1 · 74%. But if 
no canals are constructed and the storage is utilised for 
generation of hydro-electric power and irrigation of 2nd crops 
in the delta, the return goes up to 2·o4%- No betterment fee 
has been allowed as it is not likely to be realised. The amount 
being small, its mclusion does not materially effect the return. 

The population in the ayacut and surroundings is sparse 
and except at the river margin the land is largely covered by forests. 
Development of irrigation in the new areas is likely to be very 
slow and may take 20 to 30 years if not more. The project 
repon funher mentions that the necessity and usefulness of the 
reservoir should be measured more by the development of second 
crop irrigation in the existing delta and other benefits 
proposed in the delta. 

This project will not be possible if Ramapadasagar Project 
matures as the entire area of the ayacut including Sabari reservoir 
itself will be submerged under the latter 



CHAPTER/II 

AREAS AFFECTED BY VARIOUS PRO]ECfS 

3 .o. PLATE I shows the areas that will be directly benefited 
by the various projects. 

Areas included in the Krishna-Pennar scheme 
3. I. This project includes 

(a), portions of Kumool and Cuddapah districts fonnin~ 
the valleys of the Kunderu, Pennar and Papaghani 
rivers and lying between Nallarnalais range of hills on 
the east, Erramalais hills on the west and Palakonda 
range on the south. The area is generally covered 
with black cotton soil which is very fertile and highly 
retentive of moisture. The climate is very hot and 
average yearly rainfall is about 25'; The population 
is sparse and the project Report mentions that coloni
zation will be needed both for execution of works 
and development of irrigation. 

(b) Coastal areas of Nellore, Chittoor and Chingleput 
districts. The climate of this tract is generally 
temperate, Rainfall varies from 35' in Nellore to 
40' in Chingleput. The soils are black, red or 
sandy and well suited for cultivation. The population 
in the northern areas commanded by the canals is 
234 per sq. mile while in the taluks of Chingleput it 
is 589 per sq. mile. There are a large number of tanks 
in the Nellore district having generally small ayacuts 
while in Chingleput where also tanks form the the 
principal source of irrigation some of the bigger 
works have ayacuts of 75oo-13000 acres. 

Areas included in Pulichintala project 
3 ·2. This is intended to irrigate upland areas of Guntur 

district continguous to the Krishna delta up to Gunda!-Kamma 
river. The soil generally consists of black clay ove~l~ kankar, 
gravel, decomposed lime-stone or decomposed grarute. The 
general slope of the country is north-east or east and good 
drainage is assured. The climate is hot and dry and the annual 

~ 
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rainfall is of the order of 3o-3lc". The main crops gro~ az:e 
cotton tobacco chillies, cereals and pulses. The culttvatton IS 
a!mos; entirely' dry and there is hardly any facility for artificial 
irrigation except from wells. 

Areas included in the Lawer .«..rishna project 
3. 3. This will provide irrigation in Nalgonda and Warrangal 

districts of Hyderabad and Nandigama taluq of Madras upto· 
Kateleru Valley. 

The soil of the ayacut is mostly red earth with patches of 
light black cotton soil here and there. The principal crops gro~ 
at present are · jawar, bajra, cotton, gram and castor etc. which 
are cultivated dry and rice, sugar cane, chilli<:s and garden crope 
which are irrigated from t8nks and wells. The rainfall is precarious 
and uncertain and satisfactory harvests are rare. 

Areas included in Ramapadasagar project 
3 · 4· The proposed irrigated, area· in this scheme wholly · 

lies in the northern Circars viz., the districts of Vishakapattam, 
East Godavari, West Godavari, Krishna and Guntur. 

The left canal will provide irrigation to a strip of land fn 
East Godavari and Vishaka pattam districts contiguous to the 
Godavari delta and extending upto Vishakapattam Port. 

The right canal will similarly irrigate a strip of land in west 
Godavari and Krishna districts contiguous . to the Godavari and 
Krishna deltas and extending upto Vijayawada. 

The Guntur canal will irrigate a portion of the upland in 
Guntur district across the Krishna extending from Vijayawada 

. to Gundalkamma river. 
The soil of the ayacuts of left and right canals is generallY 

light black which is suitable for all crops including paddy. The 
climate is hot and dry"'and the annual rainfall varies from 37" 
in Krishna district to 4k" in East Godavari and Vishakapattam, 
inost of which is reci:ived during north-east monsoon. The 
irrigation is generally from rain fed t'llnks. or wells and is very 
limited. There are a few anicuts on small streams in Vishakapattam 
distriCtS; The irrigation, is, however, small. 

A~eas ineluded in Sabari project 
3 · 5, :_rhis project proposes to irrigate a strip of land on 

both ~ of the Sabari river from the reservoir upto its con
fluence·l¥l!h -the Godavari. On the right bank the strip extends 

,. ,'f .• . ,:, -
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along the Godavari up to Bhadrachalam. The predomi
nating type of soil is light black cotton or red or clay loam with an 
add mixture of sand and silt in varying proportion. Below 
the top soil which is 3 ft. or more thick there is a gravel mixture 
which will facilitate drainage. The crops grown at present are 
cholam, pulses, chillies, maize, tobacco and other dry crops. 
Paddy is raised to a small extent. Nearly one-third to one-fourth 
of the ayacut on both the canals consists of reserved and and 
unreserved forests. The annual rainfall varies from 43. to ss·. 
The population is only 174 per sq. mile. ' 

Areas left out of irrigation 
3 .6. Plate I shows that a large area bounded by the Nallama

lais in the west, the Krishna and Pennar deltas in the east, the 
Kmhna river and proposed Pulicbintala canal in the north and 
the proposed Pennar North Canal in the south has not been 
included in any project. The climate of this tract is hot and 
dry, rainfall is low and uncertain and a few small tanks provide 
the only source of irrigation. Cultivation is in the circumstances 
precarious and scarcity conditions frequently occur. The need 
of this area for State irrigation is genuine and pressing and should 
receive consideration .in any scheme of utilisation of Krishna 
water. 



CHAPTER IV 

REMARKS ON TiiE TECHNICAL AND OTHER ASPECTS 
OF TiiE KRISHNA-PENNAR PROjECT -

Siddeswaram dam and reservoir 

- 4-0. THE DAM ·is pro~ed to be located near the ~e 
of Siddeswaram where the nver enters a gorge and the s1te m 
satisfactory. According to the geological report the rock on 
which the dam will be founded is good and free from major defects 
on the right flank and the river bed. On the left flank, however, 
conditions are not so satisfactory but here also no insuparable 
difficulties are likely to occur. The surplusing arrangements for 
dealing with the probable flood discharge are adequate. F.R.L. 
of the reservoir is proposed at +898· 5 with storage capacity 
of 279 t.m.c. ft. (6· 40 m.a. ft) and when full it will submerge an 
area of x.74•o8o acres of which I,13,892 is cultivated. It will also· 
fully or partly submerge 98 villages 6o in Hyderabad including 
the town of Alampur and 38 in Madras State and displace about 
so,ooo people. Some protection will also be needed for the low 
lying portion of Kurnool town. The submersion of valuable 
cultivated land can be reduced by cutting down the height 
of the dam but this is not possible as according to the working 
tables prepared by the Madras Engineers full height is necessary 
to store the quantity of water needed for the proposed canals. 
The cost of compensation for the submerged area will amount 
to the large sum of Rs. 7• 36 crores. 

Somesillaram -dam on the Pennar 

4. I. The site of the dam is satisfactory from the storage 
point of view as the dam is proposed at the upper end of a gorge, 
above which the valley opens out and good capacity can be 
secured with a moderate height. The foundations are, however,. 
unsatisfactory as the gorge is filled with sand and gravel for a 
depth of about xoo ft. below the bed of the river and it is not defi· 
nitely known at what depth sound rock suitable for a masonry dam 
will be found. It is, therefore, proposed to build an earthen 
dam in the river portion and provide surplusing arrangements 
on a saddle on the left flank. Earth dams under similar conditions 
have not been built anywhere in India but there are examples 

30 
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of such works in the U.S.A. There will be difficulties in construc
'ting the dam but it should be possible to overcome them by 
suitable arrangements. Further detailed investigations about 
design and costs are necessary. Maximum flood discharge 
provided for is on the safe side. 

The F.R.L. proposed is +378 with a gross capacity of 
260 t.m.c. ft. (5 · 97 m.a. ft). When full, the reservoir will 
submerge fully or partially I 17 villages and displace about I,oo,ooo 
persons. It will also drown 68,400 acres of cultivated area of 
which no less than 4,000 acres are under gardens and 56,000 
acres of poramboke lands. The cost of compensation for 
submersion above is Rs. 7• 7 crores-almost a third of the total 
cost of the dam. 
Pick-up barrage on the Pennar 

4. 2. This will be built on sand foundations about a mile 
below the Someswaram dam and should present no difficulties. 

Krislma-Pennar canal 
4·3· This canal has been designed to irrigate 4·90 .lakhs 

of mixed dry and wet crops on Krishna-Pennar East and Krishna
Pennar West canals and also to feed the Someswaram reservoir 
on the Pennar. The total discharge of all the canals included 
in Krishna-Pennar project is 47,100 cusecs but the capacity of 
the Krishna-Pennar Canal has been kept as 75,000 cusecs to 
enable Krishna water to be diverted into Pennar for storage at 
Someswaram and avoid surplusing at Siddeswaram. A study of 
working tables, however, shows that a discharge of over 6o,ooo 
cusecs would be run for only 8 days in a year and even for this 
period it can be reduced to 6o,ooo cusecs without any loss or 
inconvenience. The discharge of this canal, therefore, appears 
to be on the high side and is capable of reduction with correspond
ing saving in cost. 

The total volume of the Mittakundala cutting is 25 million · 
=hie yards consisting mainly of shales. The rate provided 
for rock cutting is Rs. 200 per xooo c ft. This appears to be 
considerably on the low side and may have to be increased to 
Rs. 300 or so judging from the mtes allowed on the Tungabhadra 
project. According to the geological report (page 157 of Volume 
III of Krishna-Pennar project report) the top 5! ft. consists <?f 
gravily soil, next z ft, of disintegrated rock, while the rest JS 
all shale. It is further, stated that even top soil might require 
slight blasting. The estimate has provided a ~~!~~ 

' 
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thousand c.ft. for a large portion of the cutting. This is considered 
low. The expenditure on the rock portion a!ot;te may am01;nt to 
Rs. Io-12 crores instead ofRs. 5'5 crores proVIded, even Without 
taking into account the greater section which might he required: 
and assuming only the present proposals of fluming. The ra~e 
below V empanta anicut for all soils with a lead of I furlong 1s 
only Rs. 28 per IOOO eft. and out of this again IO% is deducted 
on account of use of machinery. This rate is considered low. 
A lining of 6• of concrete is provided in the deep cutting. This is 
inadequate as shale rock cannot be cut upto depths of IOO ft. 
without overbreak. A thickness of I to It ft. would have been 
more appropriate. 

There is a drop of 520 ft. nearly between water levels of both 
the reservoirs and this will become greater if Pennar reservoir 
is omitted. A sum of Rs. I7' 29 lakhs is provided to allow for 
this drop in a canal designed to carrY 75,000 cusecs. This pro-
vision is obviously very low. · 

The Kunderu river at present earries a flood discharge of 
6ooo-7000 cusecs only.. Considerable widening and deepening 
will be necessary especially in the upper reaches to enable a 
discharge of 75 ,ooo cusecs to he passed down with no increase 
in flood levels. As this will he very costly it has been assumed 
in the project that watet: levels 5 ft. higher than the marginal 
lands will he run and only a part of the section required excavated.· 
It is assumed that when big discharges flow down, the channef 
will scour out a section for itself. It is possible that this 
expectation may not he realised Qlld on the other hand running 
of high discharges for long periods in a channel of very steep slope 
may result in formation of ravines and damage to the country 
side. It seems advisable in the first instanoe to construct a. 
channel of full section with properly designed masonry drops to
absorb the excess slope. 

Krislma-Pennar east canal 

4·4· ~ canal has oo;n .designed for a discharge of 4800 
cusecs. It IS proposed to lr1'1gate 3 • oo 1akhs acres i.e., I lakh 
wet and ?-lakhs dry (equi~ent to 2lakhs wet) for which according: 
to working tables a DlliXJIIlum discharge of 2993 cusecs or say 
3000 cusecs only is required in the month of August for rst 
crop. Reduction in discharge to 3000 cusecs can, therefore, he 
madcwithoutlossofirrigation. Outof3·olakhsacres,aconsider
able portion is already under the command of existing 
Kumool·Cuddapah canal which is proposed to he abandoned-· 
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It is suggested that established irrigation should not be disturbed 
and the Krishna-Pennar East Canal should cater for new areas 
only. If this is done, head discharges will be further reduced 
resulting m considerable saving in cost. 

Krishna-Pennar west canal 
4. 5. This canal has been designed for a discharge of 5400 

cusecs of which I8oo cusecs are intended to feed the new Gan
dikota reservoir on the Pennar. The total area proposed on this 
·canal is only I· 90 lakhs acres (wet and dry) equivalent to I· 2~5 
lakhs wet for which a discharge of only I900 cusecs is required 
according to the working tables. If Gandikota Project is trea
ted a~ a separate scheme fed by Pennar waters only, it would 
become unnecessary to pass I8oo cusecs through this canal by 
constructing an expensive feeder. For irrigation alone, the canal 
should be designed for a discharge of 1900 cusecs only. On 
this canal also there is a small part of the command already 
served by the Kumool Cuddapah canal. This should continue 
on that canal and necessary adjustment made in the head discharge 
of the new canal. 
Madras canal 

4.!S. This canal takes off at mile 13/7 of the Pennar South 
Canal and m the stage plan it is proposed to construct only this 
Canal and leave the construction of Pennar South Canal below 
mile I3/7 to the Full Plan. The Madras Canal is expected 
to irrigate 3 · 68 lakhs acres in each of the Ist and 2nd crop 
periods while the stage plan is in operation. But in the full plan 
Ihe area of 2nd crop will be reduced to roughly half. 

The canal has been designed to carry enough water to 
irrigate 3 · 98 lakhs acres in 2nd crop and has been allowed a dis
charge of 7000 cusecs at its head. Discharge required for the 
xst crop alone works out to 3I30 cusecs only, while that for 
kalf of this area in tb,e second crop is 37IO cusecs. It is evident 
that the capacity of 7000 cusecs would be too much after the first 
few years when the Full Plan starts to operate. It is, therefore, 
suggested that this canal should be designed for a discharge of 
37IO or say 400ocusecs only to avoid waste of money on works 
which will prove unnecessary later on; · 

This reduction will not effect the supply to Madras etty, which 
Tequires only a small fraction of the discharge. Moreover it 
<:an always be arranged to fill the Red Hills Reservoir in periods 
.of slack demand. 
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In the project ff iS proposed to design the portion below mile 
165 for a maxunum discharge of 2000 cusecs to enable the 
large tank at Chamberambakam to be filled. This appears 
to be unnecessary. Capacity in the lower reach should only be 
tnough to act as an escape in periods of low. demand._ In a 
canal of this size, a capacity of soo cusecs m the trul reach 
should be adequate. 

Pennar south canal 
4. 7. This is des1gned for a discharge of 23,000 cusecs inclu

ding share of the Madras canal upto mile 13/7 and for II!J,ooo 
cusecs lower down. The area proposed to be irrigated is 7. 32 
laldls acres in the Ist crop and 3 · 6z lakhs acres m the 2nd 
crop. · The discharge on the basis of 1st crop comes to 9030 
or say zo,ooo cusecs only after making allowance for precarious 
wet areas served by the existing tanks. For the 2nd crop the 
discharge works out to 7324 cusecs. The canal, therefore, 
should be designed for Io,ooo: 

Both these big canals run practically parallel to each other 
within a distance of a few miles. The Madras canal has been pro
posed as a separate umt for execution in the Stage Plan . to 
enable the benefits of assured supply to be given at an earlier date 
to areas in the eastern part of tbe ayacut, which is inadequately 
served by tanks at present and to supply water to Madras town. 
The period of completion of this canal has been assumed to be S 
years. The Pennar south canal which will follow in the final 
plan is expected to take 7 years to construct. It should be pos
sible to reduce this period to l.i or even 5 years as its 
size can be considerably reduced as indicated above. 
In any case irrigation t:annot commence until the dams 
·~d pick-up barrage and the Krishna-Pennar link are ready. 
It would, therefore, seem reasonable to construct only Pennar 
south canal from the very beginning and to omit the 
Madras Canal which will not· be necessary. AB far as Madras 
City is concerned, this will make no difference as the 
Pennar south canal passes through the Poondi Reservoir 
which is linked up with Red Hills tank. 

Pennar north C41llll 
4.8. This is designed for a discharge of 9900 cusecs. The 

area proposed to be irrigated is 4 • 87 lakhs acres in the 1st 
crop and 2 • 4 lakhs acres in the 2nd crop. The dtscharge 
at head on the basis of Ist crop.comes to 7165 cusei:S' 
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and of 2nd crop to only 4847 cusecs. A reduction in the head 
discharge from 9900 cusecs to 7500 cusecs is therefo~ 
possible. · 

The project report mentions that a large area of about :2 
lakhs acres included in the ayacut of this canal is at present 
irrigated from tanks and the present supply is precarious, but 
in the statement ' B 'of Irrigable areas as adopted vide page I84 
of Volume I of Krishna·Pennar Project Report, a figure of 
47,100 acres only is shown as precarious wet. This discre
pancy is not understood. 

Kaveli canal 

4. 9 Tius canal is intended to irrigate I · I lakh acres in 
Ist crop and the same area in 2nd crop (vide Stage Plan) 
and is designed for a discharge of 2200 cusecs, based on 2nd 
crop reqwrements. In the full plan the 20d crop area is 
reduced to half for wnich a discharge of IIOO cusecs would be 
reqUired. · For irrigating ·I· I lakhs acres of Ist crop discharge 
works out to I424 cusecs or say I500 cusecs. The canal should 
therefore, be designed for 1500 cusecs only. 

Kanupur canal 

4. IO. This is comparatively a smiill canal and is intended'. 
to irrigate o · 78 lakhs, acres in the 1st crop and the same in. 
the 2nd crop in the Stage Plan. In the Full Plan area in the :znd 
crop is reduced to half for which a discharge of 787 cusecs is' 
required. The discharge required for Ist crop works out to• 
984 cusecs or say IOOO cusecs. The canal, therefore, should be· 
designed for IOOO cusecs only against I8oo proposed. 

4· II • Utilisation of supplies in excess of those assumed in the· 
working table.-Table II below gives the discharges of the 
various canals as proposed in the Projects and as modified by the: 
Committee.· It also shows the areas of the Ist and 2nd crops· 
proposed in the project and the 2nd crop which can be irrigated if 
the discharges based on the rst crop are ruD in the :znd crop also~ 
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Name of Canal 

I 

Discharge 
at head 

ac<:OT<Iing 
to K. P. 
Projects 

TABLE 

Discharge required on 

ISt crop 
basis 

3 

2nd crop __ 
basis (full 
plan) 

4 
-~---------------------~----------

Krishna Pennar East Canal • 4,8oo 3,000 

Krishna Pcnnar West Canal 5>400 1,9oo 

Pcnnar North Canal 9,900 7,165. ·4,870 

:Pcnnar South Canal I6,ooo 9>030 7,324 

.Machas Canal 7,000 3,130 3,710 

.Kavcli Canal • • 2,200 1>424 [ I,I80 

Kanupur Canal • I,8oo 884 787 

TOTAL • • ... 
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Proposed area in full plan 

· DisCharge 
recommended 

s 

1st crop 

6 

2nd crop 

7 

Area of 2nd 
crop which 

can be irriga-
ted with 

discharge as 
PCI columnS 

8 --·--------------------------------
3,000 3•0 

1.900 1"90 

7,soo 4"87 2"40 3"70 

10,000 7"32 3•61 4"90 

4·000 3·68 1•8o 1•90 

x,soo I•IO o·s3 0"74 

I:tOOQ 0•78 0"37 0•49 

28,900 or 
30,000 including losses 

8•71 II"73 
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It will be seen that the canals excluding Krishna Pennar 
East and Krishna Pennar West on which no 2nd crop is proposed. 
can do another ~ Jakhs acres of 2nd crop provided water is
available. 

The working tables are based on a total yield ofxl.lsl.l t.m.c.ft. 
(38·oz m.a.ft.) at Vijayawada against 1450 t.m.c. ft. (~~-29-
m.a. ft. assumed as dependable yie1c! excluding projects under 
operation. Statistics show that in so years. out of xoo, the 
yield is not likely to be Jess than 1900 t.m.c. tt. (4~ .62 m.a.ft.} 
The Madras share of the excess of about 250 over the working 
table figure at ~9% comes to 97·5 t.m.c. ft. (2.24 m.a.ft.)t Of 
this about 37 t.m.c. ft. (o.ss m.a.ft.) will be the inflow below· 
Siddeswaram and will not be available for this scheme. The· 
balance of about A5o t.m.c. ft. (x .~8 m. a. ft.) will suffice for 
only 3 lakhs acres of znd cror and can be fully utilised as ex
plained above. Any further excess can also be used by running· 
Krishna-Pennar East and West Canals fo~ 2nd crop. 

lmgable areas 

4. 12 The irrigable areas have been worked out from the· 
gross commanded areas on a percentage basis which has been. 
assumed as 50 % in case of Krishn11 Pennar East and Krishna 
Pennar West, '5o % in case of Pennar north and Pennar south 
and 70 % in the case of Kanupur and Kaveli. The Committee
consider them as reasonable. 

lrrigarian intensities 

4 .1 ~ The entire irrigable areas as calculated above have 
been proposed to be irrigated in the xst crop under paddy except 
in the case of Krishna Pennar East and Krishna Pennar West 
~ where the irrigati?n will be I/~ wet and 2/~ dry. In 
additiOn, znd crop paddy IS proposed to be done in case of all the 
canals below Someswaram. The · annual intensities will 
thus be 150 % on all the canals except Krishna-Pennar 
East and Krishna-Pennar West where it will . be xoo%. 
The 2nd crop intensity may even go higher in years of good 
supplies. This will mean that fields will be able to get rest for 
?De ~eason on!~ in two years and their fertility may in time be 

. . unpwred. It will, therefore, be necessaty to adopt suitable 
.: -~ ~eas~ by way_ of ~urin~ along with the introduction of 
· UTtgauon ·-to !IIamtam crop Yields. 
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Duties 
4. 14 Table III below gives the duties adorted at the heads. 

of off-taking distributaries and rates of losses per million sq. ft. 
Column (4) of the table gives the corresponding duties at the 
canal heads while column (5) shows duties as per working tables. 
during the month of August when demand is keenest . 

. TABLE III 
Duty as 

Duty at Losses in · Duty at· persuaply 
Name of Canal distnbutary canal per canal allowe in 

head m. sq. ft. head working. 
tables 

Krishna Pennar West 45 for wet 6 cusecs 35'3 67 
Canal 90for dry / 

Krishna Pennar East 
Canal do. 4I'7 6T 

Pennar North Canal • 53 for wet 6· 5 cusecs 47'7 66· 
Pennar South Canal • do. do. 36·:z 68 
Kaveli Canal • do. s·o cusecs 43'0 67 
Kanupur Canal do. 5'0 cusecs 37'0 69 

Table IV is a statement showing the average monthly 
duties on the Godavari, Krishna and Pennar delta canals system.. . . 

TABLE IV 

G~davari Delta Krishna Delta Pennar Canal 
System 

Period East Central West East West Sangam Nellore-

June • n8 I09 137 173 145 ... 
July • 57 60 71 83 7I 88 63 
August 64 66 81 97 83 79 66-
September. 64 66 81 Io6 102 73 41 
October 73 74 85 112 IOO J26 48· 
November 109 IOI I 97 124 120 89 55 
December -·, 117 J40' 
January 34 44 42 
February 26 53 49 
March 34 61 54 
April 47 88 66 
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From the above it will be seen that the duties obtained during 
the months of August agree fairly well with those given in column 
(5) of Table III which ~e considered to .be reas~nable. The 
duties adopted for the design of the canals m the Krishna-Pennar 
Project are on the low side and the discharges suggested by the 
Committee for the various canals on the basis of working tables 
are justified. 

Woter rates 
4· 15 The water rates proposed are reasonable. In the 

.case of assured wet lands on the Pennar as also on Krishna
:Pennar West and East it is proposed to levy an additional 
.charge ofRs. 4/if) toRs. 4/12 per acre. This does not appear 
to be justified. The fact that they are classed as assured wet 
indicates that they receive adequate supplies from existing 
-sources. 

Power prwisions 
4.16 It is proposed to generate lf)o,ooo k. W, continuous 

power at Siddeswaram and 40,000 k. W. at Someswaram in the 
Stage Plan. The position will be reversed iri the Full Plan. 
There is no mention in the Project Report that any load survey 
has been done. The Chief Engineer, Electricy, Madras, however, 
infottned the Committee, during the course of discussion, that 
there was serious shortage of power in these areas and that any 
one of these power stations would suffice for the time being. 
The other stations could be erected later on when load developed. 

In the financial forecast of the project credit at the rate of 
~/10/8 perk. w. of continuous generation has been taken. This 
appears to be very low rate and there is room for considerable 
increase. · 

Ncwigation 

4·17 The project does not make any specific provision for 
navigation but Madras Canal, Pennar North and Pennar South 
are proposed to be made partially navigable i.e., adequate free 
board in case of all road and foot bridges has been provided so 
~at they·may require no alter:ruon. if and ~hen navigation is 
iDtroduced. The extra expenditure mvolved m high bridges and 
long ~p~ will be iusti!ied !>nlY if there is reasonable possib:rity 
<If naVIgatlon developmg m the future. The matter requires 
careful consideration at this Stage., 
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Irrigation development 
4. IS In the financial statement the period required for 

irrigation to develop fully has been taken as under :-

Krishna·Pennar West 
Krishna-Pennar East 
Kaveli-Kanupur and Madras 
Pennar Nonh • 
Pennar South • 
Krishna Delta. 
Pennar Delta • • • 

Years 

3 
3 
4 
8 

IO 

3 

• I 

The Committee consider that these figures are too optimistic, 
especially in the case of Krishna Pennar East and Krishna Pennar
West canals which run through an area already panially served 
by the existing Kumool Cuddapah canal. This canal has not 
yet fully developed even though constructed about So years ago. 
The Committee consider that development will take not less than 
Io years except in the Deltas where 5 years would suffice. 

Food production 
4 • 19. In the project it has been assumed that each acre of 

wet irrigation will yield half a ton of additional rice. Tb,is. 
assumption is not justified. Average outtum of rice for an 
irrigated field in the Ist crop is a little over half a ton. For the 
2nd crop it is about 2/3 of that of the Ist crop. Even if all the 
areas proposed to be irrigated were lying waste, an additional 
overall yield of half a ton per acre would not be obtained. Actually 
most of the land is already cultivated either dry or wet. The 
additional yield is, therefore, not likely to be more than i ton. 
per acre and the extra yield offood grains from the project would, 
therefore, be half of that anticipated. 

Working tables 
4·20. According to the working tables of Siddeswaram dam 

the amount drawn in the year 1929-30 (in which yield was about 
200 t.m.c. ft. (4 ·59 m. a. ft.) more than the dependable figure). 
was about 52· 5 t.m.c. ft. (1'61 m.a.ft.) more than the inflow. 
Moreover the working table has been prepared on the assumption. 
that the discharge of Siddeswaram will be the same as 
that at Vijayawada. This assumption is not justified as it does. 
not allow for the inflow between Siddeswaram and Vijayawada. 
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According to Calculations based on iso~yetals.?Us inflow amo~ts 
to IS% of the total discharge reaching VtJayawada .. Rev~d 
working tables after taking these nyo facto~s mto constderattOn 

ihave been prepared by the CoiiUillttee which show that actual 
-diversion from Siddeswaram to Pennar will be I4 · 7 t. m.c. ft. 
(0·337 m.a. ft.) less in Stage Plan and 90·3 t. m.c. ft. (2·07 
m. a. ft. less) in Full Plan than the figures assumed in the proje:t 
.and irrigation in consequence "Will be o· 90 lakh acres less m 
Stage Plan and 8· so lakhs acres less in Full Plan. T~e return 

.on the capital will correspondingly fall as there will be no 
reduction in the outlay. 

As supplies will be inadequate even for the areas propose~, 
·there can be no qusstion of feeding the new. Gandikota ~ reservmr 
·from the Krishna river . 

. Estimates and financial forecasts 

4·2I. Fairly detailed estimates have been prepared for the 
• dams and main canals while the estimates of branches and 
. distributaries have been worked out on acreage basis. This 
is sufficient for a project report. The rates and lump sum provisions 

. are presumably based on the local knowledge of the framers 
-and may be generally accepted. A reference may, however, 
.be made to the Committee's rentarks under the Mithakundla 
~utting. Provision for the following items appears low:-

(a) The allowance for maintenance ·during construction 
has been taken on a lump sum basis instead of the 
usual I% of cost of works excluding land, which will 
give a much higher figure. 

(b) Capitalisation of abatement of land revenue has been 
!al'en as o· 2% of the works outlay excluding land, 
mstead of 20 times reduction in land revenue. The 
latter would come to a higher figure and should be 
adopted. 

'(c} The working expenses have been "assumed to be Rs. 
I/8 per acre against the actuals of Rs. I· 82 in case of 
Godavari delta and Rs. 2 • 9 in case of Krishna delta 

. where the ground is flat and proportion of irrigation 
to the gross command is high. The new canals will run 
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through · undulating country and will not irrigate 
the same percentage of command. The length of 
channels per acre would ~ greater and the working 
cost correspondingly higher. The Committee consider 
that .allowance for this should not be less than 
Rs. 2j8 per acre. 

(d) No provisions for remission of revenue has been made 
for bad seasons for the first few years after completion. 
A provision of 12!% has, however, been made after 
the full anticipated •evenue has been realized for 2 
or more years. It does not appear to be correct. 
In committee's view a deduction of xo% instead of 
12!% should be allowed from the very beginning. 

For reasons mentioned above, the capital cost of the project 
:may be appreciably higher than estimated but the excess can be 
largely counter-balanced if the Committee's suggestions about 
reduction in discharges of various canals are accepted. 

In the financial statement No. 21 received from Madras 
a return of 3" 14% in the Stage Plan and 3"45% in the Full 
Plan is estimated on the sum-at-charge at the end of xoth year 

. after completion. Revised statements have been prepared 
by the Committee after excluding inflow below Siddeswaram 
(vide para 4·20) and allowing for higher working expenses and 
lower remissions mentioned above. These show that the return 
on the sum-at-charge at the end of the Iotb year after completion 

·would be only 2·61 % in the Stage Plan and 2•58%. 
in the Full Plan, assuming the cost of works same as estimated 
in the Krishna-Pennar Project. The net revenues being less 
than the interest charges, the return will go on decreasing and 
the sum-at-charge will go on increasing in future years. 

Betterment fees 

4·22. It is a filet that the introduction of canal irrigation 
·increases and stabilises the out-tum from lands, the value of 
·which goes up very considerably in consequence. The Planning 
· Comrnlssion has laid down that Government should receive a 
Part of unearned increase in assets. This share can be taken 
by levying a betterment fee in one or more instalments on the 

·owners of all lands benefited by a project. The rates for bettermet 
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fee . proposed in the Krishna Pennar Project vide para 19· 14 
Volume I of the repon are reasonable and it should J;>e J>?SSib~e 
to recover them without difficulty.. Necessary legJS!atton m 
this respect may be undertaken by the State Government as. 
early as possible. 

General • , 
4 · 23. The above remarks relate to the details of the scheme 

as prepared by Madras but the project as a whole bas got several 
unsatisfactory features as stated below:-

(I) The map enclosed as·Piate I shows the areas to be 
benefited by the various projects under consideration 
on the Krishna, Godavari and Pennar rivers. It will 
be seen that a large tract comprising portions of Guntur 
and Nellore districts which is dry and has few tanks 
and little irrigation facilities is not included in any 
project and will be debarred for ever, as all the available 
water will have been utilised by the project under 
contemplation. In the opinion of the Committee, 
it is unreasonable to deprive land lying between the 
Krishna and Pennar rivers of irrigation facilities and 
to take Krishna water for the benefit of areas 
across the Pennar, which are already. served by a large 
number of tanks and do not normally suffer much 
distreSs. 

(2) About two-third of irrigation in the Stage Plan and 
2/ sth in the Full Plan will consist of2nd crop on areas 
which already grow Ist crop early in the year.· This 
may be all right as a shon term expedient, as the canals 
being already in existence, food production due to 
2nd crop can be secured quicker, but it cannot be 
justified in the overall scheme where the same water 
given to new areas-which have at present no water · 
even for one crop will produce so% more food per 
acre. Extension of 2nd crop will moreover mean 
improving the condition of people who are already 
comparatively well off and doing nothing for others. 

(3) The Siddeswaram and Someswaram reservoirs 
especially the latter, will submerge very large areas of 
valuable, cultivable land and gardens and displace 
about I • 5 1akhs of people from their homes and lands
(vide paras 4·0 and 4" I above). 
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THE CHAPTER IV 
The Committee have, therefore, framed alternative proposalsl 

which are designed to avoid the above objections and to make 
the fullest use of the available supplieslof the Krishna river and 
eKtend its benefits to as large an area as possible. 'fheqe proposals 
are explained in .detail in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER V 

COMMITTEE'S PROPOSALS 

General principles followed 

(I) THE SCHEME should provide for t?-e most;.econo~cal 
and optimum use of the waters of Godavan and Krishna nvers 
from a . broad national point of view. 

(:z) That the scheme should provide irrigation to xst crop · 
in as large an area as possible. 

(3) In allocating water for :znd crop some preference should 
be given to delta areas where maximUm benefit from: the food 
production point of view can be secured earlier. · · 

(4) As far as possible the water allotted to Madras State 
should be utilized fully. 

(5) Provision should be made for generation of adequate 
power without sacrificing essential irrigation interests. 

(6) Areas liable to ·frequent famine and distress should 
~ive special attention and at an early date. 

(7) Relief should be afforded to Madras city where the drink
ing water supplies are inadequate and there are no alternative 
sources augmenting the supplies. 

(8) The project should be capable of being executed in 
stages. 

Areas in need of irrigation 

5 · I. No large canals at present take off from the Krishna 
river between the confluence of the Tungabhadra and the delta at 
Vijayawada. On tho!. Godavari and Pennar also, irrigation is 
confined almost entirely to the delta areas. The upland areas 
which are either not provided or are ~adequately provided witll 
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irrigation facilities are as under:"""7 

o(r) Rayalaseema area • 
A small portion of this is at present irrigated by Kumool• 

Cuddapah Canal. The rest is cultivated dry. 

Lakh 
acres 

<(2) Area between Pennar and Krishna • • sx·u 
There are no canals but tbere are a !ew tanks. Culti-

vation is mostly dry •. 

• 

{3) Area between Krishna and Godavari • • 3 I· 43 
Here also tbe~e are only a few :tanks and tbe cultiva· 

tion is mostly dry. · . 

'(4) Areas south of Pennar • • 14'74 
There are no canals but tbe tract is well served by a 

large number of tanks and difficulty is experienced 
only when the rains fail. · · 

Of(:;) above, 12·28 lakhs acres lie in the JTe!angana area 
~f Hyderabad State. 

In making recommendations for utilisation of waters of the 
Krishna and Godavari, the committee have attached more 
importance to areas (I), (2) and (3) above. · 

Like all other South Indian rivers, the Godavari, the 
Krishna and the Pennar are not snow-fed but depend entirely 
upon the rain fall for their supplies. They carry enormous 
quantities of water during July, August and September but in 
the dry weather, the flow dwindles to insignificant amounts. 
The diversion anicuts at present in existence can, with ~Uficulty, 
mature the rst crop of the canal ayacut. It is, therefore, evident 
that in order to make use of the vast quantities of water 
brought down by these rivers in the monsoon seiSon a number 
·of storage reservoirs will be n=ssary. 

Possible sites of reserooirs 
5. 2. Studies of possible sites of the reservoirs have bsen 

made by Hyderabad and Madras engineers and it has been 
found that reservoirs can be constructed at the following sites : 

®DAVARI · 

(z') At Polavaram ·about 20 miles abave Rajah\nundry. 
This cat'l store WJ.ter for (a) power purposes, lb) 
irrigating 2n:i cro~ in d~lt~ (c) diversion to Krishna 
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and irrigating small areas on the way, and (d) irri
gating a strip of upland on the left upto the port of 
Vishakapatam. There will however be very serious 
diffieulties. in constructing the dam here as already 
indicated in an earlier chapter. 

(it) At Inchhampali-a little below the con fluence o 
Indrava ti with the Godavari. This is mainly a powe 
scheme with very little irrigation. Diversion work 
will be necessary near Po!avaram for using the 

• water for irrigation. Only preliminary st~.~dies have 
been made here so far by Hyderabad. 

(iit) At Indravati near Bhopalpatnam-this site is being 
investigated by C.W.& P.C. It is purely a storage 
scheme with large power possibilities. Preliminary , 
studies show that storage capaciry of over 16 m.a. ft. 
(69"77 t.m.c. ft.) would be available at this site. 
Diversion works will be needed at Polavaram for irri
gation purposes. 

(ir>) On the Sabari about 15 miles above its confluence 
with the Godavari. This is possible only if the dam. 
at Polavaram is not constructed as the site lies in the 
submerged area of the Ramapadasag~r reservoir. 
This will irrigate limited areas on both banks and 
generate a small amount of power. 

KRrslml 
(a) At Siddeswaram, where the river Krishna enters a 

gorge and then flows through ranges of hills on both. 
sides for a distan~e of 186 miles. . This can generate 
power and also divert water for irrigation ·in Ravala-
seema and feeding the Pennar river. · 

(i1) At Nandikonda about 88 miles below Siddeswaram. 
This can irrigate a very large area of upland country 
on both hanks by diversion and has got a large potential 
for power. . 

{iii) At Pulichintala just before thl! river leaves the hills 
!Ill~ ~ters the coastal plain. This can divert water for 
J.mgattng Guntur uplands on right bank and aJs() 
generate power. 
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(I'ENNAR 

(t) At Gandikota'-a reservoir was proposed here in the 
old Gandikota Project. The storage can be used for 
irrigation of areas in Rayalaseerna on both banks. 

(it) At Someswaram near the village of Somasila. This 
reservoir can store water for irrigation by canals 

· lower down and can also generate power. It cannot 
be filled up by the Pennar river and considerable 
assistance will be necessary from the Krishna. There 
will be serious construction difficulties as there is a 
filling of sand about roo ft. deep on the bed rock. 

Development by stages 

5 · 3. The Committee propose that the waters of Godavari, 
Krishna and Pennar should be used in three stages as under :-
STAGE I 

(a) Krishna Pennar East Canal and the K~veli and the 
Kanupur canals as contemplated in the Krishna-Pennar Project 
may be constructed but their head discharges should be limited 
to the following :- . 

Kaveli canal • 
K.anupur canal 
Krishna-Pennar 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• • 
• 

• 
• 

1450 cusccs 
1000 cusecs 

East canal 3000 cusecs 
(including the ayacut 
of the present Kurnool· 
Cuddapah canal). 

The reasons for the limitation of the dtscharge have already 
r been explained in detail in the previous chapter. No new works 
I will be necessary for these canals as aU can be fed from the 
. -existmg Kurnool-Cuddapah cam! which should b~ remodelled 
<to take a discharge of about 6,ooo cusecs at the head. Any 
.necessary remodelling of the anicut at th~ he~d of the canal 
.may also be done. 

The works enum~rated above can be carried out Withlii" 
"three years and, on completion, will afford great and s;>eedy relief 
1t0 Raya.taseeml and increase production of rice which will be 
:the m1in crop on K1veli and Kanupur. A; exp~ined in a 
:separate note vide Appendix C, supplies will be avatl.lble f.>r these 
.additional requircm!nts of the Kurnool-Cuddapm cmal from 
"the Tung1bhadra river after meeting the requirements of the 
'TunJabhldra Project. 
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(b) A storage dam at Nandikonda on the Krishna river witfr 
tx~nals on its right and left banks may be constructed.-An excellenn 
site with granite rock in the bed exists at this place and detailed' 
investigations for a dam have already been earned out by 
Hyderabad Engineers. The F.R.L. of the dam should, however, 
be 590 mstead of 540 proposed by Hyderabad. Along with. 
the construction of the dam, work on canals on the right aod 
left bank should also be started. The right bank canals should: 
have a capacity of about 24,000 cusecs for the irrigation of the 
entire tract lying east of the Nallamalais hills and extending up· 
to Krishna and Pennar deltas. This area is completely dry at · 
present and is not densely populated. Development of irriga
tion would take several years and during the intervening period 
the full supply is not likely to be required. The canal should,. 
therefore, tail into the Pennar and the tail reach should 
be capable of passing a minimum discharge of 4000 cusecs, to be
picked up at a diversion barrage on the Pennar and used by a 
canal on the south bank of that river. · 

The left bank canal would irrigate Io·65 Jakh acres in the
Hyderabad State including 2·05 lakh acres of Madras enclaves 
and would be generally in accordance with the details furnished! 
by Hyderabad State in their Lower Krishna Project. 

This dam can alsO' generate·6o,ooo k. W. of firm power, 
machinery for which can be installed as· and when demandl 
arises. 

(c) Construction of Madras canal.-This canal would gene- · 
rally be in accordance with the proposals of the Krishna-Pennar
Proje~ bu~ its discharge would be limited to 4000 cusecs as. 
~plat.ned m .paragraph 4 · 6. It will initially be fed from 
Nandikonda nght bank canal while that canal has water to
spare and later,!f~om the .Siddeswaram dam proposed in the-
2nd stage. It will matenally help rtce production in the 
~hittoor district and permanently solve the problem of Madras. 
city water supply . 

. (d) Construction of a diversion barrage on the Pennar river.-· 
Th~s woul~ be at the site proposed in the Krishna-Pennar 
ProJect to diven the!, water brought by the Nandikonda Right: 
Bank Canal mto the Madras Canal. 

STAGE II 

p (e) C~'irncti"'} of a storage dam at Siddei'Waram on the
ennar nver.-This. would be at the site proposed in the.-
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Krishna-Pennar Project but its full resen:oir level would be 
+885 instead of +898· 5 pror:osed in that Project. The modifica
tion will reduce the area of land submerged from 1,74,o8o acres 
to 127,500 acres and correspondingly rec!uce the number of 
people displaced. This dam will divert Krishna water into the 
Pennar and will also be able to. generate 40,000 k. W. of power. 

(f) Construction of Krishna-Pennar canal.-This would be 
generally along the line prpoposed in the Krishna-Pennar Pro
ject but its capacity would be limited to xo,coo cusecs videJ 
paragraph 5 · 49· It will tail into the Pennar and will pass 
supplies for the Madrts O:nal when it cannot be fed by the 
Nandikonda right benk CEnal, and for the Kaveli and Kanupur 
canals. It will also f((d the Krishna Pennar West Canal men
tioned below and partially feed the Krishna Pennar East O;nal 
if at any time there is difficulty in pass;ng the full remodelled 
discharge into the Kurnoo!-Cuddapah Canal. 

(g) Construction of Krishna-Pennar west canal.-This canal 
would have a discharge of 19::10 cusecs for irrigaticn only. 
No water would be passed down to the pror:osed Gandikota 
Reservoir. ' 

STAGE III 
(h) Construction of a storage dam at Pulichintala on the 

River Krishna.-This wculd provide water for increased 2nd 
crop irrigation in Krishna delta and for generation of more 
power. This reservoir will be useful later also when a storage 
dam on the Godavari is built -and water is diverted from that 
river into the Krishna for irrigatmg a part of the ISt and most 
of the 2nd crop in the Krishna delta. A Cl!nal on the right 
bank above Pulichintala will then be needed for irrigation of 
Ist and 2nd crops in a -part of the Guntur area which will be 
served by Nandikonda Right Btnk Canal in the Ist and 2nd 
stages. •. 

It may be mentioned here that the dam 4VOuld be founded 
on jointed shales and slates which would require careful geolo
gical ·examination and probably extensive foundation treatment 
would be necessary. 

(jj Construction of a Storage reservoir on the Godavari.-. 
This would be sited near Inchhampali on the main Godavari · 
or on the Indravati near Bhopa!patnam or dt some place on the 
Pranhitta. This reservoir .would store water for generation of 
power and for irrigation lower down. 
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(k) Construction of a diversion barrage on the Godavari.-. 
This would be at the place where the Ramapadasagar dam lS 

r propose i but its height would be just sufficient to enable. it to 
feed a canal discharging into the Krishna at Vijayawada. 

(I) Construction of right bank canal of Godavari.-This 
would take off from the barrage referred to at (k) above and tail 
into the Krishna above Vijayawada to provide water for irrigation 

I of rst and 2nd crops in the Krishna delta. It would also pro
vide direct irrigation on the way. 

(m) Construction of left bank canal on the Godavari.-This 
would also take off from the proposed barrage and end near 
Vishakhapatnam. It would irrigate· lands Jymg between the 
canal and the Godavari delta. 

· 5 · 4· All these works are desctibed in detail below :

Siddeswaram dam 

5 · 4 I. General features of tlus dam have been given in the 
Krishna•Pennar project prepared by Madras and need not be 
repeated here. The design will remain the same but F .R.L. 
will be reduced to +885 against +898 · 5. The lower level 
now proposed will suffice for the diversion required. The 
principal levels and particulars of the two proposals are given 
below:-

Average bed level. • 
Maximum reservoir level • 
Proposed minimum reservoir 

level. • • • 
m. f. I. in rear of dam 
Cill of river sluice 
Length of spillway · • 
Length of non-spillway 
Length of dam • • 
Height of dam above deepest·. 

foundation level • · 
Anticipated continuous power 

• 

Dam with 
F.R.L.+Sg8·s 

770"0 
+goo·o 

+854·0 
+848·o 
+780~ 

1740. 
1566' 
33o6' 

173"5' 
6o,oook.w. 

(lStstage) 
-------

4o,oook.W. 
(2nd stage) 

Dam with 
~.R.L.+S85 

770"0' 
+887"5 

+846•0 
+848"0 
+780"0 

174ol 
ISiol 
325ol 

x6o·o' 
40,oook.w. 
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d\.rea of water-spread under-

f.r. I. condition • 272 sq; miles 
m.w.l. condition • 284 sq. miles 

;Quantity of masonry in dam 1'2 m.c yds. 
Foundation excavation rock 0'4I m.c. yds. 

200 sq. miles 
214 sq. miles 

1.04 sq. miles 
• 39 m. c. yds. 
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Excavation in other soils o·s m.c. yds. • 39 m. c. y'ds. 
-Gross capacity of reservoir at 

m.w. I. • • • 293 t.m. c. ft. 205 t.m. c;, ft. 
-Gross capaicity of reservOir at 

f.r.l .. 279 t.m.c. ft. 190 t.m. c. ft. 
'Dead storage 70 r.m.c. ft. 70 t.m. c. ft. 
:Effective storage . 209 t.m.c. ft. 120 t.m. c. ft. 

The great disadvantage of the higher dam is .the submersion 
of a very large area of nearly 174,080 acres and displacement 
of nearly 50,000 people. Submersion with the lower F.R.L. 
will be reduced to 127,500 acres only. 

The dam· is proposed to be built in the second stage and 
·will feed Kaveli, Kanupur and Madras canals and also give 
.-assistance when necessary to Krishna Pennar East and Krishna 
Pennar West Canals which otherwise would receive supply 

:from the remodelled Kurnool-Cuddapah canal. In addition 
-to thls, it will pass down the river sufficient water fo11 generating 
-40,000 k.w. continuous power and for irrigation lower down. 
"Thls power is the same as will be available in the Full Plan of 
·the Krishna-Pennar Project. 

Drawings and abstract estimate for the dam have been 
·prepared and are given (as Plates 18, 19 in Appendix G.)* The 
·<:ost of the dam excluding power generation but inclusive of 

··the civil works comes to Rs. 15 '23 crores . 

.Nandikonda dam 
5 · 42· The dam site has been investigated fairly thoroughly 

;t,y the Hyderabad State and has been described fully in their 
Lower Krishna Project Report. 

The site is unique and has many advantages as detailed 
ibelow_:-

(1) The foundation rock is excellent ; being sheet granite. 
(2) Diversion and construction will be comparatively~
(3) It is easily acoessibleoboth from Madras and Hy~bad 

sides and is well connected by road and rail. 

_( )* Not printed 
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(4) It commands very large areas extending between 
Krishna and Godavari in the north and between 
Krishna and Pennar in the· South. 

(5) The submerged area consists mostly of waste lands 
and very few villages will be affected. 

In the Hyderabad Scheme F.R.L ·of +540 was proposed as 
this was sufficient to provide adequate storage for the needs 
of areas lying on the left bank of the river. The Committee 
propose to raise this level to + 590 to bring under irrigation large 
upland areas lying south of the river Krishna in the Madras 
State. 

The main data of the two proposals are given below :-

Average bed level . 
Crest level of somway 
Maximum watc level 
Minimum reservoir level 
em of river sluices 
em of left canal slui :e . 
em of right canal sluice 
L:n~th of spillway 
L:ngth of non-spillway 
Ear<hen dam and dykes 
Height of dam above deepest 

foundation level . . 
Anticipated continuous power 

An:a of waterspread at F. R. L. 
Gross capacity of rese-rvoir 

at f. r. I. 
Dead storage 
Live storage . 
Quantity of masonry in dam 
Rock excavation • 

Dam with Dam with 
f.r.l. 540 f.r.l. 590 

+ 245 + 245 
+ 5.10 + s6o 
+ 540 + 590 
+ soo + 520 
+ 2.j5 + 275 
+ 490 + 490 
+ ... + 490 
183J' 188o' 
1530' 2420' 

2IOO' -1900' 

325' 375' 
(not given) 40,000 k.w. in 

Ist stage and 
2nd stage 

80·2 sq. miles xxo sq. miles .. 

269 t.m. c. ft. 400 t.m.c.ft. 
172 t.m. c. ft. 172 t.m.c. ft. 
97 t.m. c. ft. 228 t.m.c.ft. 

4'4 m. c. yds. 6•ot m.c. yds. 
0"7I m. c. yds, o· 56 m.c. yds. 

ofth~~~n: ~d abstract of estjmate for the in~reased height 
in Appendix vG ;enThprepared and are given (as Plates 2i and 22 

J • e cost of the dam inclusive of civil 

. ( )• Not printed. 
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works but excluding power plant works out to Rs. 35·03 crores. 
against 22 · 9 crores for F .R.L. 540 estimated by the Hyderabad 
State. 

This dam is proposed to be built in the 1st stage and being 
a joint work of Madras and Hyderabad, its execution should 
be carried out jointly to ensure easy and quick construction. 

Working tables for both the 1st and 2nd stages have been. 
prepared and are given (in Appendix F)*. These show that in . 

. the first stage this dam will irrigate an area of 28 · 48 lakhs acres 
of 1st crop, 3 · 5 lakhs acres of 2nd crop and o· 25 lakh acres. 
perennial. Generation of power will be 6o,ooo k.w. continuous. 
In the 2nd stage irrigation will increase to 35 'IO lakhs acres in 
the 1st crop but the 2nd crop will be reduced from 3 · 5 lakhs to 
1 lakh. The continuous power will also be reduced from. 
6o,ooo k.W. to 40,000 k.w. 

CANALS 
KurtUJol-Cuddapah canal 

5'43· The existing Kurnool-Cuddapah Canal (K.C.C.) 
takes off from the Sunkesula anicut on the Tungabhadra and 
irrigates an area of about I .lac acres annually in the Kurnool 
and Cuddapah districts of Rayalaseema. It was originally· 
designed to carry a discharge of about 3000 cusecs but at· 
present carries only 1800-2000 cusecs. This canal is pro-· 
posed to be· remodelled for a discharge of 6000 cusecs from, 
its head at Sunkesula to nearabout mile 73 where a regulator 
would be constructed. A link channel carrying a discharge 
of 4000 cusecs will be taken from the regulator to the Vempeta. 
anicut site of the Krishna-Pennar Project where the head 
sluices of the Krishna"Pennar East and West Canals are pro
posed to be located. The old course of the canal will be followed 
except where better alignment may be indicated by actUal de
tailed survey. Below the regulator the Kurnool-Cuddapah. 
canal will follow its present alignment, so that the existing anicut 
remains unaffected. This remodelled capacity of 6ooo cusecs 
will be more than sufficient to meet the requirements of both. 
Kaveli and Kanupur canals on the Pennar and Krishna-Pennar 
East Canal, which will be fed from the Kurnool-Cuddapah canal· 
in the Ist stage. Studies have been made regarding 0e 
availability of water in Tungabhadra river and a note dealmg 
With the subject is given in Appendix C. This shows 0at 
ample supplies would be available to meet the full revJSed 

( )• Not printed 
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-demand of the Kumool-Cuddapah canal after the requirements 
~f Tungabhadra project are met on completion of the Tunga
bhadra dam. 

At Vempanta anicut, a discharge of I390 cusecs will be 
passed into Krishna-Pennar East Canal and the balance let 

-down into Galeru river (which ultimately joins the Pennar 
.river) for the use of Kaveli and Kanupur canals. 

The cost of the remodelling has been estimated roughly 
. from the cross-sections of the canal received from the Madras 
.P.W.D. (which are incomplete and do not show ground levels) 
.and comes to Rs. 4 · 27 crores for a lined canal and Rs. 2 • 9~ 
· crores for unlined section. 

The ayacuts on Krishna-Pennar East and Krishna-Pennar 
W~ canals according to Krishna-Pennar proposals are 3·00 

.and I· 90 lakhs acres respectively. Keeping the ayacut on the 
Kurnool Cuddapah canal undisturbed (this is I· 94lakhs acres) 

·the revised ayacuts on the Krishna-Pennar East and Krishna
Pennar West wauld become I· 40 lakhs acres and I· 56 lakhs 

.acres respectively and the head discharge of the three canals 
·would be as under :-

Kurnool-Cuddapah canal below Vempenta 
Krisbna-Pennar Canal (East) · 
Krisbna-Pennar Canal (West) 

.Krislma-Pennar east canal 
or say 

cusecs 

1940 
1390 
156~ 

5 · 44· This canal will take off from the left bank of Vem
~ta anicut and foll~w the same alignment as proposed in the 
KriShna-Pennar prOJect. The irrigable ru;ea on it will, how

·ever, l?e reduced from 3,00,000 acres to I,4o,ooo acres by 
. deductmg ~e ayacut on the existing Kurnool-Cuddapah canal. 
The head discharge of this canal for the reduc~d area comes 
·to 1390 cusea.. It is easy to construct and is capable of quick 
-development as tJ:e soil in the command is of the best type in 
.Rava•a~:ema. It ts, therefore, proposed to include it in the 1st 
'stage ~ preference to Krishna-Pennor West Canal which 
{ac_oordmg to the lCrishno-Pennar Proj !Ct Report) will be a 

difficult and costly canal" and can be put off to the 2nd :stage. 
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Krishna-Pennar west canal 

5'45· This canal will take off from the Vempanta anicut on.t 
the Krislma-Pennar link canal and will have a discharge of I56o·· 
cusecs a,t the head for irrigatiol). only. The F .S.L. at its head 
will be +835·o and it will cross the existing Kurnool-Cuddapah.. 
canal at mile 3/4· The F.S.L. of Kurnool-Cuddapah canal at 
this poiD.t is +829· 75 but there is a big drop in that canal about 
3 furlongs higher up. It will, therefore, be possible to provide
a level crossing by adjusting the drop and raising the banks in. 
the iD.tervening portion. It . will follow the same alignment 
as proposed in the Krishna-Pennar project but its length will 
be reduced as a feeder upto Pennar will not be required. It 
will have an irrigable area of I· 56 lakhs acres only against. 
I· 90 lakhs acres of Krishna-Pennar Project. 

Kaveli canal 
5 · 46. No change in its alignment or area is. propose~ •. 

The discharge required for Ist crop is only 1424 cusecs and Jt 
~ould be designed for 1500 cusecs against 2170 cusecs proposed. 
m. the Kris!ma-Pennar Project. This discharge of 1500 cusecs: 
will be ample to provide 2nd crop irrigation to the extent of 
0·71 lakhs acres if water becomes available in any year. 

Kanupur canal 

5:47· The irrigable area on this canal is 0~78 lakh acres,. 
the discharge for 1st crop irrigation of which· comes to 984. 
~ecs. It is, therefore, proposed to design this canal for a. 
?is.cha:ge of Iooo cusecs, which will be ample for a 2nd crop-· 
1111gauon of o· 47 lakh acres. 

Both the Kanupur and Kaveli canals are proposed to .be· 
~en up in the Ist stage as a large part of their ar~ is alrea_d>; .. 
being fed from existing tanks and development w1ll be rap~d: · · 

Pick-up weir or barrage on the Pennar 

p 5' 48. This will be constructed as proposed in 
ennar Project and taken up in the xst stage. 

Krishna-Pen~II;T link canal 

Krishna--

. 5'49· According to the Committee's proposal this ~·~ 
"'Kanill be constructed in 2nd stage and will supply water for ~veli,. 

upur and Madras canals and also give assistance to Krishna-
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~Pennar East and Krishna-Pennar West canals in case of necessity. 
"The maximum requirements of these canals are :-

Kaveli • · 
Kanupur 
Madras • 
K. P. East 
K.P. West 

TOTAL 

• 
1500 cuSecs 

IOOO •• 
4000 " 1390 .. 
1560 .. 

9450 or say . . 
Jo,ooo cusecs tncludmg 

losses in the rivers Kunderu 
and Pennar. 

The Kumool-Cuddapah canal as mentioned previous!~ is 
·proposed to be remodelled for a discharge of 6000 cusecs agam~t 
· its own requirements of 1940 cusecs. Hence 4000 cusecs will 
always be available for use of the above mentioned 5 canals from 
Kurnool-Cuddapah canal and thus only the balance discharge of 

. 6ooo cusees will be needed from the Link Canal. However to 
meet all exigencies it is p,.roposed to design it for the full requir;:

.. ment of Io,ooo cusecs. The head regulator of the canal will 
nave its cill at R.L. 840 i.e. 45ft. below F.R.L. ofSiddeswaram 
-reservoir and will be located in the Mittakondala cutting on the 
left bank of th., Bhanvansi as proposed in the Krishna-Pennar 

·Project. The F.S.L. of the canal at the head will be +865. The 
long (20 ft. high) earthen bunds near the regulator provided in 
the Krishna-Pennar scheme will not now be needed except in a 

·short length ; even here their height need not exceed 5 ft. The 
cutting through the Bhavansi river for the approach channel 

· will also be considerably reduced. 
The canal will be taken partly in cutting and partly through 

. a tunnel. The exact lengths of, these will be arrived at after 
detailed investigations and economic considerations. Rough 

'calculations, however, show that tunnelling would be cheaper 
·when the depth of cutting exceeds So ft. The maximum depth 
·of cuttillg in this case comes to about 100 ft. 

The estimated cost of this link canal comes to Rs. 8 · 94 
· crores inclu~g the works on the Kunderu against the Krishna
Pennar proJect figure of Rs. 14 ·53 crores which in the 

·Committee's view is very much under-estimated. The river 
Kunderu, accor~ing to the Krishna-Pennar project report, . is 

-capable of passmg 65oo cusecs. Hence no widening of 1ts 
o-Section will be required. 
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Lower Krishna right canal 

59 

5 • so. This ·canal will be the largest of the new cahals 
-proposed in the Project and will have a head discharge of 24,400 
-cusecs and will be taken on the contour for nearly 224 miles 
before tailing into the Pennar river. It will take off from the 
foreshore on the right flank of the Nandikonda dam and go 
~enerally in a 'south-eastern direction upto R.D. 240000 which 
is about 4 miles to the west of Nekrakallu. There will be a 
reverse bend near Nekrakallu and the canal will then run in a 
south-westerly direction upto about R.D. 550000. From 
.R.D. 550000 to R.D. 1025000 the general direction will be. 
southerly with occasional diversions to the east or west. At 
RD. 1125000 the supply will be dropped into the Vagu going 
in the Anantasagram tank. Mter going through the tank 
the canal will be dropped into Pennar above the site proposed 
for the barrage in the Krishna-Pennar Project. The alignment 
·below .the Anantasagram tank can be improved and its length 
-considerably shortened if a suitable site for the barrage can be 
found a few miles lower than that selected at present. This will 
:have to be investigated before the final choice is made. · 

District traversed.-During its course the canal will pass through 
·the following districts ;- . · 

Guntur . 

Kurnool. 

Nellorc 

from :R.D. • o to 420000 

from R.D. 420000 to 585000 

from R.D. 595000 to 1220000 

. Designed discharge arul slop'es.-Ju its head at Nandikonda 
Reservoir, i:he canal will have a discharge of 24,400 cusecs. 

"bed level R.L. 490 and F.S.L. R.L. _504"3• pte bed 
•slope from head upto R.D. 6,41,000 Will be I m 15,000• 
Below R.D'. 6,41,000 where the discharge is _reduced_ to 
·98n cusecs the slope will be kept. One in 10,000 wnh ~mn
. a! reaches of flum~d sections in cutting5 where the slope Will be 
increased upto 1 ft. per mile. · In selecting the alignment, efforts 

"have been made to take in the largest possible ayacut.. It may 
be possible to effect considerable economy in cost and unprove
:J!lent in location after detailed sur\rey of the canal. 
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Ayacut.-As the canal runs on the contour, the entire ayacut: 
lies to the east of it and is bounded by the Krishna river in the 
north, the Pennar river in the south and the Buckingham and. 
Commamore canals and the proposed Kaveli canal on the east. 
The gross area commanded is 48. 8lakhs acres, and after deduct
ing high lands and area unsuitable for irrig,ation, the culturable
area is 45 ·47 lakh acres of which so% or nearly 23 lakh acres is. 
proposed to be irrigated ultimately. In the first stage it is
proposed to pass 4000 cusecs from the tail of this canal into 
Pennar river for feeding the new Madras canal on the south bank.. 
of the Pennar. Allowing for this and for the time taken to· 
develop irrigation in a new tract, the area expected in the first 
stage has been taken to be 2{3rd of 23 lakh acres or say xl!i lakhs. 
One third of the area on this canal is proposed to be irrigated. 
wet and the remaining two-third dry. 

The acreage of irrigable area for each major water-shed 
has been worked out separately and is given below :-

Krlshna-Cadidala Vagu 3,53.719 
Cadidala Vagu-Vogaru Vagu • 10,43,211 
Vogaru Vagu-Kandieru • '],83,09~ 

Kandieru-Gundalakama • • • • t,oo,ooo-
Gundalakama-Musi 6,98,08:?; 
Musi-Paleru . • 4,36,51S 
Paleru-Maneru S,IO,OIZ 
Maneru-Uppu Vagu • • • 29,491 
Uppu Vagu-Pillaperu • 48,36s 
Pillaperu-Boggeru 

4,so,36:r 
Boggeru-Pennar 

1,09,824 

Tanks i!l the ayacut .-There is a large number of small and. 
large tanks ~n the area commanded by the lower half of the canal: 
and thes: ~ill ~ave a favourable influence en the rapid develop
ment of •rr1gauon. .The totalayacut of the tanks is about zlakhs. 
acr~ _but the supply IS at present precarious. Conditions will~ 
stabJhzed when assured supplies pass down into the tanks. 
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Duty.-The duty at distributary heads has been assumed to 
be 13.75 cusecs per 100 acres of wet irrigation and the trans
mission losses in the main canal have been taken to be 1.5. s 
cusecs per million sq. ft. of wet areas. 

Canal sections.-The sections in the different reaches have 
designed been I!Ccording to practice adopted in theKrishna-Pennar 
Project. The canal has been taken through cutting wherever it 
has been found advantageous or unavoidable. Cuttings have been 
introduced in the reaches where alignment along the contour 
would have been long. 

Regulators.-These are proposed below the heads of important 
branches and a few other places where they were considered 
necessary. · 

Falls.-There is a fall of about 100ft. between the bed level of 
the canal and the bed level of Keta Manneru river which flows 
into Anantasagram tank. To negotiate this a series of 10 ~t. 
drops have been proposed and have been estimated on the bas1s 
of similar structures in the Krishna-Pennar Project. 

Cross drainages .-Owing to its alignment along the contour 
the main canal has to cross 128 drainages. Acqueducts, syphons 
or other works suited to local conditions and levels have been 
proposed. The more important of these drainages are the: 
following :-

Nagleru Vagu • 
Kandieru • 
Gunda!akama • 
Musi 
Pa!eru 
Maneru 
UppuVagu 
Pilaperu 
Boggeru 

• 
• • • 

• • 

.. • 

• 

atR. D • 181000 
at R. D. 421000 
atR. D • s8sooo 
atR. D. 678000 
at R. D. 830000 
at R.D • 912000 
atR. D. 933000 
at R. D. 972000 
at R. D. II30000 
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Bridges.-Two rail-bridg~ will be necessary where: th: meter 
gauge lines of the Southern Ratlway are crossed. 12 distn~ !oad 
bridges and 72 village road bridges are proposed to factbta~e 
communication. Estimates have been fram~d on the basts 
of similar works in the Krishna-Pennar Project. Wherever 
possible bridges should be combined with regulators. 

Madras canals 

S·SI. This canal will take off above the· pick-up barrage 
across the Pennar and will follow the alignment of the pro
posed Pennar South Canal of the Krishna-Pennar project 
upto mile 13/7 and thereafter follow the alignment of the pro
posed Madras Canal of that project. It is proposed to be 
taken up in the tst stage and will be fed initially from the 
lower Krishna Right Canal, development on which is likely 
to take time and which w;ll be able to spare enough · water 
for som~ years after meeting its own irrigation requirements. 
In the II stage this canal will draw its supplies from the 

- Siddeswaram Dam through the Krishna-Pennar Link Canal. 
The irrigable area is 7. 3'l lakhs acres : so% of this is proposed 
to be irrigated in tst crop, for which a discharge of only 3130 
cusecs is required. The canal is, however, proposed to be 
designed for a discharge of 40"'-:. cusecs, which will be sufficient 
to irrigate an area of about I .go lakhs acres of 2nd crop if and 
when water becomes available in years of good supply. 

The cost of the canal is roughly estimated to be Rs. 8. 42 
crores against Rs. 12.00 crores provided in the Krishna
Pennar Project. 

EsrimiZles of cosr 

~.~St. The total cost of the Siddeswaram dam and Re
servOirs comes to Rs. IS .23 crores and that of Nandikonda 
~ ll;lld reservoir Rs. 3S .03 crores. · The latter will suppl~ 
tr;tgatJon t? both Madras and Hyderabad States and henel 
Will be a Jomt concern of these states. In a year of dependable 
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~eld in the Krishna th.: consumptive use of water in Hyderabad 
;'us t.m.c. ft. (2'87 m.a. ft.) and in Madras ~~ t.m.c. 
x. (7.48 m.a. ft.). The Madras share of the cost of dam and 
reservoir based on this proportion will be Rs • .2~ ·~5 crores. 

These costs do not provide for works relating to power 
development. Nandikonda dam will be built in the rst stage 
md S1ddeswaram dam in the 2nd stage, 

DMlRSION Worucs 

Pick-up barrage on the Pennar 

. 5·7I. The cost has been assumed to be the same as that 
giVen in the Krishna-Pennar Project. Deduction has been 
made from the figure given in that Project for the head regulator 
of the Pennar North Canal which will not be constructed and 
reduction in size of the Madras canal head regulator. The 
figure adopted is Rs. 1.13 crores against Rs. 1 .29 crores of 
Krishna-Pennar Project. 

Krislma-Pennar link canal 

5.72. This has been roughly estimated. and the cost work 
out to Rs. 8.94 crores. The main item is the Mittakondala 
cutting, in which the canal is proposed to be taken partly 
in cutting as open channel and partly through a tunnel. The 
COSt of this portion alone of the canal accounts for Rs. 6 . 99 
crores out of Rs. 8. 94 crores. As the discharge has been 
considerably reduced i.e. from 75,000 to ro,ooo cusecs, little 
improvemen~ will be needed in the Galeru and Kunderu 
rivers, etc. 

CANALS 

Kunwol-Cuddapah CQ1Ull 

5. Sr. The cost of enlarging this canal for a carrying 
capacity of l)ooo ct!Secs has been roughly estimated from crOS&
sections and oomes to Rs. 4 .2.7 crores for lined section and 
Rs. :z. 59 crores for unlined section. 
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Luwer Krishna right C4nal 

5. 82. This is a ~ntour•canal and i~ co&t has been roughly 
estimated on the bas1s of a long-sect10n prepared from .G.T. 
sheets and comes to Rs. 48.75 crores. Earth-work est1mate 
has been worked out in detail and it has been assumed that 
4% of the total quantity will consist of rock excavatioD: on 
the analogy of the Krishna-Pennar ProJect. No deductions 
have been made for possible savings resulting from use of 
machinecy. Lump sum provisions have been ~de for pr.e
liminary expenses, escapes, buildings, . plantations, sp_e~ 
tools and plants, miscellaneous and mamtenance. ProviSIOn 
for these items in the Krishna-Pennar Project have been taken 
as a guide. 

Branch canals have been estimated at half the rate per 
acre obtained for the main canal, while distributaries and 
minors have been estimated at Rs. 40 per acre. The latter 
rate is slightly lower than that adopted in the Krishna-Pennar 
Project but it is justified because a large proportion of the 
irrigation will be dry and channel dimensions will be com
paratively smaller. It may be added that detailed survey will 
have to be done before a correct estimate can be prepared. This 
may probably take six months or so. 

As stated in paragraph 5 • so only two-third of the proposed 
area is intended to be irrigated in the 1st stage and part of 
the supply will be passed down to the Pennar river. A few 
of the major branches included in the full project will, there
fo:e, be omitted in the Ist stage and the canal dimensions 
Will also be somewhat smaller to suit conditions in that stage. 
fb.e branches omitted will be constructed and sections widened 
1n .the &eeo!3-d stage. Th~ masonry works, however, will be 
built to SUit the final discharges in the first instance. The 
cost of the canal and works in the Ist stage has been roughll 
worked out and comes to Rs. 37.59 crores. 

Luw" Krishn4 left canal 

S 5 .83. This has been estimated in detail by Hyderabad 
tate and the~ co!Des to Rs. 211).2o crores which may be 

accepted. This cost IS somewhat high on account of difficult 
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~»untry involving construction of tunnels and other expensive 
works. Details have not been scrutinized. 
Krishna-Pennar east, Krishna-Pennar r:oest, 
Kaveli, Kanupur and Madras canah 

S. 84. The estimates of these canals have been prepared 
by reducing the figures given in the Krishna-Pennar Project 
to allow for the reduced discharges now proposed. Details 
of these deductions are given in the Table V (pages M-~). 
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TABLE 

Krishna-Pennar East 
Original discharge Krishna Pennar West 

. Q=4&oo cusecs Q= 54000 cusecs 
Reduced discharge q=ls6o cusecs 

Description 
q-1390 cusescs 

Asper Reduced As per Reduced 

K. P. Pe!' cent. cost K.P. Percent. cost 
Project Project 

Preliminary 3"00 100 3"00 6·oo 100 6·00 

Expense. 

Land 10•00 75 7"50 19•00 75 14"25 

Regulator s·oo 6s 3"25 16·oo 65 10'40 

Falls and Weirs 14•00 6s 9"10 4'21 65 2'74 

Cross drainage works 66•00 75 48'75 IIO•CO 75 82·50 

Bridges • n•oo 6s 71"50 15·co 65 9"75 

Escapes • 2'15 so 1•08 8•29 so 4'15 

Bull dings IO•OO 75 7"50 I6·oo 7S 12•CO 

Barth work 93'00 53 49'40 292'96 53 155·50 

Plantation o·So 100 •So I•J2 100 1•12 

lmprovemenu to Tanl:.s 

Miscellaneous 21•15 65 13"70 20•46 6S 13'45 
Maintenance 3·6o 6s 2•34 4·s6 65 2'96 

Special T. & P. 35"00 49 17"12 90"00 53 47"70 
Cost of distributaries 

and branches 282"40 s6·oo 133'00 76•00 

TOTAL ss6·1o 291•04 736·6o 438"52 

Establishment at -
9 per cent •• 50'05 25•52 66•29 I •• 38·18 

GRAND TOTAL s56·1o 316·s6 802•89 476•70 
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v 
Madras Canal Kanupur Kavcli 

Q=7000 cusecs Q=18oo cusecs (· Q~2170 cusecs 

q=4000 cusescs q= 1000 cusecs qc: xsoo cusecs 

As per Per cent. Reduced As per Asper Per. Reduced/ 
K.P, cost K.P. Per cent. Reduced K. P. cent. =t 
project project cost project 

5'42 100 5"42 J•OO 100 I•OO 1•19 100 1'19 

34"00 as 28·8s 6·00 85 s·1o 7"50 90 6'15 
13"21 77 10•2.0 1'00 78 •78 z•.;o 83 1'16 

•• •• •• •os 78 •04 ·os 83 0'04 
202.•00 ss 172:<00 IS•co ·as 15"30 24"00 90 21.60 

38•so 77 29•6o s·oo 78 3"90 s·oo 83 4"15 
8•00 65 S•20 I•OO 65 ·6s 1"00 72 0'72 

18•00 8s 15•30 3•60 85 3"06 4'00 90 3'60 

441•90 69 305•00 39•60 70 27•72 41'25 77 36'40 

2•38 100 2•28 "35 100 '35 '40 100 0'40 

34"00 77 26·20 3"10 78 2'42 3"41 83 z·83 

4•84 77 3'72 1·8o 78 1'40 2•00 83 1"66 

JJ4•so 69 79'00 30"00 70 21•00 36•00 77 27"70 

184•00 .. 92"00 S4•6o 31•20 97"23 44"00 

noo•6s . . . 774'77 166•10 .. Jl4"92 231"43 153'20 

99•06 •• 67•83 14"90 •• . 9•88 20•8: . . 13"18 

J199"71 •• 8.;1•90 181•00 .. 124•80 252'25 •• 166.38 
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Table VI below gives an abstract of cost of the dams and 
canals, etc., by stages. 

TABLE VI 

Cost in crores of rupees 

Name of dam or canal 
Remarks 

1st 2nd Total 
stage stage 

-·------------------·-----------
Siddeswaram Dam • 15'23 15'23 

Nandikonda Dam • 35•03• 35•03. Hyderabad-n•68• 

Pick-up Barrage • • • .. 
Krishna-Pennar link canal 8 • 94 8 • 94 

Krishna-Pennar Bast canal 3 • 17 3 • 17 

Krishna-PennarWestcanal 4'77 4'77 

Kurnool-Cuddappah Canal 2 ·59 

Kavell Canal 

Kanupur Canal 

Lower Krishna Left Bank 

Madras-23'35 

Canal • • 26•20 Hyderabad-20• 54•• 

Madras-s · 66 

Lower Krishna Right Bank 
Canal· • • • 37'59 . li'16 48'75 

Madras Canal 8 • 42 8 • 42 

TOTAL • 

Madras 

Hyderabad 

117'05 40'10 1S7'1S 

84•82 40'10 124'93 

32'22 32'22 
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Table VII· (pages 70-7I} gives the irrigation and power 
beoefits and food production on full developmnent. 

S'!"AGB III (FINAL) 

5 -Io. (a)-In this stage it is proposed to construct. a 
~ o_n the Krishna at Pu!ichintala to make use of the 
inflo~ mto the river between Nandikonda and Pulinchintala. 
~orkinlil" ta~les h!lve been prepared for this dam operating 
m c?nJunctJOn w:th the two upper dams at Siddeswaram and 
Nandikonda and are given in Appendix 'F'. These show:-

(i) that the second crop irrigation in the Krishna delta 
can be incteased from I lakll acres in the II stage 
to I) Iakhs acteS, if no firm power is generated at 
Pulichintala, or · 

(i1) that the 2nd crop can be incteased from 1 lakh to 
4·5 Iakhs actes if 20,000 k.w. of firm power is also 
generated. 

The cost of the dam is expected to be about Rs. 7. 5 ctores only 
and the cost per acre of irrigation would be Rs. ISO which is 
<COmparatively low. 

After the construction of the Pu!ichintala dam the entire 
Madtas ~hare of Krishna water allotted under the inter-State 
agreement will be fully utilised. If water could be obtained 
from the Godavari by diversion and dropped into the Kistna 
above Nandikonda or into the Hyderabad canal system taking 
off from Nandikonda it could be used for :-

(1) irrigation of lands commanded by the Pennar South 
Canal of the Krishna-Pennar Project and areas 
south of Madras whlch have not been included in 
the Comm1ttee's proposals ; 

(1i) increasing 2nd crop in Krishna delta ; 

(ii1) converting dry _irr;gation into wet irrigation in the 
ayacut of lower Krishna right canal and for 2nd crop 
irrigation in that area. A right bank canal from 
Pulichintala will in this case be necessary. 

(b) Irrigation south of Madras.-The Committee's pro
posals provide irrigation for all the areas included in the 
Krishna-Pennar project with the excertton of about l lakhs 
acres forming the ayacut of the Pennar south canal o that 
project. This had to be left out as all the Madtas share of 
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Dam or .Canal 

I STAGB-

Krishna-Pennar East and Kumool~ Cuddapah 
Canals . ; • • Kaveli Canal • • • Kanupur Canal • Madras Canal . . . • Right Bank Canal • • I 

• 
Left Bank Canal ~derabad) • • Left Bank Canal dras) • • Krishna Delta . . 

ToTAL • 

II STAGB-

Krjshna-Pcnnar East and Kumooi;Cuddapah_Canals 
Krishna-Pcnnar West Canal • , • , 
Kaveli • • 
Kanupur Canal 
Madras Canal 
Right Bank Canal • • 
Left Bank Canal (Hydcrabad) 
Left Bank Canal (Madras) • 
Krishna Delta • • • 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

TOTAL • 

TABLE 

Irrigation In 

ut crop 

Dry Wet 

2•00 I•OO 
I•IO 
•78 

3•68 
10•67 5'33 

•6s 6•10 
•20 1•8S ... ... 

13"52 19•84 

2•ool I•OO 
1"27 •63 

I•IO ... •78 . .. 3•68 
16•oo 8•00 
1"30 7"30 

•20 I•BS . .. 
20"71 24"34 

Nom-One acre wet is assumed to yield i/4th of a ton of additional 
2nd crop it luoa been taken as 1i•·d. 



VII 

lakh acres 

:and crop 

·:c 

... 

3'5 

1'0 
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Perennial · 

.... 

•25 

·zs 

Power 
finn 

continuous 
Total Equivalent ill k. w. 

wet 

• 
~::} 

2•00 

•78 3'70 
3•68 

10·67 ... 16·00 
6•75 6•425} 2·os 1'95 
3'75 3'75 ... 

3?'11 28· 495 6o,ooo 
22' 07 Madras 
6· 425 Hyderabad 

28'495 

3'00 3'13 

~;ro} 
•78 3'70 

3·68 
24'00 16·oo ::} 8·6o 1'95 z·os 1'95 ... ,.,.,. 1'25 ... 
46•36 33'98 8o.ooo 

26•03 Madras 
1'95 Hyderabad ---

33'98 

71 

Extra food 
production 
ill lakh 

tona 

•so 
'%4 }93 '17 
'52 

2-70 

2•10 
1'17 
7'40 
s·Bo Madras;: 
1· 6o Hydcra· 
--bad· 
7'40 

'52 
'32 
'%4 
'17' .,.,. 

4'00 

2'47 
'33 

s·.ss 
tS·stSMadras 
1'99 Hyden. 
-bad· 
s·ss 

fOOd against t/2 assumed ill Krishna-Pcnnar Project. In the c:uc of 
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the Krishna was required for the areas included. The land 
left out can, however, be served if : 

(I) field investigations show that diversion of Godavari 
water above Nandikonda dam or into the Nandikonda 
left bank canal is feasible. This will release Krishna 
water for use elsewhere ; o ~ 

(il) if Hyderabad or Bombay do not use their full share 
of Krishna water and pass down the balance for use 
by Madras. 

The Comminee's proposals anticipate that the water which 
will have to be passed below Nandikonda and Pulinchintala 
after generation of power will suffice for irrigation of two 1akhs 
acres of 2nd crop irrigation in the Krishna delta. If by suitable 
integration of power systems the generation of power at Puli
chintala is stopped and at Nandikonda restricted for a part of the 
year it should be possible to divert the water saved to areas south 
of Madras for irrigation there. There will be no trouble in 
the Krishna delta as more water can easily be diverted from the 
proposed Polavaram diversion barrage on Godavari to make up 
the deficit. The amount of diversion from Godavari will in this 
case become about uo t.m.c.ft. or 2· 52 m.a. ft. 

The construction of Madras canal proposed in the Ist stage 
of the Comminee's proposals is likely to be taken up in the 4th 
year after start of construction. By that time field investigations 
about the possibility of diverting Godavari water into Krishna 
should be completed. If these show that more Godavari water 
than is anticipated by the Comminee at present can be diverted, 
the size of the Madras canal can be increased accordingly and its 
tail extended to serve areas south of Madras. If, however, 
investigations do not hold any hope of further diversion, it would 
still be desirable to construct the Madras canal with a capacity 
of 6ooo eusecs. It would be possible for several years to run 
additional supplies into this canal from the unused balance of 
the shares of Bombay and Hyderabad where full development 
is likely to take considerable time. Later on it should be possible 
to save water at Nandikonda and Pu!ichintala and divert it into 
the Madras canal by integration of power systems on the 
Godavari and the Krishna and their tributaries (e.g. Tunga
bhadra). .The ~ c?st involved in increasing the capacity 
for extens1on of ~mgatton to areas south to Madras is likely to 
be about Rs. 2 crores. This has not been included in the 
estimate but its inclusion is not likely to make any appreciable 
change in the financial. picture. 
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The irrigation proposed in the areas left in the Committee's 
proposal !s 3 · 6.4 lakh acres. It is expected that by increasing 
the capa<.:lty of Madras Canal and making use of the water 
fro_m sources mentioned above, it would be possible to 
llTigate a large proportion of this 3 · !>4 lakh acres. 

(c) Use of Godavari warers.-According to the inter..State 
agreement Madras is entitled to 893 t.m.c. ft. or 20· s 
m.a. ft. out of the Godavari flow, in addition to the amount al
ready being used in the Godavari delta. In the year 1948 the 
Ramapadasagar Project was prepared by the Madras Govern
ment to:-

(i) provide water for 2nd crop irrigation to Godavari 
delta; 

(it) feed Krishna river for irrigation in delta ; 

(iit) irrigate areas in Guntur district beyond the Krishna 
river, · 

(iv) irrigate strips of uplands lying to the west of the 
existing Godavari and Krishna deltas on both banks 
of the Godavari ; 

(v) generate power. 
It was intended to use 936· 76 t.m.c. ft. or 21 ·so m. a. ft. to 
irrigate 27·46 lakhs acres and generate 1,5o,ooo k.w. of power. 

As the Ramapadasagar Project (1948) would have required 
more Godavari water than was allotted to Madras, a modified 
proposal (1951) was handed over to the Committee. Accord
ing to this the utilization is worked out as under:-

Water used in irrigating 7•2 lakhs acres 
of ISt crop and 12· 6 lakbs acres of 
2nd crop • • • • • 449·30 t.m.c. ft. or 10·26 m.a. ft. 

Water required for firming of power • 204· 50 t.m.c. ft. or 4•7 m.a. ft. 
Navigation and evaporation • • 61·20 t.m.c. ft. or 1·4 m.a. ft. 

TOTAL 715 t6· 36 

As the total Madras Government share is 20 • 5 m.a.ft. 
a little over 4 m.a. ft. or 174 "24 t.m.c. ft. would remain 
unutilised according to tee modified scheme. 

The construction of the dsm and the connected canal system 
is contingent on the excavation and dewatering of the west arm of 
the river having proved feasible in actual practice. Althoup 
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Con9ulting Board of Engineers have declared the scheme to be 
feasible, they have admitted that the work would present un
usually difficult river diversion and foundation excavation pro
blems It is also stated that the work will have to be done by 
forei~ contractors using machinery wholesale as no one in ~dia 
has got experience of execution '?f works on ~ highly mecha~used 
scale. Also the capital outlay will be very htgh and the dram oc 

· the personnel and material serious. 

The irrigation of 2nd crop in the delta and. generation 
of power can be secured by a reservoir built at a suitable site 
on the Godavari or one of its main distributaries, vice paragraph 
3 "3 0). Diversion of supplies into the Krishna for delta irrigat
tion and irrigation of strips of uplands lying to the west of the 
Godavari and Krishna deltas on both banks of the Godavari, 
can to a large extent be arranged if only a low level diversion bar
rage instead of a high dam is built at Polavaram. Under the 
circumstances, the Committee do not consider Ramapada sagar 
dam to be necessary. 

The Committee have carefully considered the possibility 
of diverting Godavari waters to Krishna, and they have found 
that by constructing a storage dam at a suitable point in the 
upper reaches of Godavari or on one of its tnbutaries and a di
version weir at Polavaram it WO'Jld be possible to divert a little 
~ver 8o p.t.m. c. ft1 or r •84 m. a. ft int<J the Krishna in a year 
hke 1929-30 and to increase 2nd crop irrigation in the Krishna 
delta to the desirable maximum of ~ · 4 lakh acres against 2 
lakhs proposed by the Committee without aid from Godavari. 

According. to the Committee's proposals the Madras share 
of the Godavar1 water would be used as under :- · . 

(i) If firm potoer is gmerated at Nandikonda mrd Pulichintala throughout 
th8 :Ytar and tht lllater is rutd for 2 lakhs acres of 2nd crop irrigation in 

Krishna dtlta. 

For irrigating 4 · SS lakhs of acres of 
ISt crop and Io•68 lakhs acres of 
2nd crop in Gadavari and Krishna 
deltss . . 

For firming up poWer . • 
.For evaporation, navigation etc. 

TOTAL • 

340·00 t. m. c. ft. or 7• 8I m a. fto 
204·5 t.m.c.fr.or4·7 m. a. ft• 

61"2 t. m. c. ft. or 1·4 m. a. ft. 

6o5·7 t. m. c. ft. I3·9r m. a. ft. 
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(il) If by suitably integrating pofL·er sysums no znd CTCP irrigalion is 

dtme in Krishna delta roith Krishna water : 

For irrigating 4' 55 lakhs of acres of 
rst crop and 12. • 68 lakhs of acres of 
znd crop 

For firming up power , 
For evaporation, navigation etc. 

3 82. • 2. t.m.c. ft. or 8 • 77 m.a. ft. 
204· s t.m.c.ft. or 4·70 m.a. ft. 

61·2 t.m.c.ft. or 1'4 m.a,ft, 

TOTAL 647·6 tm.c.ft.or 14•87m.a.ft. 

As the share of Madras is 20 • S m.a. ft. or 89~ t.m.c. ft. 
a considerable quantity will remain available for diversion into 
the }Krishna from some higher point on the Godavari if field 
investigations show that such diversion is economically feasible. 
A part of the surplus can be used for irrigation by' pumping of 
high lands in the Godavari and Sabari valleys which have no 
means of irrigation at present. The Committee have not gone 
into the economics of proposals for making use of Godavari 
waters. No opinion can be expressed without detailed field 
investigations and preparation of estimates. 

A study of maps and available information bas shown that 
Godavari waters can also be diverted into Krishna from the darn 
proposed by the Hyderabad Government at Kushtapuram but 
the catchment area above this darn is small and inflow would be 
hardly adequate for the needs of Hyderabad itself and there 
would be nothing lt:ft for diversion. There seems to be no 
other suitable site but detailed field investigations are necessary 
to reach a definite oonclusion. If mvestigations show that Go
davari water can be diverted and delivered above Nandikonda or
into the Hyderabad canal system taking off from Nandikonda 
at a reasonable cost, it would be possible to provide irrigation 
to a corresponding extent in the areas south of Madras left out 
·in the Committee's proposals. · 

In working table (ii) cf the Committee's report the inflow 
into the Nandikonda reservoir was taken as 39'1% of the 
flow at Vijayawada assuming complete utilization of allott d 
waters by different States. If, however, Bombay and Hydera
bad do not eventually utilize their full shares, the unused balan· 
ces can be used in extending irrigation to areas proposed on the 
Pennar South Canal of the Krishoa-Pennar Project and land 
south of Madras which are not included in the Committee's 
proposals. To that extent diversion from Godavari will beCOJDe 
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unnecessary. In the meantime, and as a short-term arrangement 
the unused water of Bombay and Hydera~ad can· be use?- f~r 
211d crop irrigation without any change m the Collliillttee s 
proposals and without adding to their cost. • 

(d) Utilization of Krishna water by Hyderabad.-The 
Hyderabad Government bas been allotted ~ · 43 m. a. ft. or 
280 t. m. c. ft. out of the dependable flow of the Krishna. 
According to the Lower Krishna Project Report they propose to 
utilize this as under:-

Name of Project 

Upper Krishna • 
Bhima 
Lower Krishna . 

• 

Extra required for Tungabhadta • 
Medium Projects • 
Minor Projects • 

Utilization from 
dependable flow 
in t. m. c. ft. 

So 
35 

Utilization from 
excess fiow in 

t. m. c. ft. 

20 

10 

125 or (2·87 
m.a. ft.). 

35 or (•8 
m.a. ft.). 

15 20 

20 10 

10 

280 or (6·43 100 or (2•3 

m. a. ft.) (m:-a. ft.) 

If any part ofHyderabad share remains eventually unuti!ised, 
it can be used for irrigation in Madras State as indicated in the 
preceding paragraph. 

(e) .Us~ of T"!'gabhadra !Uater.-Tbe Tungabhadra 
dam wh1cb 1s approachmg completiOn will store I 13 • 12 t.m.c. 
ft. or 2. 59 m. a. ft. which will be shared by Madras and 
Hyderabad. The canal systems to make use of this water are in 
an advanced stage of construction, but it will take xo to IS 
years for irrigation to develop until such development takes 
place, a cons:derable amount of storage will be available for 
use elsewhere. This water can as a short-term measure be used for 
211_d crop irrigation in the Krishna delta and in the new canals 
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(Kaveli, Kanupur and Krishna-Pennar East) proposed by the 
Committee to be constructed in the first phase of the first stage. 
Byt~e time supplies from the Tungabhadra cease to become avail
able 1t would be possible to irrigate the 2nd crop with water stored 
at Nandikonda. 

According to information supplied by the Madras Govern
ment vide their D. 0. No. 74459P& D IV/sx-x dated uth July, 
1951 to the address of the Planning Commission, the irri
gation expected on Tungabhadra canals in Madras State and in 
the Krishna delta with surplus Tungabhadra waters is expected 
to be as under :- . · · 

Year Tungabhadra II crop in 
Project Krishna Delta 
(acres) <•=•> 

1951·52 

1952-53 21,000 

1953·54 43,000 6o,ooo 

1954·55 65,000 ss,ooo 
1955·56 87,000 so,ooo 
1956·57 t,oS,ooo 45,000 

1957·58 1,29,000 40,000 

1958·S9 1,<19,000 35,000 

19S9"6o t,69,ooo 30,000 

196o-61 1,89,000 2$,000 

1961-62 2,09,000 20,000 

1962-63 2,23,000 12,000 

1963-64 2,37,000 4·000 

1964·65 2,so,ooo 

The Committee considers that the anticipated irrigation in 
the Krishna delta is too low and much geater areas are likely to 
be irrigated in the delta by Tungabhadra water not used by Hy~ 
abad and Madras on the Tungabhadra canals. 
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Financial aspects 

s ·II. Financial statements have been prepll!'ed il_l the usual 
forms both for Stage I and Stage II and are gtven m Appen-
dix I. . 

. The total cost of the scheme including direct and indirect 
charges in the rst stage amounts to Rs. 84 · 82 crores and the re
turn on the sum-at-charge at the end of 10th year after com
pletion works out to 4 · 29% and goes on increasing. The total 
cost of the 2nd stage has been estimated as Rs. 124 · 93 crores 
and the return on the sum-at-charge at the end of 1oth year after 
completion works out to 3 · 34% and goes on rising. 

Gandikota project 

. s · 12. The normal dependable yield from the river Pc;nn~ 
based on actual observations at the old Gandikota darn s1te IS 

II,500 m. C. ft • wnich is sufficient to irrigate 50,000 to 55,000 
acres 1St crop. In the Krishna-Pennar Project it is proposed .to 
give assistance to the Gandikota reservoir by sending supphes 
from Siddeswaram dam through Krishna-Pennar West Canal 
and thereby to increase the irrigation to 1,so,ooo acres. The 
working tables for the year 1929-30 as revised by the Committee, 
however, show that available supplies in the Krishna are not 
sufficient even for the proposed irrigation on other canals and 
drastic reduction had to be made both in 2nd crop irrigation and 
power, to balance the water account. The Committee, therefore, 
recommend that Gandikota Project should be kept separate 
and not mixed up with Krishna Projects. . 

SUI'f)eys and illf)estigations 

. 5' I3; If the, Committee's prop~als are appro~ed, steps may' 
be taken ~ediately for the surveys and preparation of estimate 

·of remodelling Kumool-Cuddapah Canal to carry a discharge of 
l.iooo cus7cs also for the completion of investigations on 
the Kaveli, Kanupur and Krishna-Pennar East Canals, so 
that actual 'Yo~k of construction on this part of the 1st stage may 
be stii!Ce~ Wlthm s1x months and irrigation benefit may commence 
accrwng m about 3 years time. Along ~th the above, surveys 
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and investigations of Nandikonda damjand the right bank 
canal may also be started and designs an estimates prepared. 
Work on surveys of Madras Canal and the Barrage on the Pen
Dar river which are already in progress, should be completed. 
It should be examined whether a suitable site for the Pennar 
Barrage can be found a few miles lower down. This will greatly 
reduce the length and expense on the tail portion of the 
Nandikonda right bank canal and head reach of the Madras 
<Canal. Similarly Hyderabad State should immediately start 
detailed surveys and alignment of the left bank canal from Nan
dikonda. It should be possible to complete these investiga
tions and to start work on the dam and the main canals in about 
.a year. In the meantime preliminary preparations for construc
tion could be taken in hand. 

The possibility flf setting. up a cement factory in the neigh
bourhood of the Nandikonda dam should also be explored at 
the same time. Field investigations should also be carried out 
to see whether it is possible to divert water from Godavari or 
any of its tributaries"intoiKrishna above Nandikonda reservoir 
into the Nandikonda left bank canal. These will show whether 
it is possible to release Krishna water for use south of Madras. 

5 · 14. A comparative statement showing irrigation and 
~ower benefits and cost etc. of the Krishna-Pennar project 
(!) as prepared,_ (ii) as modified because of the discharge at 
S1ddeswaram bemg less than that at Vijayawadaand (iii) as per 
Committee's proposal, is given below:-

"It will be seen that in both Stage and Full Plan ofKrishna
Pennar project, irrigation and power will be less than that 
!IIJtiCipated. The drop in irrigation is specially marked 
m Full Plan. Proposals of the Committee will serve a much 
larger area at an appreciably less cost per acre. The income 
from betterment fee will also be considerably higher as the 
proposals are intended to benefit mostly dry areas and the pro
-nnrtlnn nf <Prnnct cron on which such fees are not levied is low." 
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Particulars 

_ AB per Krishna-PeDDif 

AB per Madras proposals 

Total 
(lakhs) 

Equivalent 
wet. 

-·---_..,.---------
STAGB I 

Irrigation nt crop 
Irrigation 2nd crop • 
Krishna Delta 2nd crop 
Pennar 2nd crop 

Perennial • • 
Total 

Additional food grains • 

. Aim.t. OP SllBMERSION 

Siddeswaram ·• 
Someswaram 
Nandikonda 
Cost • 
Betterment fee • 

• 
• 
• 

Sale proc:eeds of Poraboke Janda 
Cost per acre 
Power 

• 
• 

Sum at-charge at end of loth year 
after completion • 

Return on sum at charge 

(lakhs acres) 

7"46 
-3·s6 
7"IS 

·1"29 

4"97 
s·s6 
7"1S 
1•29 

·so ·so 
21•96 19"47 
10•3 lakh tons 
@ 1/2 tons per acre • 

Io74o08o acres 
x,zS,ooo acres 

Rs. 77 • 60 crores 
Rs. I0·6x crores 
Rs. 73 C:rores 
Rs. 3S3 
too,oo k w continuous. 

Rs. Ss • 69 crores. 
3 •14 per cent increasing. 

· NOTBS.-The correct comparison Is between c:olumns1-s and 6-7 
xoo,ooo k.w, Irrigation of znd crop in delta will go up to 6·oo akh acres. 

•• The cost per acre Is high on aceount of dlllicult country tbrollsb tag e. 
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Project As per Committee's 
proposal 

Hyderabad Scheme 

As actually anticipated 
with modified proposals -· Total Equivalent Total Equivalent 

wet. 
Total Equivalent 

(lakhs) wet. 

wet. 

7'46 . 4'97 26•61 18'3S 
s·s6 s·s6 
~'2S 6·zs 3•SO 3'S0 
1'29 1•2.9 In the year of: 

dependable yield. 
·so ·so 

21·06 1S·s1 

s·61lakhs tons 
@ 1/4 ton per 

acre. 

1_,74;oso acres 
1,28,ooo acres 

·zs ·zs 
30•36 22•10 6•7S 

s · 8 lakhs tons 
@ I/4 tons per 
acre~ 

70,000 acres 
Rs. 77 · 6o crores Rs. 84 • 82. crores Rs. 32. • 2.2. crores 
Rs.1o·6rcrores Rs.36•12.crores 
Rs. '73 crores ' Rs. 8 •18 crores. 
Rs. 368 Rs. zso · Rs. 4 11•• 
6o,ooo k. w. continuous 6o,ooo k. w. continuous 

Rs. 89•16 crores 
z·6r per cent 

decreasing 

Rs. 87•32. crores 
4'29 per cent 

increasing 

6•42 

and not between 2-3 and ~ ; without increase in power frQm So.ooo to 

which the canal would pass and full development not takin2 place in first 
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Particulars 

STAGE II 
Irrigation rst crop • 
Irrigation 2nd crop • 
Krishna Delta 2nd erop 
Pennar lind crop • 
Perennial . 

Total • . . 
Additional food grains • 
Cost . • • • • 
Bettermentfee • • • . 
Sale proceeds of poramboke lands • 
Cost per acre • • • . 
Power . • • • • 

Sum-charge at the end of Ioth 
year after completion 

Return on sum-at cbarge 

ST.lGB III 

Irrigation rst 
Irrigation 2nd crop 
Irtigation delta crop 
Pennar 2nd crop 
Perennial • 

Total 
Additional foodgrains 
Cost 
Betterment fee • • 
Sale proceeds of poramboke lands , 
Cost per acre 
Pewer 

As per Krlshna-PCDII2! 

As per Madras proposals 

Total 
(lakhs) 

22·6s 
8•7I 
4"50 
I"29 
·so 

37"65 
I7 lakbs tons 
Rs. 130 • 6 crores 
Rs. 36 • xo crores 
Rs. 6•47 crores 

Equivalent 
wet. 

I7"94 
8•7I 
4"50 
I"29 
·so 

32"94 

Rs. 3SI 
Ioo,ooo k. w. continuou~ 

Rs. I44 •03 crores 
3"45 per cent increasing 

.. .. 
.. 

.. 

NoTES. The. co~ect comparison is betwee~ columns 4-S and 6-'1 
Ioo,ooo k. w. lrnganon ohnd crop in delta will go up 10 6·oo lakb acres. 

•• The cost per acre is bigb on account of difficult country through stage. 
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As per Committee's 
proposal 

Hyderabad Scheme 

83 

As actually anticipated 
with modified proposals 

Total 
lakhs 

Equivalent 
wet. 

Total Equivalent 
wet. 

Total Equivalent 
wet. 

--------~---------------
22·6s 17·94 
2•71 2'71 
1•SO 1•SO 
1•29 1'29 

1'00 In so· per cent of the years. 
·so ·so ·2s ·2s 

28·6s 23·94 38·21 26·s4 
6 lakhs tons 6 • S4 lakhs tons 

8·6o 7'94 

Rs. 130·6 crores Rs. 124•92 crores 
Rs. 3S'37 crores Rs. 48'27 crores. 

Rs. 32 • 22 crores. 

Rs. 6·47 crores Rs. n·s6 crores. · 
Rs. 456 Rs. 327 **Rs. 37S 
8o,ooo k. w. continuous '8o,ooo k. w. continuous 

Rs. 1S6·19 crores Rs. 139'77 crores 
2·S8 per cent decreasing 3'34 per cent. Increasing, 

.. 

... 

36·96 2S•29 

•• .. 
004·Sci 4·so 

•• 
·2s '2S 

41'J1 29'94 8·60 7'94 
7'71 lskhs tons 

Rs. 132·43 crores Rs. 32 • 22 crores 
Rs. 48 • 27 crores 
Rs. II• 56 crores 
Rs. 318 00Rs. 37S 

100,00 k. w. continuous 

and not between :z-3 and 6-7 ; without increase in power from 8o,ooo to 
• I 

which the canal would pass and full develofment not taking place in first 
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SOMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

!<niSHNA-l'ENNAR PROJECT 

l!>.o. (I) IT HAS been assumed in the project that. the 
inflows at Siddeswaram will be the same as recorded at VJ)aya
wada. Actually these will be 15% less, as 15% of the discharge at 
Vijayawada comes into the Krishna from the catchment below 
Siddeswaram. 

(2) The Siddeswaram dam would submerge an area of 
1,74,080 acres of which 1,13,892 is cultivated. It will aslo 
submerge 98 villages and displace about 50,000 people (vide para. 
4.0). Compensation on this account would amount toRs. 
7'3<5 crores. 

Likewise Someswaram dam wc>uld submerge 1,28,ooo acres 
including 1158, 400 acres of cultlvated area and valuable gardens 
and displace about I,oo,ooo persons (vide para. 4.1). The cost 
of compensation alone would amount to Rs. 7 · 7 crores: 

(3) The capacity of 75,000 cusecs ·proposed for Krishna
Pennar Link" Canal is excessive and can be reduced to 10,o00 
cusecs. -The estimate for this canal is likely to be heavily ex-
ceeded (mde para. 4· 3). · 

(4) The dutle& taken for all the canals are low and the dis
charges provided are high. Large reductions can be made 
without loss of efficiency ('llide para.· 4· 14). · 

(s) The programme of development of irrigation expected 
in the Kr1shna-Pennar Project is very optinlistic. Development 
m the = of delta canals for 2nd crop may be attained m 4-5 
years but canals m Rayalaseema and other upland areas would 
take not less than 10 years to develop (vide para. 4· 18). 

(~) The Krishna-Pennar Project permanently debars a 
ve~ Ia:rge areas of about 40 lacs of acres of the lower Krishna 
Basm m. Guntur and Nellore district, which is fit for 1rrigauon 
and subJect to scarcity conditions (mde para. 4.23). 

· ~7) The cost of works aod working expenses are hkely to 
be higher and the rev~nues lower than those anticipated. The 
return on the_ outlay will therefore be appreciably less (vide para. 
4-21). . 

84 
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Committee's proposals 

6.r_. Fo~ ~be full d~velopment of~be Krishna V~ley and 
econonucal ut1lizauon of 1ts waters, it 1s necessary to - have 3 
dams on the Krishna river. The first ofthese should be at Sid
deswaram, the second at Nandikonda and the third at Puli· 
chintala. ' 

.Stage I 
6. II The dam at Nandikonda should be constructed first 

with F. R. L.+590 and not +540 proposed by Hyderabad. This 
dam would be a very high one and woud require over 6 ·or mil
lion cubic yards masonry. The foundations, however, are very 
good and construction should present no difficulties, it can be 
expedited if undertaken as a joint work by Hyderabad and Madras 
as has been done in the case of Tungabhadra dam construction. 
Canals should be constructed on both banks from th1s dam to 

-command about so lakhs acres in Guntur and Nellore districts on 
the right side and about 12 1{2 lakhs acres m Warrangal and 
Nalagonda districts ofHyderabad and Nandigama taluq of Madras 
·On the left side ('Vide paras 5·42> 5.50). . 

The Madras canal as proposed in the Krishna-Pennar 
Project together with the barrage on the Pennar river should 
also be taken up. This canal will in the initial stages be fed with 

water escaped from the tail of the Nandikonda right canal ('Vide 
para. s .sr). 

The KumoolrCuddapah canal should be remodelled and 
its discharge increased to about '),ooo cusecs to feed its present 
.ayacut and the ayacuts of Kaveli, Kanupur and Krishna- Pennar 
East Canal which should be constructed along with the remodel
ling of the Kurnool-Cuddapah Canal. ThiS part of the scheme 
can start irr1gation in about 3 years after the start of construc
tions ("llide para. 5·43)· 

Stage II 
6. 12. This dam at Siddeswaram on the Krishna should be 

started. F. R. L. of ·the dam should, however, be kept +885 
against +898 • 5 proposed in the Krishna-Pennar project (tJide 
para. 5 .41). 

Working tables show that the lower height would be ade
quate for the diversion needed. It will also reduce the area 
submerged from 1,74,o8o acres to 70.400 acres ~d number 
of ~ons displaced Will be reduced correspondingly. 
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The Krishna-Pennar link canal should be constructed gene; 
rally on the lines proposed in the Krishna-Pennar Project but its
capacity should be reduced from 75,000 cusecs toi.o,ooo cusecs. 
This quantity would be adequate to feed the Krishna-~ennar 
West, the Kaveli, the Kanupur and the Madras Canals and m case 
of necessity would help the Krishna-Pennar East Canal also. 
In th1s proposal, the cutting in Mittakondala ridge will be 
greatly reduced and it might be cheaper to provide a tunnel for 
a part of the length ('Vide para. 5·49)· 

*The Krishna-Pennar West Canal should be constructed for 
irrigation only and no allowance should be made for feeding pro· 
posed Gandikota Reservoir as no water will be available from 
the Krishna ('Vide para. 5·45)· 

Srage III 

6. 13. The Pulichintala dam (the foundation geology of which 
will reqwre careful examination before the site can be consi
dered suitable) should be constructed to generate power and bel~ 
in 2nd crop irrigation in Krishna delta. . 

According to present studies, the full utilizations of the 
Madras share of Godavari waters for irrigation does not appear 
economically feasible. About 130 t. m. c. ft· (2 · 98 m.a. ft) can 
be diverted to the Krishna delta and a. part of the remaining share 
can be used in Godavart delta and upland areas on both banks 
and for generatiOn of power if a storage dam is built on the main 
river or one of its tributaries along with a diversion weir at 
Polaveram ['Vide Appendix D and para. 5.10 (b)]. These studies 
should , however, be pursued further and to the extent they hold 
promise of such utilization, it may be possible to extend irriga
tion south of Madras ('Vide para 5. 10). · 

•Nom:-The Chairman of the Tec!mical Committee has desired that the 
last sub-paragraph of paragraph 6· 12 should be reworded as follows :-

''The Krishna-Pennar West Canal should be constructed for irriga· 
tlon only and allo:wanc:e for feeding proposed Gandikota Reservoir made 
only when water 1s made available by adjusting intensity of irrigation 
In other areas or other similar mervolrs." 
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• I!S • 14. The costs and benefits of the various stages are given 
(fll'de Tables VI & VII). 

I Stage II Stage III Stage 

Inigation ISt crop • 26· 61 lakh acres 36•51 lakh acres· 36· 51 lakh acre 
Irrigation 2nd crop • 
Kriilma Delta • 3' so I~ acres I ·oo •:.kh acres 4•SO i.ikbs acteS' 
Penruu- Delta • 
Total • . • • 30·36 hiklt acres 37•76 i;dw acres 41"26·~ acre• 
Power (continuous) • 6o,ooo k.w. 8o,ooo k.w. IOO,ooo k. W. 

-Food production • 
tons per acre S • 8 lakh tons 6• 6S lakh tons 7' 82 lakh tono Cost • • Rs. 84 · 82 crores Rs. 124'93 crores Rs. 132'43 crozc 

Coat per acre • Rs. 208 Rs. 331 Rs. 321 . 

1!1.2. The Committee's answers to the terms of reference are 
as· follows:-

(a) How the waters of these rivers cas be used to the best 
advantage, and reoommend for inclusion m Part II of 
the Plan and project which would bring about exten
sion of irrigatioi). facilities to as large an area as possi
ble on the most economic basis whicn can be oom
pleted in a reasonable time i' 

The Committee consider that the Krishna-Pennar Project 
in its present form should not be proceeded with and in its 
place the alternative proposals explained in Chapter V which can 
be carried out in stages may be adopted. These proposals would 
make the best use of Krishna waters and bring about extension 
of irrigation facilities to as large areas as possible on the most 
economical basis. 

The completion of Statge I would take about 10 years 
- but partial benefits would accrue after 3 years. 

(b) Whether there will be sufficient waters left for the needs 
of the Godavari and Krishna deltas after the utilization 
proposed under me Krishna-Pennar Project ? 

Krishna-Pennar Project does not affect the Godavari delta. 
On oompletion of the full plan of this project there will only 
be enough water to irrigate I I/2 lakbs acres in the Krishna 
delta and a large area of about 40 lakbs acres lying on the right 
bank of the Krishna in Guntur and Nellore districts will per
manently remain without irrigation. 
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(c) Whether the Krishna-Pennar Project is technically 
sound and economically a better propos!Uon than 

. other schemes considered, and whether, having regard 
to the urgent need for increased food supply, especially 
of rice, this project should be included in Part II of the 
plan? · 

The Krishna-Pennar Project is technically sound but has 
-several serious defects as mentioned in detail in the report 
and is, therefore, not recommended for inclusion in Part II of 
the Plan. Instead the inclusion of the Committee's proposals 
.Stage I in Part II is recommended. · 

· (d) Whether it can be completed within 3 to 4 years if 
funds can be provided ? 

This is not possible so far as the Krishna-Pennar Project 
is concerned but of the Committee's proposals in Stage I, 
the Kanupur, Kaveli and Krishna-Pennar East Canals can be 
.completed and put into operation within 3 years. 

A. N. KHOSLA, 
Chairman. 

Mon RAM, 
Member. 

G. R. GARG, . 
. Member-Secretary. 
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.GOVERNMENT OP INDIA 

Planning Commission 

No. PC (V) 59/I/SI New Dellu, December 1'1, 1951~ 

From 

To 

Sra, 

Shri N. R. Pillai, I.C.s .• 
Secretary, Planning Commission, 
NBW DELHI. 

The Chief Secretary to the Government of Madras, 

MADRAS. 

I am directed to refer to the Madras Government's proposal' 
in respect of the Kistna-Pennar and Ramapadasagar projects for 
inclusion in the second part of the Five Year Plan and the 
preference expressed by the State Government in favour of the 
Kistna-Pennar project in case only one large project can be includ
ed in the Plan. The Planning Commission considers that it will 
not be possible to include in the Plan two large projects like 
the Kistna-Pennar and the Ramapadasagar, and that it would 
be useful to have a technical enquiry conducted as to the best and 
most economical manner of utilising the waters of the Kistna and! 
Godavari allotted to the Madras State before a decision is reached. 
lD consultation with the Ministry of Natural Resources and 
Scientdic Research, the Plannmg Commission, therefore,. 
proposed to appoint a committee for the purpose. 

The composition cf the committee will be as below:
Shri A. N. Khosla, I.S.E., Chairman, 
Central Water and Power Commission. Chaimzan. 
Shri Moti · Ram, Chief Engineer, 
Irrigation, U.P. Member-
Shri G. R. Garg, I.S.E., Director, 
Irrigation, Central Water and Power Com-
mission. . • . • M ember-SI!Q'ettwy-

89 
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The terms of reference to the committee will be as follows:-

(a) How the waters of these rivers can be used to the best 
advantage, and recommend for inclusion in Part II 
of the Plan a project which would bring about extension 
of irrigation facilities to as large an area as p05sible on 
the most economic basis which can be completed in a 
reasonable time; 

(b) Whether there will be sufficient waters left for the needs 
of the Godavari and Kistna deltas after the utilisation 
proposed under the Kistna-Pennar project; 

(c) Whether the Kistna-Pennar project is technically sound 
and economically a better proposition than other 
schemes considered, and whether, having regard to the 
urgent need for increased food supply, especially of 
rice, this project should be included in Part II 
of the Plan and; 

(d) Whether it can be completed within 3 to 4 years if funds 
can be provided. 

J 

It. is expected that the committee will be able to start its 
-work in January, 1952, and to submit its report within a period 
of about two months. 

I am desired to request the Madras Government for its 
-co-operation and assistance in the work of the committee. 

Yours faithfully, 

(Sd.) TARLOK SINGH 

Deputy Secretary 
for Secretary, Pliiilning Commission. 

Copy forwarded for infonnation to :

Shri G .. R. Garg, I.S.E., 
Drrector, Irrigation . Central Water & Power 
Commission. ' 

R. JAGANNATHAN, 

Under Secrercny ro rhe Govr. of India. 
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 

I. THE KRISHNA. 
The dependable annual flow in the Krishna basin based on 

ttbe recorded gauging at Vijayawada is accepted as I7IS t.m.c. ft. 
"!his figure may have to be increased to allow for any omissions 
1m respect of existing utilisations in any State. 

Shri Venkatachari's statement that the actual flow will be in 
·excess of tbe recorded gauged flow by 8% is noted. 

• 2. The existing utilizations (i.ubject to corrections mentioned 
1n para I) plus flows required for projects under construction in the 
·concerned States, as stated below, are hereby allocated to the res· 
;pective States:-

Bombay. 
Hyderabad 
Mysore 
Madras 

I76 t.m.c.ft. 
I80 

98·s 
290 

744'S. 

3· The balance of 1low for new projects after meeting tbe I 
.above allocations works out to 970. s t.m.c. ft. For purposes of 
allocation, this has been taken as I,ooot.m.c. ft. For this balance . 
'llpto I,ooo t.m.c. ft. the allocations are made as hereunder:- ' 

Percent. 
Bombay. 24 
Hyderabad 28 
Mysore I 
Madras 47 

t.m.c.ft. 
240 
280 

10 (provisiona I) 
470 

For balance flow in excess of I,ooo t.m.c.ft. mentioned 
above, tbe allocations will be as follows:-

Bombay. 
Hyderabad 
Mysate 
Madras 

• 30 per cent. 
30 .. 

I (provisional) 
39 

The allocation to Mysore may have to be slightly adjusted to 
the extent of additional I % as a result of further engineering 
11crutiny. This addition will come out of the share of Madras. 

4. The above allocations are subject to the condition that 
the diversion of supplies across tbe western ghats for tbe Koyna 
Project will be limited to I!J7. s t.m.c.ft. 
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II. THB GoDAVARI. . . . , 

The dependable annual· flow in the Godayan basm based: 
on the recorded gaugings at Dowleshwaram IS taken as 2,5000 

t.m.c.ft. · • 
2. The existing utilizations plus supplies required fo~ 

projectS under construction in the concerned States as stated! 
below are hereby allocated to the respective States :-

Bombay. 
Hydcrabad 
Madhya Pradesh 
Madras • 

57 t. m. c. ft •. 
208 

30 
300 -

TOTAL 595 

~· Of the balance ftow of r,905 t.m.c. ft. (say r,90o) wh!~~ 
remains available after meeting the allocations. in para Z. ""' 
allocations to the various States will as below:-

peroent. t.m.c. ft. 

Bombay. 3 57 
Hydcrabad 26 494 
Madhya Pradesh 24 456 
Madras • • • 47 893 -

TOTAL I900 

These percentages will apply whether the supplies are ilJl 
excess ·or short of the dependable flow assumed above. 

III. GBNERAL 

The allocations in the case of the Krishna and the Godavari 
have been made on an annual basis. The new utilizations have 
t? be so adj~s~ed as not to interfere with the existing daily utilisa
llon for eXJstmg works and agreed utilization for new works. 

2. The use of water passed by one State for her use down-· 
stream, out of the share allocated to her and passing through the
reservoir of another State may be used by the latter State, solely 
for po~ purp?Ses, provided that such quantities are not im
poll:'lded m theU' passage through the reservoir for more than the
penod agreed upon between the Governments concerned, 
which agreement shall n?t be unreasonably withheld. 
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:J. The 8.nocarlons. macle under parts I and II shall be
reviewed after 25 years. 

~·~ 4f 4. No. major project shall be undertaken for constructioD 
be any State unless it has been fully investigated and necessary 
detailed estimates have been prepared, and duly examined_ 
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Annual Yield of Krishna, Godavari and Pennar RirJer> (Juno-

Year 

Krishna River at. Vijayawada 
Anicut 

------------~---

t. m. c. ft • m. a. c. ft. 

----·------------------------------
1895-96 1937 44'47· 
1896-97 .. • 2366 54'32 
1897-98 • 2450 s6·24. 
1898-99 • 2342 53'76 
1899-1900 • 879 20•18 
1!)00-01 2550 s8·s4 
1901-o2 1882 .43'20 
1902-o3 1722 39' 53 
1903-Q4 2906 66•71 
1904-os 1528 3s·o8 
1905-o6 1o66 24'47 
19o6-o7 1702 39'07 
1907-o8 1943 . 44•61 
1908-o9 2178 50•00 
1909-1910 • 1857 42•63 
191Q-U 2087 47'91 
19U-12 1218 27•96 
1912-13 1756 40'31 
1913-14 1576 36•18 
1914-15 2751 63•15 
1915-16 2146 49'27 
1916-17 

3473 79'73 
1917-18 2652 6o·88 
1918-19 

777 17•84 
1919-20 

1949 44'74 192Q-21 
1378 31•63 

1921-22 
1787 41•02 

1922-23 
1761 40'43 1923-24 
2021 46•40 

1924-25 • 1935 44'42 1925-26 
1837 42'17 
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-M.;,) In t.rio.c.ft, a'rid m.a.c.ft, 

Godavaii River at DowlesW&rm 
Ani cut 

95 

Pcnnar River at Sangam Anicut 

----------------------------------
t. m. c. ft. m. a. c. ft . t. m. c. ft. m. a. c. ft. 

• ---.. ·------------------------------• 
3736 85'11 
4666 107'12 
3444 79'06 •... 
2336 53'63 
438 1o•o6 

3456 79'34 
2417 55'49 
1417 32'53 
4092 94'94 
187~ 43'14 
:2141 49'15 
3098 71'1:0 
5847 134'23 
4042 92'79 
:2358 54'13 .... 
4452 102•20 

:2492 57'21 
2936 67•40 
2679 61·50 
5308 121·8s 
3024 69•42 
4477 102•78 
3868 88·8o 
2732 62'72 ... 
3819 87•67 ... 
960 3Z'04 ... 

3174 7:0•87 173 3'97 
:2956 67•86 us z•87 

2616 6o·o6 19 0'44 

2500 57'30 '17 2'23 

3298 75•6o 137 3'15 
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.Annual Yidd of K..Uhna. Godavari and Pennar Rivers (]11111-

Year 

1926-27 
1927-28 
1928-29 
1929-30 
193o-31 
1931-32 
1932~33 • 
1933-34 . 
1934-35 
1935-36 
-1936-37 
1937-38 • 
1938-39 
1939-40 
I94Q-4I 
1941-42 • 
1942-43 
1943-44 
I944-4S 
1945-46 
1946-47 
1947-48 . • • 
1948-.!9 • • 
1949-SO 
19so-sr 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

. 
' 

Krishna River at Vijayawada 
Anicut. 

t.m.c.ft. m.a.c. ft. 

1904 43"71 
2039 46•81 

1920 44"07 
1655 37" 99' 
1901 43"6+ 
2533 58·15 
2371 54"4~ 

2640 6o•61 

1759 40" 311-
1622 37"24-
1677 38· s<> 
1704 39"12 
2165 49"7()o 
1792 41"14-
1804 4~"<11. 

1334 30•62-

1678 38·5:z. 

1582 36· 3:Z. 

1213 • 27"85 
1491 34"23 
2289 52" 55 
2063 47"36 
1922 44" I:l 
2049 47"04 
2098 48•16 
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-Ma.)l) in t. m. c. ft. and m. a. e. ft. 

Godavari River at Dowleswaram Pennar River at Saogam Anclut 
Anicut 

t.m.c. ft. m.a.c.ft. t.m.c.ft. m.a.c.ft. 

3076 70•62 33 0·76 
3757 86•25 . 51 1'17 
3239 74•36 47 1•08 
2907 66•74 99 2'27 
2857 6s·s9 180 4"13 
4850 1II•34 83 1'91 
3756 86•23 34 0'73 
4990 n4·ss ns 2•64 
46II. 105•85 19 0'44 
3510 8o·s8 II3 2'59 
44II 101•26 71 1•63 
4887 II2•19 81 1•86 
4840 III•II 203 4•66 
2472 56•75 175 4"17 
4876 1II"94 II3 2'59 
1420 32•60 106 2'43 
4030 92'52 68 1•5 
2809 64'49 232 5"33 
38II 87•49 175 4"02 

4232 97'IS 33 0•76 
220 s·os 

4145 95'16 121 2'78 
3342 76•72 ... 
4235 97"22 ... 
2350 S3'9S ... ... 
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NOTE ON THI! AVAILABILITY OF WATER AT THF HBAD OF KUR; 
NOOL CUDDAFAH CANAL. . 

In the stage plan proposed by the Committee, K. P. East. 
Kaveli and Kanupur canals will be fed from the Tungabhadra 
by remodelling the K. C. canal. It is to be seen whether sufli· 
cient water is available in thel,riv:er to meet the demands of these 
canals in full. . 

2. Dependable annual yield ar Mallapuram dam site.-According 
to the agreement reached between the Governments of Madras 
and Mysore regarding the sharing of waters of Tungabhadra, the 
waters of Bhadra and Tunga were jointly gauged by the two states 
at Lakkavali, Mallapuram and S&nkesula and as a result 
of the said gauging and discussions, the net dependable flow. at 
Mallapuram after meeting the requirements of existing irrigation 
above Mallapuram. was agreed to as 340,000 m.c.ft. 

According to the same agreement, Mysore share above 
Mallapuram excluding existing, irrigation was finally fixed at 
84 t. m. c. ft. leaving a balance of 256 t.m.c.ft. to be shared, by 
?viadras and Hyderabad. This quantity of 84 t.m.c.ft. is slightly 
m excess of the allotment made in the inter-state Conference held 
by the Planning Commission on 27th and 28th July, 1951. 

Bombay's proposed utilization above Mallupuram is only 
t.m.c.ft. for Dharam Wardha storage Scheme. Hence the 
annual dependable yield after allowing for all the existing and 
proposed utilizations above Mallapuram may be taken as 
255 t.m.c.ft. · 

• 3· ,Capacity of Tungabhadra dam.-The Tungabhadra dam 
JS desJgned for a storage . capacity of 133 t.m.cft. at f.r.l. 
1633. The f.r.l. has been fixed on the following considerations : · 

(I) Reservoir full on Ist November. · 
(2) No impounding to be done from Ist November to 3oth 

June. . 
(3) ¥adras and Hyderabad to have 65 t.m.c.ft. each includ

mg evaporation losses. 
98 
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These quantities of 65 t.m.c.ft. each will provide for the need 

of all new and pre-Mughal irrigation and also the assistance to 
old Kurnool Cuddapah Canal and Rajolibanda canal proposed 
by Hyderabad State. 

The contribution to the Krishna for delta irrigation will be 
in addition to the above quantity of 65 t.m.c.ft. and met by 
regulated flow from the reservoir. This contribution and its 
distribution, though not finally fixed, seems to be of the order of 
7.00 cusecs per day (vide specifications Tungabhadra Dam De-
Sign). . 

4· Requirements of Madras' Canal from the dam.-Total 
annual irrigable area on the low level canal taking off from the 
Madras side of the dam is 2·94lakh acres about 95 per cent of 
which is proposed to irrigate dry crops. The equivalent wet 
area may therefore be taken as 2·0 lakhs acres. This will require 
only 40 t.m.c.ft. Development of this irrigation according to the 
Project Report is likely to take IO years. Considering, however, 
the sparsity of population and backward condition of the p< ople, 
it is not likely to take less than I 5 years to develop the area fully. 
Hence for the first IO years the requirements of irrigation will be 
fully met with 27 t.m.c.ft. and the remaining supplies would be 
av~ble for being utilised elsewhere. 

5· Requirements ofK. C. canal.-The requirements of K.C. 
canal as per proposal of the Committee are of the order of 58-6o 
t.m.c.ft. i.e.,o·7ot.m.c.ft. in June, 12'40 t.m.c.ft. in Julyi4'50 
t.m.c.ft. in August, II· 50 t.m.c.ft. in September, 9' 8 t.m.c.ft. 
in October, 7' 5 t.m.c.ft. in November and I· 9 ·t.m.c.ft. in De
cember. 

6. As stated above, the annual dependable yield at the dam 
site is 255 t.m.c.ft. Deducting 133 t.m.c.ft. for stol:age in the dam, 
balance that will be passed below the dam will be 122 t.m.c.ft. 

The inflow between the dam site and the Sunkasela anicut from 
which existing K. C. canal takes off is of the order 70 t.m.c.ft. 
The total flow in this reach is therefore, 120+72 or 192 t.m.c.ft. 
Practically the whole of this occurs during monsoon months and 
it can be safely presumed that 20 per cent of it can be diverted 
into the K. C. canal. The balance requirement:; can be met from 
the storage and also partly from the low flow m November and 
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December. The following table gives the quantities require( 
from the;.storage supplies, inllows etc :-

Requirements In Met from 

Month 
S~lng Cusecs t.m. c.ft. Storage 

masm. & w Lowftow 
22+70 

June . 300 o·7~ 0 70 

July · sroo 12'40 2•so 9'90 

August 6000 14'SO 2'SO 12•00 

September • 4875 n·so 2•so 9'00 .. 
October 4050 9'8 2'SO 7.30 

Novembel. 3200 7.s 6·so 1.00 

December , .780 1'9 1.sco 0·40 , 
Tor AI. 58.3 18'7 38•20 1•40 

As the reservoir will be kept full on Ist November, withdrawal 
of ro t.m.c.ft. shown from storage during the months of July to 
October will really come from diversion and not from storage. 
Hence the quantity required in practice from the storage will be 
only 8 • 70 t.m.c.ft. As existing K.C. canal has got prior claim 
on the waters of Tungsbhadra, half of the quantity of 8 • .7 t.m.c.ft. 
may be considered its legitimate share. This leaves only 4'35 
t.m.c.ft. which \he reservoir will be required to provide till the 
Siddeshwaram Dam is built. 
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NOTE ON Tfll! DIVERSION OF GoDAVARI WATERS TO KRISHNA BASIN 

A study of the map of the Godavari and Krishna basins shows 
that the only place in the Hyderabad State from which it is 
possible to divert Godavari waters into Krishna basin is at 
Khushtapuram below the junction of the Manjira with the 
Godavari where the Hyderabad State proposes to build a dam. 
The c;atchment area of the Godavari at this site is about 35,000 
s9. ffi:iles and annual dependable yield only 441 t.m.c.ft. This 
)'leld IS hardly sufficient to meet the requirements of Nizambad 
and Warrangal districts in the Hyderabad State and existing and 
proposed utilizations in the Bombay State. Hence though the 
possibility of diverting the Godavari· waters to the land situated 
below+ rooo elevation exists, no water is available at the site for 
diversion. 

Large tributaries of the river Godavari viz., Pranhita lndravati 
and Sabari which meet the river below this dam site, contribute 
about 40 per cent., 20 per cent. and ro per cent. of the flow reach
ing Dowleshwaram. But unfortunately the Godavari passes on 
into a ghat section right upto Polavaram or Ramapadasagar dam 
site. Any dam built in this reach can only be a power project 
with very little irrigation potential and no possibility of diversion 
on account of very high elevations. The only other site where 
there is a possibility of diverting supplies from the Godavari is at 
Ramapadasagar where a dam or diversion barrage will be neces
sary for the purpose. The Ramapadasagar project investigated 
by Madras visualised. the construction of a dam with f.r. L 
+r98 (rst Stage) and storage capacity of 15·9 m.a. ft. The 
minimum reservoir level is proposed as+145 and the right canal 
f.s.l. at head+ 13 8 • o. With a sloj)e of I ft. in 4 r /2 miles 
throughout its length, the right canal is to cross the Krishna by 
means of an aqueduct with f.s. 1. of+107 to firrigate an area 
of 4·2 lakhs acres in Guntur uplands. The total amount of 
water proposed to be diverted ·in the Krishna basin under this 
project is as given below :-

Krishna Delta Ist crop -Nil 
Krishna Delta 2nd crop -1' • 4 lakh acres 
Guntur uplands 1st crop -4 · 2 acres 

0 7·44 
134-81 
105"85 
248"10 

t.m.c. ft.. 
t.m.c. ft. 
t.m.c. ft. 

*This quantity is required for giving early supplies (Juoe 1-14) for 
ISt crop irrigation in Krishna delta. 
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The proposal to take Godavari waters across the Krishna 
involves construction of an aqueduct which has been roughly 
estimated to Rs. 4 · 3 crores. This is likely to be heavily exceeded. 
The cost of the canal itself is expected to be Rs. 9· 91 'Crores. 
The scheme is, therefore, very costly and has been dropped. 
This reduces the contribution of Godavari to Krishna area to 
142·25 t.m.c.ft. only. 

If Ramapadasagar dam is not built but a storage reservoir is 
constructed somewhere upstream either on the Godavari itse!f 
or some of its major tributaries and only a diversion barrage IS 
built at the proposed Ramapadasagar dam site, this quantity will 
remain unaffected. 

The total irrigable area in the Krishna delta, is 10· 5 lakhs 
acres and 6 · 40 lakhs represents 62 per cent of it. If this percen
tage is increased to So per cent which is not desirable in the 
interest of maintenance of the fertility of the soil, the maximum 
diversion will be about 184 · 38 t.m.c.ft. The economics of this 
proposal will, however, need to be worked out. 

It may be mentioned in this connection that in the develop
ment of Krishna Valley, a cenain number of dams will be built 
on the Krishna where a large amount of power can be generated 
by irrigation water. To stabilise the power in non-monsoon 
months, about 3000 to 5000 cusecs will have to be let down. 
This amount of water by flowing over successive dams will be of 
great imponance in the economics of power production and will 
after leaving the last dam irrigate the 2nd crop in the delta. If 
by suitably integrating the power systems the generation of 
power at PUlichintala is stopped and at Nandikonda restricted 
for a pan of the year, it should be possible to diven about I 30 
t.m.c. ft. or 2 · 92. m.a.ft. from Godavari to the Krishna and take 
over the entire Krishna delta :z.nd crop irrigation on to Godavari. 

A question may arise whether the entire xst ciop of existing 
delta can be fed by Godavari waters. 

The basin of Godavari does not consist of so much of Western 
Ghat areas ~ th~t of the Krishna. This results in the yield of 
the Goda~an bemg less than that in the Krishna in bad years. 
Thus durmg 1899-1900, the annual runoff on Godavari was as 
lo~ as 43~ t.m.c. ft. i.e. 18% of its dependable flow, while in 
Krishna, 1t was never less than 777 t.m.c. ft. i.e. 45% of its 
der:;=dable flo~. Hence there is a danger in linking up of 
Krishna delta WJth Godavari waters. 
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Moreover the last dam site on the Krishna is at Pulichintala 
3S miles above Vijayawada and the catchment area below this dam 
site to Vijayawada is 6400 sq. miles which contribute about 
6·2s% of the monsoon flow reaching Vijayawa9a. In case of a 
year dependable yield, this flow is of the order of Ioo t.m.c. ft. 
(2·29 m.a. ft.) out ofwhich at least 90% would be available for 
utilisation for irrigation in delta. The requirement of Ist crop 
irrigation to the extent of IO· s lakhs is about I6I t.m.c. ft. 
(3.- 69 m.a. ft.). Hence the requirements to be met from Godavari 
will be only about 70 t.m.c. ft. (I· 6o m.a. ft.). But for stabilising 
power for even 20,000 K.W. at the terminal re8ervoir in the Ist 
crop period, about so t.m.c._ft. (I· IS m.a. ft.) are required. This 
reduces the diversion possibility to 20 t.m.c. ft. ( o· 46 m.a. ft.) 
only which is negligible. 

Accordiog to this the requirements for 2nd crop, the total 
diversion from Godavari is not likely to exceed I30 t.m.c. ft. 
(2·29 m.a. ft.). , In years of normal yield of about I900 t.m.c. 
ft. (43"SI .m.a. ft.) in the Krishna (available in so% of the years 
vide graph* 6) this quantity will be reduced to about no t.m.c. ft. 
(I· 83 m.a. ft.). With such a small quantity of water for diver
_sion, the economics of the proposal becomes problematic. 

· In any actual scheme of diversion, it will, however, have to
be laid down that Godavari areas having prior claims on the 
Godavari, diversion will be allowed only when the waters are 
actually in excess of the requirements of the Godavari basin. 

-Nor printed. 
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NoTE oN Tlfl! ToUR OF Tlfl! TECHNICAL CoMMITII!B 

The Committee made an extensive tour to get an idea of local 
.conditions and to see the sites of important works included in the 
various projects for making use of Krishna and Godavari wat~. 
During the tour they met prominent people and representatives 
of local organizations interested in the various projects and 
obtained their views. A summary of the memoranda presented 
by them is given at the end of this note. 

Shri G.R. Garg and Shri Moti Ram, Membw of the Commit
tee left Delhi by air on the morning of the 17th February 1952 
and reached Madras in the evening. The Chairman, Sri A. N. 
Khosla who was detained at Delhi owing to important work 
joined the Members at Madras on the 19th February. 

During their stay of a little over two days at Madras the 
Members paid visits to the Madras Institute of Technology and 
the Government Hydraulic Research Station at Poondi and had 
discussions with the Chief Engineers for Irrigation and Electri
city on technical matters. They also called on the Hon'ble 
Chief Minister and the Hon'ble Minister for Public Works at the 
Secretariat and met other Hon 'ble Ministers and Secretaries of 
Departments at a dinner which was kindly arranged by the 
Madras Government. 

In the course of discussion the Chief Engineer for Irrigation 
stated that the Krishna-Pennar Project would result in early food 
production as it is proposed to irrigate a considerable acreage of 
second crop in areas which were already developed and provide 
an assured supply to lands which were at present being precari
ously irrigated from tanks. The Chief Engineer for Electricity 
said that the demand for power in the near future in the central 
portion of the State would be met if a power house was constrUct· 
ed on any one dam on the Kistna or Pennar and that Power houses 
on other dams could be constructed later as load developed. · 

The Committee left Madras by Bombay Mail on the evening 
of the I 9th February. and reached Gooti on the morning of the 
20th where they detrained. From Gooti they proceeded by road 
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and after inspecting Mitako~dala cutting ar~, the trial pits dug 
~ and the site of the proposed Siddheswaram Dam on the 
~sma reached Kumool late in the evening. While inspecting 
S1ddheswaram they also saw the gorge below the dam site for a· 
few miles. 1 

Leaving Kurnool on the morning of the 21st the Committee 
reached Hospet in the evening after inspecting aqueducts, tunnels, ·· 
deep cuttings and other important works on Tungabhadra right· 
bank canal. On the 22nd the 'I,'ungabhadra Dam on both the· 
Madr!IS and Hyderabad sides and Tungabhadra left bank canal 
W~e.mspected and the party left Hospet by train in the afternoon, 
Bl'I!Vmg at Madi:as on the·moming of 23rd Februacy. After -a: 
bnef halt they left by road and reached Somasila at about 5 • o P.M. · 
On the way a short halt was made at Gudur to meet local residents: 
":'ho had collected in large numbers. The Someshwaram dam 
~1te and the site of proposed pick-up weir on the Pennar were 
mspected the same evening. 

The Committee left Somasila early in the morning ofthe 24th 
Februacy and after a long journey by road reached Vijayawada 
at about 3'0 A:M. on the morning of the 25th Februacy. On 
the way the dey areas of the Guntur and Nellore districts were 
seen and a visit was also paid from the right bank to the place 
where the Nandikonda dam has been proposed by \he Hyderabad 
Government. This site can be reached only on foot but the local 
residents had made a track over vecy difficult rockY countcy at 
short notice to enable a jeep to be taken. Some time was spent 
at Guntur to meet representatives of associations and the presi
dent of the Rotary Club .. 

Mter halting for a few hours at Vijayawada a start was made 
for Hyderabad which was reached late in the evening. On the 
way the site of the proposed Pulichintala Dam was seen and 
numerous memoranda from villagers who had collected in large 
numbers all elong the road and at Pulichintala were received. 
During their stay of about five days in Hyderabad State the 
Committee saw the Nizamsagar Dam, the Kadam Dam (under 
construction) the likely sites for dams on Indravati river near 
Bhupalapamam in Madhya Pradesh, and the site of the proposed 
Nandikonda dam on the Krishna. They also held discussions 
with Hyderabad Engineers. The Chairman had to leave by air 
for Delhi on the morning of the 28th February on account of 
urgent work and the rest of the tour was done by the Mem~ 
only. 
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Returning to Vijayawada by train in the early morning of 
2nd March the Membets spent another thxee days in Madras 
State during which they saw the Vijayawada anicut, Dowleshwa• 
ram anicut, the Godavari and Krishna deltas and the site of the 
proposed Ramapadasagar dam and the Godavari gorge above that 
site. They also met representatives of numerous local organi
sations who expressed their views and also gave written memo
randa. The Committee left Vijayawada by train on the evening 
of the sth March on the conclusion of their tour. 

The Committee are grateful to the officers· of the Madras' 
and Hyderabad Governments for the courtesy and assistance 
~ved from them and for the arrangements made for transport 
to the places visited. 
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APPENDIX F-1 

A SUMMARY OF THE IMPORTANT R!!PRES!JNTAT!ONS 

I. Shri 0. P. Ramaswamy Reddiar formerly Chief Minister; 
Madras State, on behalf of the residents of South Arcot recom
mended the Krishna Pennar Project as it would meet the needs 
of th<: famine stricken areas in the south and suggested that long 
c:anaJ from Somasila should be provided to meet the irrigation 
~eeds· of the areas which might be suffering from draught. He 
""eprecated the Ramapadasagar Scheme because-

(!) It had difficult foundation problem. 
(2) It did not give relief to famine stricken areast 
(3) The drainage from the irrigated areas could only run 

waste into the sea. 
(4) It had no big power potential• 

He suggested that hyde! development on Vainganga, Indravati 
:and upper reaches of Godavari should be taken up and the same 
water be diverted to Krishna basin through Hyderabad territory 
for irrigation purposes. As the areas proposed to be irrigated 
by Pulichintala or Nandikonda Reservoirs could be irrigated by 
the diverted waters of Godavari, the idea of these projectS might 
be dropped. 

2. Janab Sibghathulla Mayor of the Madras strongly favoured 
the Krishna-Pennar Project as it would help solving the problem 
of portable water supply to Madras City. 

3. Shri R. Suryanarain Rao proposed that the high level 
"Tun~:abhadra canal should be immediately investigated and 
taken up for execution. He recommended the Krishna-Pennar 
Project as it would provide irrigation facilities to the famine 
stricken areas and solve the water supply problem of Madras 
City. 

4- Shri K. V. Varadachari, M.L.A., recommended the 
Krishna-Pennar Project as the Kurnool-Cuddapah canal could 
not provide adequate irrigation facilities to the Rayalaseema 
districtS. He, however, complained that the Krishna Pennar 
canal was· proposed to pass through a comer of Olittoor district 
and would provide irrigation facilities to a small area thereof. 

!Oj 
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He therefore, proposed that the canal might be taken at a higher 
co~tour to extend the benefits of irrigation to a larger part of the 
district. 

5· Shri V. Raghavayya, !'!·L.A.,. preferred . Na1:1d~ko~da 
Project to Krishna Pennar PrOJect as 1t would provtde tmgatton 
to a large area of Nellore district than the latter. He m~tioned 
that the final selection of the project should be made·wtth due 
regard to cheapness, feasibility of irrigation development in the 
area, the needs of the famine stricken areas and the water supply 
requirement of Madras City .. He recommended a lower dam at 
Siddeswaram to meet the irrigation requirements of the Rayala
seema districts. In case, however, the Krishna Pennar Scheme 
was likely to be taken up first for execution, he would welcome· 
the same but requested that the high lying areas of this district 
which were not commanded by ·the K. P. canals should be pro
vided wit4 lift irrigation .. 

6. Shri V. Gopal Krishnayya deprecated the Krishna Pennar 
Project and recommended the Nandikonda and Pulichintala 
projects for the developments of irrigation in the uplands of 
Guntur and Nellore districts. To meet the irrigation ·require
ments of the Rayalaseema area he suggested a lower dam at 
Siddeswaram. 

· 7· Prof. N. G. Ranga put up a strong plea for the prior claims 
of the valley residents on the waters of the Krishna and suggested 
a combined scheme at Nandikonda for Madras and Hyderabad 
States. He said that all the Andhras were united on this issue 
and were prepared to raise loans and pay betterment charges 
tom~ the cost of the project. He suggested a modified scheme 
at Stddeswaram to meet the irrigation requirements of the 
Rayalaseema area and construction of Pulichintala dam in the final 
stage to complete the development of the lower Krishna Valley. 

8. Sir S. V. Ramamurthy, former adviser to the Governor 
of Madras and acting Governor of Bombay suggested that 
Pulichintala should be taken up as a short {erm measure to 
mee~ the country's present deficit in rice, As a long term scheme 
for mtegrated development of Krishna and Godavari Valleys 
he felt that a start should be made with the Godavari valley. 
He regretted that the Ramapadasagar scheme was not taken up by 
the. Madr&;S Go~ern,ment in spite of the thorough manner in 
Whic.l\ the m~tgat10ns of that project were carried out, and the 
~vo:w;a~le opmton expressed by world famous authorities on the 
eastbtlity of the same. He was, hov.ever, favourably disposed 
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to an enQuiry h¥ the Chainnan if a storage reservoir higher up 
on the Godavar1 or one of its tributaries and a pick up barrage 
at Po~avar~ to meet the irrigation needs in the Godavari valley 
and 01vers1on of surplus waters to Krishna valley would serve 
t~e sam7 purpose. As a general policy be felt that the areas on 
.e1ther s1de of the river bad prior daim on the water resources 
o~ the same and that any surplus after meeting its requirements 
might .be diverted to the neighbouring areas. On the question 
of cho1ce between extending irrigation facilities for first crop in 
new upland areas and second crop in tbe deltas, he was inclined 
to favour the latter with a view to meet the rice shortage in tbe 
country though as a long term policy it was hkely to lead to 
difficulties such as water rights for the second crop. He felt 
that enough water could be found for the first crop in the uplands 
and the second crop in the deltas. Regarding the potable water 
supply for the city of Madras his view was that the same could 
be met either by improving the Buckingham canal or by puntping 
water from Krishna or Pennar. 

9· The president of the Kamatak Maha Sabha met the Com-' 
mittee at Hospet and represented that the highlevel canal should 
be immediately investigated and taken up. · 

10. Nellore District Ryots' Associotion.-The representatives 
of the Association urged that tbe dam at Somasila should be con
structed as this would ensure a steady and regular supply to 
the Nellore delta system. They also recommended the Nandi
konda scheme which was calculated to bring large areas of their 
district under irrigation. 

II. A deputation of Somas;la ryots led by Shri P. Venkat 
Subbaiyya met the Committee and recommended the construction 
of Somasila reservo;r. Shri G. C. Kandayya, M. L.A. on the 
other hand pressed for implementing the Nandikonda scheme. 

12. Sbri Krishna Rao on behalf of Andhra Kisan Ryots 
Association suggested that in the· best interest of the Krishna 
Valley people and the needs of the central Andhra, Nandikonda 
project should be immediately investigated. He also urged that 
Krishna-Pennar project should be modified by dropping Some
swaram reservoir and lowering the )ieight of Siddeswaram dam 
to impound water sufficient only to meet the n~ds ofK~O<?l and 
Cuddapah districts. He also pleaded for taking up Pulichintala 
project to get quick ~Its. 
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13. Ryot.• of Markapur and Cumbum Taluks of Kurno~l 
district urged the need to take up the Korti Kanuma, Nandi· 
konda and Sangmeswaram projects. 

14. Communists of Kanchikarcherla uigeci-the Government 
to take up immediately the Pulichintala project to solve the food 

.problem 

15. Krisl:na River Valley Peoples Welfare Association in 
their memorandum ~uggested an alternative scheme to Krishna• 
Pennar Project. This alternative envisaged to provide irrigation 
facilities to large areas of Cuddapah, Kurnool, Chitoor and some 
areas of Nellore, Guntur, Krishna and West Godavari districts 
by providing a smaller Siddeswaram reservoir, Nandikonda and 
Pulichintala reservoirs. 

I!S. The A.t-lwc Committee of the People of Dowleswaram 
presented a detailed memorandum expressing their regret on the 
Ramapadasagar scheme being shelved by the Madras Govern
ment on not very convincing grounds. They deprecated the 
Krishnli-Pennar Project on the grounds that it would-

(a) deplete the Kri&hna waters to the detriment of the 
Krishna delta second crop· and 'the .development. of 

, the valley areas of Krishna and Guntur districts; 
. -• ... :~ 

(ii) submerge costly lands and villages in reservoir areas; 

(iia) involve unnecessary heavy expenditure in i:ne. Mitta 
Kan.dala cutting ; . . · 

(if!) generate less electrical power ; 

(fi) br~g a very small area under the first crop,•large area 
bemg under the second crop in the first stage of the 
scheme. · 

• Comparing the Ramapadasagar and Krishna Pennar pro· 
Jects they stated that though both the schemes were equally costlY 
and offered equal irrigation and power benefits, the former 
dicbem_e was more thoroughly investigated, did not involve 

vers10n of waters from one valley to another and was capable 
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oQf speedy execution. They therefore recommended an integ
:rated development of Godavari and Krishna Valley starting with 
.Ramapadasagar as the first project. Further, in their view,tbe 
Nandikonda scheme should be taken up as it would provide 
irrigation facilities to high arc!lls ofNellore, Guntur, Krishna and 
West Godavari districts answering at the same time anti-social 
.activities rampant in that area. As Nandikonda was a big scheme 
and likely to take a longer period, they recommended the Puli
chintala scheme to overcome rioe shortage in the country by 
growing second crop in the Krisfvla delta temporarily. They 
·were, however, of the opinion that the capital resources of the 
country should be e.quitably distributed on as large areas as possi
'ble. As for Madras Water Supply they held the view that it 
was a local problem which did not merit consideration in the 
selection of these multipurpose projects. Red Hills lake could 
-meet the water supply requirements of the city if the Govern
·ment purchased the water rights of the 7500 acres which at 
;present received irrigation from this source. 
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COMMENTS OF THE GOVERNMENT OF MADRAS . 

THE KRISHNA-PENNAR PROJECT-cOSTS AND BENEFITS 

(a) The Kris~a-Pennar Project is one which has been in
vestigated in appreciable detail. It contemplates, in conjunction. 
with an enlarged Gandikota Project in the Cuddappah district 
which would be fe~ible witlj. supplies of Krishna waters, the 
irrigation of 20 · tl9 lakhs actes of wet ctops and 2 · 27 lakhs acres 
of dry crops (equivalent to 21 .83lakhs acres in all of wet crops} 
in the first stage and 34 ·37lakns actes of wet crops and3"79lakhs 
acres mall of dry <.Tops (equivalent to 3AJ"25lakhs acres ofwer 
crops) in the final stage. The cost of the first stage works is. 
expected to be Rs. 78 crores, or Rs. 67 crores if betterment fees. 
are deducted. The return will be 3 • 5%· The cost of the works 
in the complete plan is expected to be Rs. 130 crores or Rs. 94-
crores after allowing ~or betterment fees, and the return 3 · 8%. 

(b) The areas to be irrigated in lakhs of acres in the first 
stage and in the complete plan will be as follows :-

.Ist Stage Full Plan 

Districts utcrop ISt crop 
Second Second. 

Wet CroB Ctop 
Irrigated (wet Wet Irrigated (wet) 

dry (dry) . 

-· Kumool. o·so 1·oo 1"30 2.6o 
Cilddapf:ah • 0"63 1"27 1"33 1.16 
Neilote new) 4"37 4"37 12"39 4"37 
Nellote old delta) ... 1"29 1"29• 
Chittoor. • 0"12 0'12 2"S4 0'12• 
Chirigieput . : 1"07 ... 1"07 4"81 1"07' 
Krishna "\.Krishna • 4"SS 4"SS 
Guntur J Delta 2"6o 2"60 

TOTAL 6•69 2"27 14"00 20"37 3"7.6 14"00 
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2. VIEWS OF KHOSLA CoMMITTEE ON THE K.RISHNA-PENNAR 
PROJECTS AND COMMENTS THEREON 

(a) The Khosla committee has conceded that the Krishna
l'ennar Project is generally technically sound, but has criticised 
it on the following grounds :-

(•) that the available supplies in the river at Siddeswaram . 
will be IS% less than that assumed in the Project 
Report Vlhich relates to availability at Vijayawada ; 

(i•) that the Siddeswaram and the Som~swaram reservoirS 
in the plan will submerge large areas, about 3 lakhs 
of acres (including cultivated and garden lands in the 
case of the Someswaram area), and displace about 
I,so,ooo persons in all; 

{ii•) that the' cost of the project works (mainly under the 
cutting needed to convey the water stored up at 
Siddeswaram to the Kundiu, and the cost of the 
waterway to carry the water up to the Pennar dam) 
and working expenses, are likely to be considerably 
higher and the revenues lower than those assumed by 
this Government; 

(io) that the designed capacities of the canals in the projects 
are too large and the duties assumed for all the canals 
low; 

(o) that the food yield and rate of development ofirrigarion 
under this project are over-estimated ; 

(m) that emphasis is laid on second crop instead of on first 
crop, which will spread relief over larger and nearer 
areas ; 

(vi•) that the benefits of the project will largely go to areas 
already served by canals or tanks, while vast tracts 
lying close to the Krishna and having no alternative 
means of irrigation supplies will be permmently 
denied such supplies. 

(b) (J) As regards the first criticism, it may be pointed out 
that Madras has been given 470 t.m.c.ft, or 47% of the ~et de
pendable flow available in ~e river at ~ada after. allow~ng. fer 
utilisation by existing projects and projects under mvestJgatJOD. 
Hyderabad is to get 28% or 230 t.m. c. ft. It may be that the 
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availability at Siddeswarani dam of the proposed .Krishna-
. Pennar Project will be IS% less, the rs% representing the 
contnbution of the catchment area between Siddeswaram and Bez
wada. This small quantity of water to be taken at Siddeswaram 
by Madras will be adjusted to the credit of Hyderabad's share 
for a project below Siddeswaram, from out of the catchment 
contribution below that place. After all, so long as Hyderabad 
get their 280 t.m. c.ft. it does not· matter where Madras takes 
its total of 470 t.m.c.ft. Further that the actual dependable river 
ftow at Siddeswaram will be definitely greater than 470 t.m.c.ft. 
and there will be no difficulty whatever in tapping it at Sidde
swaram entirely. 

(is) The answer to the second aiticism is that poromboke 
. lands form a large part of the reservoir beds, being nearly ~So/a

in the case of Krishna reservoir and 45% in the case of the 
Pennar reservoir. Some of the lands which are in the top 20 ft. 
of the bed can be irrigated in. summer when the lakes are low. 
This may be about r/~ or I/4 of the area of occupied lands. The 
owners can be given some areas of these lands for growing an 
irrigated crop and the returns from these will be as much as, if 
not better than, those from rain-fed crops in a notoriously dry 
region. Irrigation facilities for such lands can be given from the 
Kurnool-Cuddappah Canal or otherwise in the case of the Krishna 
Reservoir, and from Gandikctta or by pumps and contour channel~ 
in the case of·the Pennar reservoir lands. A certain area of 
garden lands, particularly in the Pennar areas, may be affected, 
but this is inevitable in the larger interests of the State. New 
gardens can be raised outside the water-spread limits. As 
regards the displacement of population, suitable provision has 
been made for rehabilitation .• Submersion of land and displace
ment of population are inevitable in any major reservoir project. 

(iis) As tor the criticism regarding costs, something similar 
can be said of any estimate. The cost of the works referred to
have been estimated by the Madras Engineers, on a conservative 
basis, in the light of their considerable experience of the costs of 
similar works under construction, and without any tendency to 
under-estimating. 

·(iv) ?Jle Madras proposals in respect of capacities of canals 
. llll d dut•es are based on the actual duties realised in the areas 
. irrigated by the Kurnool-Cuddappah Canal and those in the 

Cauvery-Mettur Project. Similarly for tbe criticism regarding 
food yields and rate cf development, · 
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(t~) As regards the project's eJilphasis on second crop, it may 
!JC .po~ted out that eJilphasis on the first crop no doubt spreads 
rrnganon benefits over large areas, but it is expensive in first 
cost taking t;me in construction and development. · Second crop, 
or additional crop on first crop area, is a non-guaranteed crop, 
and a scheme including this feature is cheaper in initial cost. 
quicker in construction, yields, etc. and takes less water if it is 
on an area also having tanks previously supplied. The area in 
the Nellore district have these features and, in the initial stages. 
the water for the second crop can come from guaranteed flows, 
but later, by a rotation sch~me, out on non-guaranteed flows 
i.e. flows in excess of the safe dependable flows assumed. The 
quantities so realised can be used on new areas and new canals 

. for first crop in the second stage of development. The 
immediate use of water for 2nd crop, limiting the new areas and 
new canals, is a very useful proposal in the present context of 
shortage of rice. 

(u) The chief criticism of the Committee is that the project 
will debar peimanently the irrigation of an area of 40 lakhs acres 
oft he lower KP~hna basin in tl;e upland tracts of tjle Guntur 
and Nellore districts. The upland areas are not by any means 
wholly in the Kr1shna basin as assumed by the Committee and, 
moreover, not all that area is likely to be commandable. The 
eastern slopes of the Nallamalsis and the Darsi, Podill and Udaya
giri talukas of tlte Nellore district may be in need of relief, but 
the areas adjoining the irrigated areas of Guntur are not badly off
they grow valuable tobacco and other crops. Large areas of the 
Guntur district are being irrigated by the Krishna, and it is 
appropriate that in the new project water must first be given to 
the areas in the Ceded districts in which famine is endemic. A 
part of the Nellore uplands will, in fact, be served by the Krishna
Pennar Project, and the intention was to find water for the uplands 
in Guntur and the balance oflands · in Nellore, from the Godavari 
by an inter-connection !'ct~een the Krishna and the .God~va:i. 
This very inter-connection IS supported by the Comnuttee _m Its 

report. · 

(c) A noteworthy fact. is that the Committee:s alternative 
proposals include the Kmhna dam of the Krishna-PCIUJ!U' 
Project. The Committee has recom!Dended, as part of .Its 
plan, the same dam with the sam.e design and features, but with 
a full reservoir-level of plu5 885 Instead of plu5 898. 
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3· BASES OP niB CoMMITI'EI!'S ALTI!RNATIVE PROPOSALS AND 
CoMMENTS THEREON · . ' 

(a) The Committee has put forward certain alternative pro
posals which are said to be based on the following general 
principles :-.; 

(1) The scheme should provide for the most economical 
and optimum use of the waters of the Godavari 
and Krishna rivers from a broad national point of 
view; 

(i1) That the scheme should provide irrigation to first 
crop in as large an area as possible ; 

(iii) In allocating water for· second crop, some preference 
should be given to delta areas where maximum bene
fits from the food production point of view can be 
secured earlier ; 

( iv) As far as possible the water allocated to Madras State 
should be utilised fully ; 

(v) Provision should be made for generation of adequate 
power without sacrificing essential irrigation interests ; 

( v1) Areas liable to frequent famine and distress should 
r6ceive special attention and at an early date ; 

(vii) Relief should be afforded to Madras City where the 
drinking water supplies are inadequate and there are 
no alternative sources of augmenting the supplies ; 
and I 

(viit) • The project should be· capable of being executed 
m stages. 

(b) (t) The first, the fourth to sixth and the eighth principles 
will be objected to by none. The seventh has been dealt 
with later in this note. 

(it) The third principle pmctically conflicts with the second. 
As a matter of fact the terms of reference to the Committee 
.contain the following expression :-

" and whether ruiving regard to ·the urgent n~d for increased 
food supply, especially of rice .............. ;". 
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:It is the stabilisation of precarious irrigation under tanks in 
Nellore and the growing of a second crop on existing wet lands, 

iboth envisaged by the Krishna-Pennar Project, which will yield 
rice quickly. 

(iit) Even according to the Committee's sixth principle ; 
it is the Rayalaseema area liable to scarcity conditions frequently 

·which should ~ceive first attention-not the Guntur district 
a part of which nas excellent irrigation under the Krishna. 

4' THI! COMMITTEE'S PROPOSALS AND COMMENTS TI{ERBON 

(a) (t) Saying that it has borne in mfud the principles referred 
"to in para 3 (a) above, the Committee, while not recom'!lendfug 
the Krishna-Pennar Project as it stands, has put forward new 
set of proposals, which include the construction of three reservoirs 
on the Krishna (at Siadeswaram, Nandikonda and Pulichfutala), 
a reservoir on the Godavari or the Indravati or the Pranhitta, 
.a diversion barrage on the Godavari at the site of the Ramapadasa
_gar dam and another on the Pennar and m1ny canlls taking 
-off from the Krishna reservoirs an:i from the rivers Godavari, 
Krishna and Pennar. It has modified and incorp:>rated in its 
place portions of the Krishna-Pennar Project. It h1s recom
mended development by stages, the several stages being as 
follows:-

STAG!! I 

This comprises the construction of a dam at Nandikonda 
with an F. R. L. of plus 590 (as agafust plus 540 proposed by 
Hyderabad-what area this will subm!rge and what population 
this will displace has to be ascertained by investig1tio:1) and its 
left side and right side canals ; the diversion b1rrage on the 
Pennar, the Madras Canal, the Krishna-Pennar East C1nal. 
the Kavali Canal and the Kanupur Canal (as proposed in the 
Krishna-Pennar Project but with reduced dim!nsions) ; and the 
remodelling of the Kurnool-C:.tHlppah C1n1l, its disch1rge 
beino- increased to about 6,o:>:> cusecs so as to carry Tungabhldra 
wate~ to the last m!ntioned three Clillls also (viz. the Krishna
Pennareast, the Kanupur and the Kavali canals). TheNandikonda 
dam will be constructed and the reservoir operated jofutly by 
the Governments of Madras and Hyderabad. The right side 
canal will be a long contour canal with some tunnels on the way, 
running for 224 miles, and talling into the Penn1r. O.Jt of a 
gross area of 45 · 47 lakhs of acres c.o~:~un:bd by it, ab:>ut 25 
lakhs of acres are proposed to be u-ngated. 
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STAGE II 

This comprises the construction of a dam at Siddeswaram 
with an F. R. L. of plus 885 (against plus 898·5 proposed in the 
Kri~hna-Pennar Project), the Krishna Pennar Link canal 
(gtnerally on the lines ptOJ:osed in the Krishna-Pennar Project 
l:.ut with capacity reduced from 75,cco cusecs to xo,oco ctiSecs. 
tnd the Mimkondala cutting replaced if possibfe by a tunnel)~ 
and the Krishna-Pennar West Canal for direct irrigation only 
tnd not for feeding the Gandikota reservoir also as poposed 

by Ma~. · 

STAGE III 

This comprises the construction of the Pulichintala dam 
on the Krishna, a storage reservoir on the Godavari (near. 
Inchampalli on the main river, or on the Indravati near 
Bhopalatnam or at some place on (the Pranhita) a diversion dam 
on the Godavari at the site of the Ramapadasagar dam, and a 
Right Bank Canal and a Left Bank Canal taking off from the 
barrage referred to above. 

(i1) The Committte has not furnished the areas to be irriga
ted by Krishna waters in the various districts, but it has indicated · 
that the first stage will irrigate 37 ·II lakhs acres of dry and wet · 

· crops equivalent to irrigation of wet crops on 22 lakhs acres~ 
in this State, the cost of works being Rs. 84 crores, and that 

. 45 lakhs acres of dry and wet crops, equivalent to irrigation of 
wet crops on 26 lakhs acres, will be irrigated in the first and 
second stages put together, the cost of works being Rs. 125 
crores for both stages put together. In the third stage an. 
.ad_ditional '3 to 5 lakhs acres of second crop is expected to be 
Irrigated. 

(iii) As regards the full utili~ation of Madras's share of the 
waters of the Godavari, the Committee states that it does not 
appear to be economically feasible. It has thrown out sugges
tiOns for the use of the waters in the Godavari and Kistna deltas, 
and of the surplus, for irrigation south of Ma~ City, and add~>' 
that furth~ studies and investigations are necessary. In short, 
the Commtttee has not dealt with the Godavari as extensively 
as it has dealt with the Kisma. 
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(b) The Committee's proposals that in Stage I the first 73 
miles ofthe Kurnool-Cuddappah Canal be remodelled to take 
a discharge of about 6,ooo cusecs at the head, and supply 
Tungabhadra waters to the Kavali, the Kanupur and the Krishna
Pelinar East Canals also, does not seem to be practicable. At 
the outset, it is fairly clear now that the available supplies in 
the Tungabhadra will be barely sufficient for the existing schemes 
of Madras and Hyderabad on the river. The calculations of the 
Committee do not take into account the latest developments 
concerning the utilisation of the Tungabhadra waters. The 
execution of the Tungabhadra High Level Canal Scheme in the 
near future may mean that no portion of the water will be available 
for use in the Kurnool-Cuddappah Canal. · 

(c) The Committee, while conceding that areas liable to
frequent famine and distress should be given first priority, has 
provided for irrigation of the Guntur areas not liable to distress. 
so frequently as the Ceded DistrictS, but has stated that Krishna. 
water cannot be found for the Gandikota reservoir for irrigation 
of lands in the notoriously backward Cuddappah district. By 
itself,. the Gandikota Project can irrigate only so,ooo acres in the 
Cuddappah district, but if Krishna water is supplied, it c.m 
irrigate r,so,Ooo acres. The Gandikota scheme is one of the 
vital projects in the scheme of protecting the area from the fre
quent ravages of fiunine. 

(d) The Committee itself admits that the storage dam pro
posed by it at Pulichintala would be founded on jointed shales 
and slates which would require careful geological. examinatioa 
and probably extensive foundation treatment would be necesslll"). 
It is doubtful whether this proposal would be economic.: 

(e) Another important defect in the Committee's proposalS' 
is that it omits the provision for a reservoir on the Pennar. The 
average flow of this river is 102 t.m.c. ft., but the dependable 
flow is very low, as the flows vary between very wide limits, 
from IO t.m.c. ft. in one year to about 250 t.m.c. ft. m 
another. Besides, discharges in big floods last for only a few 
days, and these cannot be put to use unless there is a reservoir 
at the gorge in the Eastern Ghats, through which the river 
forces its way to the plains 

(f) The Nandikonda dam and the Krishna Right Canal als~:r 
have difficult or objectionable features. The chief of these are 
(1) the useful ~pacity of the reservoir ~ relatively very small 
compared to its total capaaty, (2) the quanuty of masonry JS nearly 
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5 times that of the other alternatives, (3) the canal head is 245 ft . 
.above the bed level of the river and takes off with a tunnel 2 to 3 
miles long at' its head, (4) the canal is very large canal in rocky 
country with bare rock or only a crust of about 6" of earth in 
many places, (5) the length of the canal on contour is about 
.350 nules but 1t has been assumed that it can be shortened to 
224 nules, (6) the duties assumed for the Canal appear to be too 
.!ugh and canal capacities may need mcrease, and (7) there are 
.certam proposals to be supphed by one method for sometime and 
by another later on. 

The Conunittee also admits that the cost of the Lcwer 
Krishna Left Canal under the Nandikonda Schtme " is some
what high on account of difficult ccuntry involving construction 
of tunnels and other expensive works. Details have not been 
scrutmised ". Again in estimating the cost of branch canals 
under the Lower Krishna Ril!ht Canal at Rs. 40 per acre, it has 
stated " The • . • • • • • • . • • • . • rate is · slightly lower than that 
:acopted in the Krishna-Pennar Project, but it is justified because 
a large proportion of the irrigation will be dry and the channel 
dimenSions will be comparatively smaiier • • • . • • • . • • • . a 
detailed survey will have to be done before a correct estimate can 
·be prepared ". . • 

- (g) Again, in criticising the Krishna-Pennar Project, the 
Conunittee has stated" unreasonable ••••••.•...•. to take Kiishna 
water for the benefit of areas across the Pennar, which are already 
served by a large number of tanks and do not norrna!ly suffer 
much distress". Yet, in recommending the irrigation of practi
cally the same or similar areas across the Penl!lar with water to be 
dropped into the same Pennar by a canal proposed by it, the Com
mittee says " there is a large number of small and large tanks in 
the area commanded by the lower half of the canal (Lower Kr1sbna 
Right Canal) and these will have a favourable influence on the rapid 
.development of irrigation. The total ayacut of the tanks 1s about 
2lakhs acres but the supply is at present precarious. Conditions 
will be stablilised when assured supplies pass down into the 
.tanks." 

(h) The Committee also proposes to link the Krishna and the 
Pennar but by a long route via Guntur etc. The link proposed 
under the Krishna-Pennar Project is the shortest . 

. (a) The estimate for the Pulichintala Dam put by the Com
mittee at Rs. 7. so crores does not seem to be acceptable. The 
.cost was estimated in 1910 at Rs. 8. 34 crores' and at present 
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rates it is mote likely to be Rs. 25 crores. Even if a dam of a 
different design is to be built, the cost is likely to be much more 
than Rs. 7. so crores. 

(J) It is not clear why the Nandikondli Project, which has 
yet to be investigated m detail on the Madras side, should be taken 
up in the first stage, relegat;ng the Siddeswaram Dam on the 
Krishna, a project invest;gated in detail and adopted by the Com
mittee itself, to the second stage, 

• • 
(k) The Committee's proposals contemplate the irrigation 

of dry crops on large extents of land, the equivalent irrigation of 
wet crops being less than under the Krishna~Pennar Project.. 
The crying need IS for rice and not millets. 

(l) The Committee considers that Godavari waters could be· 
diverted to the Krishna, or Krishna areas taken over by the· 
Godavari for supply, in which case areas south of Madras could' 
be provided with water. It has added that further mvestigatioo 
will be ne=sary in this regard. It is not clear why the Committee
has not dealt with the possibility of supplying the Gunrur area 
with Godavari water in putting forward an integrated scheme. 

5· INTEGRATED PLAN FOR UTILISATION OF KRISHNA ANJ:: 
GoDAVARI WATERS-SEVER~L POSSIBILITIES. 

Actually, it should be possible to· evolve any number of 
integrated schemes for the utilisation of the waters of the Krishnao 
and Godavari for the il;rigation of lands in Kumool, Cuddappab, 
Chittoor, Guntur, Nellore and Krishna d;stricts. One possible 
scheme for the Krishna is described below :-

(I) WITHOUT A PENNAR RESERVOIR 

This will consist of :-

(a) The SiddesWaram Reservoir, 
(b) The Mittakondala Cut, 
(c) The Krishna Pennar East Canal, 
(d) The Krishna Pennar West Canal, 
(e) The Kaveli Canal, 
(f) The Kaoupur cSnal, 
(g) The Barrage on-Pennar. 
(h) Tb~ Madras Caral .. 
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.and cost Rs. 51 crores in all and will irrigate ro !akbs acres tor 
first crop and 2 lakhs acres for second crop. 

•(2) WITH A PENNAR REsERVOIR 

Same as (I) above but with the addition of the reservoir 
at Someswaram. 

This will cost Rs. 7I crores and will irrigate IO Iakbs of 
acres for first crop and 5. slakhs acres for second crop. 

·(3) AN INTEGRATION OF THE ABOVE TwO PLANS WITH A NANDI· 
I<ONDA REsERVOIR. 

This plan may have : (I) a Pu!icbintala dam and a canal 
from it to irrigate the Pulichintala Ayacut as in the Committee's 
plan (subject to the investigation of the comparative costs of sup
plying the area from Nandikonda and Pulichintala) 1 

(i1) A Pennar North Canal as in the Krishna-Pennar Proj~ct 
{subject again to investigation of comparative costs of supplymg 
the area by this method and by the Committee's method) ; 

(ii•) a Nandikonda Right Side Canal to serve areas not 
-commanded by the Pulichi11tala Canal and the Pennar North 
.Canal, but without acoommoda~on for SUpFlies required for the 
.Madras Canal and 

(iv) the other works as in (I) and (2) above. 

Under these proposals, the Nandikonda dam need be of jUSt 
·that height as is required for the Hyderabad scheme, and so far 
'iiS the South Canal from Nandikonda i> ooncx:rned, it (the Nandi
konda dam) will act only a& a diversion dml, the storage requ;Ied 
"for the canal being held at Siddewswaram. The Siddeswaram 
TeServoir will then have to be of the original size provided for in 
"the Krisbna·Pennar Project, and it might be desirable to make 
the Mittikondala cutting big enough to carry 32,000 cusecs even 
at the first stage. All parts of this wt plan excx:pt those relating 
to Nandikonda have been fully investigated as a part of the 
"Krishna-Pennar Project and are ready for execution. The 
-cost of this plan'Would be Rs. 7'5·79 crores plus X plus Y plus Z, 
where X is the Madras share of the cost of Nandikonda Dam,
-y that of the Nandikonda Right Canal and Z Nandikonda fuller 
4evelopmet;~t. Separate figures for Y and Z have to be worked 
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our because the schem! will have 1 to be worked out in two stages. 
Y falling iu Stage I and Z in Stage II. There will also b: a Stage 
III. The detail of the stages will be as follows :-

:STAGB I 
Cost in crores :or Rs. 

$iddeswaram Reservoir as per original 19.06 
Krishna-Pennar Project Plan • • • 19.06 
Mittikondala cut and improvements to Krishna• 

Pennar Project link for 32.,<ioo cusecs n-xo 
Xrishna-Pennar East Canal • s. 17 
Xavali Canal • 2.52 
iKanupur Canal 1.81 
Jl'ick-up Barrage I. 13 

.Madras Canal • 12.00 

N~dikonda Scheme as per Hyderabad Plan X crorcs 
Nandikonda Right Side Canal to be investigated 

and estim:~ted for as per Committee's proposals 
but without allowance for supply to Madras and 
.to be executed in Stage I as in tbe Committee's 
,Proposals • • • • • Y crorca 

TOTAL • • s:z.79 p/w X 
~lw Y crorcs 

$TAGB II-

Krishna-Pcnnar West Canal 
Nandikonda fuller development • 
Pennar Dam fo~ fuller D:velopm:nt 

:f>TAGB III 

Godavari-cum-Krishna d:velopm:nt, CJnsisting 
of a DJJD at a place ro b: d:cid:d, on the 
Godavari. 

A diversion dam at Ramapadasagar. 
Canal to tbc left. 
Canal to tbe right emptying at as high a point on 

the Krishna as poss&bl.e. 
Pulicbintala Plan as envisaged by the Committee. 
Pcnnar South Canal for any water tbat may be 

available for development. 

4.28 
Z crores 
19.72 crores 
76.79 crores 
p/w X p/JU Y 
p/w Z crores. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

(a) The question of bow the available Krishna waters might: 
be utilised is predominently one for teclmical men, who alone cart• 
jUdge the feasibility and cost of any scheme or schemes in this 
connection. 

As regards policy, the Government of Madras are of opinion,. 
subject to the above (a), that any scheme for utilismgthe available 
Krishna waters should be framed so as to involve minimum 
cost and be within the financial means avrulable, and should Qe one 
which will give the maxintum extent of addition to irrigation 
and food production. The ·Madras Government are,further oC 
the opinion that first priority should be g1ven to providing ad
ditional irrigation facihties to commandable drought areas,. 
and in particular to the districts of Kumool, Cuddappab and 
Cbittoor, and those parts of Guntur and Nellore districts which. 
suffer from drought along with Rayalaseema. 

If, as a result of schemes on the Godavari and the linking : 
up of the Godavari and the Krishna, extra water becomes 
available, the question of · supply for irrigation in the best 
interests of the country as a whole, by extending the canals, 
might be taken up in the light of the then prevailing comhtions.-. . . 

(b) It is the opinion of the Madras Government's engineers · 
that if any plan for the untilisatJon of Madras's share of the 
Krishna waters is to be taken up in the near future, the best 
course would be to ·construct the Siddeswaram Dam, or a modified 
version of' it, and attendant canals, etc. in the first stage, and 
simultaneously investigate the · Nandikonda and Pulichintala' 
schemes. This techmcal opinion might be examined in the light 
of the statement of the Madras Government's policy in (a) above. 

_(c) Th_e Planning Commission has included a project on !he· 
Kr1shna m the Ftve Year Plan, without mentioning anytbmg · 
about what expenditure is proposed during the period. It is not 
also clear whether the cost is to be met frcm Central loans entirely 
or from Central loans in part, the rest being-found by the States· 
concerned. The amount which this State Government could 
borrow is necessarily l;mited, and it has not enough resources 
even t? meet the cost of important sanctioned schemes under 
executiOn. The plan for the utilisaticn of Madras's share of the -
Krishna wate;'"S would be a major one, about the biggest ever for· 
Mac~t;as, costing well over Rs. 120 crores, whatever might be the' 
constituent schemes. · 
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APPENDIX HI 

COMMBNTS OF THB GOVBRI'IMBNT OF HYDERABAD 

- (Extracts from a letter from the Chief Minister of Hyderabad 
dated the 21st November, 1952.) _ 

It is to be pointed out that the Government of Hyderabad 
do not agree with the view expressed in the Press Note, dated-
1st November 1952, that the Report is an interim one sent by 
the Khosla Committee. AB a matter of fact, it is a final report 
$0 far as the main recommendations of the Committee are con
~e~ed. The further investigation and survey suggested by them 
as mtended to work out details of the schemes they have recom
mended. It is also felt that the Report of the Committee need 
not have been kept strictly confidential. · · 

This Government does not also agree with the statement 
in the Press Note that the Khosla Committee had not answered 
the terms of reference owing to insufficient material at their 
disposal. In fact, this Government feel that the Khosla Committee 
have fully investigated the various schemes that were 
submitted by the Madras and Hyderabad Governments, and 
expressed their definite opinion on the merits and demerits 
of each one of them. They have made an exhaustive analysis 
of all cif them and given their conclusions in an unmistakable 
language. A perusal of Chapter V of the Report which deals 
with the Committee's proposals and the grounds on which they 
base them, show that they have dealt with all aspects of the issues 
referred to them in detail and made their definite recommenda
tions. There is nothing in the Report to show that there. was 
lack of material or insufficient material before the CoiilDllttee 
nor is there anything to indicate that their Report should be 
.considered as an interim Report subject to modification. aft:r 
further surveys and investigations. On the other hand, 1t will 
be seen that on page 85 of the Report under the heading" Com· 
mittee's proposals " they made specific recommendations sug
gesting that their proposals should be carried out in three stages 
so far as Krishna Valley projects are concerned. On page 87 
of the Report, the Committee have given <;l.efinite answers ~o ~e 
terms of reference stating the questions and the answers sefl8tun. 

125 
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On these grounds and others based on an exhaustive examination 
of the Report, the Government of Hyderabad regret to say 
that they do not agree With the statements made m the letter and 
the Press note referred to above. They consider that it is 
necessary in the interests of all concerned, that the Planning 
Commission should clarify these points after a fuller considera
tion of the Report in the light of the above observations. 

The Hyderabad Government take the view that further 
surveys and investigations should be carried out strictly in 
accordance with the recommendations made by the Khosla 
Committee and should be restricted to purposes for which the 
Technical Committee have suggested these surveys and investi
gations. A perusal of para. 9 of the letter addressed to the Sec
retary, Planning Commission, by the Khosla Committee printed 
at the commencement of the Report, will clearly show that the 
surveys and investigations contemplated by the Khosla Committee. 
are those that are indicated in para. 8 of their letter. Para. 8 
deals with the possibility of divertixig Godavary water into the 
Krishna with a view to release the unused balances becoming 
available for Madras. A reference to this subject has been made 
in para. 9 and it has been suggested that immediate steps should 
be taken to implement the first stage of the Committee's plan 
and the necessary surveys and investigations mentioned in para.-
8. It has also been mentioned that these investigations should 
be carried out under the guidance and control of the Technical 
Committee. In para. 7, they have also indicated that the figures 
mentioned by them were based on rough estimates and may have 
to be suitably altered as a result of detailed investigations and 
survey which must be carried out. So far as the further survey 
and investigation on the .lines suggested by the Commission is 
concerned, this Government has no objection for their being 
carried out, and are sending their officers as required for the Con
ference to be held on the 8th of December, 1952. 

It will then be seen that the Hyderabad Government are in 
general agreement with the best and most economical method 
of utilisation of Krishna waters suggested by the Khosla. 
Committee and they take the view that it is only the details that 
have to be worked out in the light of the recommendations 
made. This Government is anxious that the best and most 
economical and extensive use of Krishna waters should be made 
without depriving the Krishna valley of its due share of waters 
both for irrigation and power. They are also anxious that the 
scheme should be such as to make it possible to release unused 
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waters of Krishna for utilization in Madras. Both these objects 
should be achieved in a manner that there is no undue disadvan
tage or damage to any part of the country whether in Hydembad 
State or in Madras State. From this point of view, the Hydem
bad Government desire that some better alternative. than 
Siddeswamm dam should be found to satisfy the requirements 
of Madras because they feel that the construction of a dam at 
Siddeswamm would result in the submergence of a large 
number of villages and considemble area of land under culti
vation. The Hyderabad Government! desire that the alterna
tive suggestions offered by the officers of this Government may 
be examined by the Technical Committee under whose direc
tions the further surveys and investigations are going to be 
conducted before that part of the scheme is finally approved. 



APPENDIX II 

MINUTES OF A CoNFI!RllNCE HELD IN TiiE PLANNING CoMMIS· 
'SION ON MONDAY, THE 8TH DECEMBER, 1952, TO CONSIDER 
RI!COMMBNDATIONS OF THE TECHNICAL (KHOsLA) CoMMITTI!I! ON 
THE UTILISATION OF THE K!uSHNA A'ID THE GODAVARI WATERS. 

l'RI!SI!NT : 

PLANNING CoMMISSION 

Shri .G. L. Nanda 
Shri V. T. Krishnamachari 

. Shrimati G. Durgabai • 
Shri A. Zaman 
Shri P. C. Suri 

Shri S. Rammohan 
Shri C. S. Parthasarathy 

Deputy Chainnan. 
Member. 
Member. 
Deputy Secretary. 
Private Secretary to the 

Deputy Chairman. 
Technical Officer (Power). 
Technical Officer (Irrigation). 

TECHNICAL (l<HosLA) CoMMITTBB 

Shri G. R. Garg 
Shri Moti Ram • 

• Member. 
• Member. 

GoVBRNMBNT OF MADRAS 

Shri T. M. S. Mani • ·Secretary, Public Works 
Department. 

ShriN. PadmanabhaAyyar • ChiefEngineer. 

GOVBRNMBNT 01' HYDBRABAD 

Shri Zahir Ahmed · 
Shri P. Papiah • 
Shri M. Jaffar Ali 

• 
Development Commissioner. 

• Chief Engineer • 
• Superintending Engineer. 

"The Planning Commission appointed a Technical Committee 
under the chairmanship of Shri A. N. Khosla to formulate 
an integrated . programme for the most economic utilisation 
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oftheshare ofthe Madras State ofthe waters ofthe Kisrna 
and the Godavari and to suggest a specific project · or projects 
which would fit into the programme and satisfY the tests laid 
down by the Planning Commission in paragraph Io of chapter· 
7 of the Draft Outline for inclusion in the Five Year Plan. 

· 2. The Technical Committee have drawn up an integrated 
programme but have suggested that · further · investigations 
should be made before their proposals are finalised. In
vestigations will also have to be made before recommending. 
particular schemes for inclusion in the Five Year Plan. Both. 
sets of investigations can be carried out together. 

3· The conference accordingly decided on the following. 
programme of investigations::-

(s) Remodelling of the Kurnool-Cuddapah canal includ-· 
ing, if necessary, remodelling of Sunkesula ancicut: 
for this purpose. The Madras Government will 
~mplete the necessary investigations within a period. 
of four months. · 

{il) The Nandikonda dam-

(a) The Government of Hyderabad will furnislr. 
existing data in full to the Madras Government. 
and to the Planning Commission immediately. 
It is understood that these estimates bave been. 
brought up-to-date. 

(b) Detruled investigations on the canal system on the: 
Madras side will be made by the Madras Govern
ment within a period of ten months. 

(c) Investigations made by the Hyderabad Govern
ment on the canal from the Nandikonda dam on 
the Hyderabad side will be brought up-to-date: 
within a period of thtee months. . 

(iia) The Pennar dam-

Thi! Madras Government may renew the propo.sa!S' 
md, after further investigation, place them 
before the Planning Commission within a period 
of three months. 
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(iv) Th4 Pulichintala dam-

The Madras Government will carry out further in
vestigations and bring the estimates up-to-date. 
They will also exanune the question whether 
a dam or a barrage should be prov1ded. .~e 
ent1re investigation should be completed w1thin 
a period of nine months. . . 

(v) The Madras and the Hyderabad Governments will 
submit a joint note in regard to the cost of the 
Nandikonda dam upto +475 for the purpose of a 
second crop irrigation in the Krishna delta. 

4· The results of the investigations decided on above 
:should be communicated to the Planning Commission as and 
-when they become available within the periods agreed to. 
"The investigations should include the preparation of fairly 
.accurate estimates of costs. 

5· The investigations referred to in paragraph 3 above 
·will be carried out under the general guidance of the "Technical 
·Committee, 'lliz., the Khosla Committee. The Technical 
Committee will continue to function until in consultation with 
the Governments of Madras and Hyderabad an integrated 
plan has been finally drawn up and specific recommendation 
lias been made for the inclusion of a project or projects in 
'the Five Year Plan. 

6. Members of the Technical Committee, who were present 
at the conference, made it clear that they had no time to study 

.. the memoranda submitted by the . Governments of Madras 
.and Hyderabad on the report of the Committee. 
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